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Nobody knows valve bodies like Sonnax.TM
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I would like to welcome you 
to the Las Vegas Hilton  
and to the City of Las Vegas, 

the Entertainment Capital of the world. 
Las Vegas has become famous for 
its ability to separate you from your 
money and at the same time, make you 
enjoy it. So let’s all have fun. 

The Las Vegas Hilton is “The 
House that Elvis Built.” Elvis per-
formed 58 consecutive shows at the Las 
Vegas Hilton. The entire 30th floor, also 
known as the Penthouse Suite 3000, 
was where Elvis stayed when he was 
in Vegas.

The annual ATRA Powertrain Expo 
is the only event that is devoted exclu-
sively to the Transmission Rebuilding 
Industry, and this year we are on target 
for our best Expo ever. Thursday’s 
tech starts off at 3:00 p.m. with Lance 
Wiggins and Randall Schroeder pre-
senting “Quick Fixes You Need 
Right Now.”  For the management 
seminars on Thursday afternoon, don’t 
miss Martin Brooks’ session, “The 
Importance of Processes & Procedures 
in a Crisis.” Martin has traveled all the 
way from Christchurch, New Zealand 
to do this presentation. Finally, ATRA’s 
Dennis Madden and Rodger Bland will 
improve your thinking ability with 
their presentation, “Transformational 
Thinking.”

The ATRA Member Meeting is at 
8:00 a.m. on Friday morning. Don’t 
miss this meeting, as it is very impor-
tant for everyone. It gives you the 
opportunity to meet the ATRA staff and 
its board members. Find out what’s new 
and how to get the most out of your 
membership. Give us your ideas.  The 
rest of Friday will be devoted to man-
agement and tech seminars.  

Saturday is a 
busy day! We’ll start 
out with the ATRA 
Chapter President’s 
Meeting at 7:00 am. 
where local chapters 
will meet. This is 
where we attract a 
lot of our new mem-
bers, and it’s at local 
seminars where 
most shops really 
get to know what 
ATRA is all about. 

The ATRA–
Raybestos luncheon 
begins at 1:00 p.m. 
and from there we 
will proceed to 
the opening of the 
ATRA Powertrain 
Trade Show.  The 
trade show will be 
open from 2:00 p.m. 
to 5:00 p.m. The 
Transtar Annual 
Industry Cocktail 
Reception begins 
immediately follow-
ing the closing of 
the trade show at 5:00pm. Everyone is 
invited to attend this annual event.

Sunday Management semi-
nars start out with a “Green Eggs 
& Ham” breakfast presentation with 
Scott Johnson.  Immediately after 
the breakfast seminar we will have a 
“What’s Working” Management Team 
conducting a Q & A session. This 
session will cover new concepts and  
ideas on improving your business. 
Sunday technical seminars will feature 
the latest equipment and services from 

several of our suppliers. The trade show 
will be open from 12:00 p.m. to 5:00 
p.m. on Sunday afternoon. The trade 
show will also be open from 9:00 a.m. 
to 2:00 p.m. on Monday.

On the behalf of the ATRA staff 
and Board of Directors, I would like to 
welcome everyone to Las Vegas.

Jim Rodd
ATRA Board President

FROM THE PRESIDENT

by Jim Rodd,
ATRA Board President
members.atra.com

www.atra.com

Welcome To 
Las Vegas!
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A New Key for the Honda P0740 After-Rebuild Blues

Back in March, 2008, 
I wrote about Honda 
transmissions and 

the P0740 after-rebuild blues. 
That article specifically talk-
ed about converter clutch 
problems on Honda 4-speed 
units. 

It’s been a few years 
since then; today we’re work-
ing on Honda 5-speed units. 
But many shops are still sing-
ing the P0740 after-rebuild 
blues. Over the last few years 
we’ve discovered a lot about 
how to keep these trouble-
some units on the road.

We know that the items 
we covered back in March 
of ’08 still work to reduce 
the P0740 after-rebuild blues. 
But beyond that we’ve added 
a few measures to help keep 
these units out. They include:

•	 Replacing the check 
valve spring

•	 Installing an auxiliary 
ATF oil cooler

•	 Modifying the regulator 
valve body

Honda hasn’t changed 
the way they apply the TCC 
in recent years, so there’s 
no reason to revisit torque 
converter clutch apply operation. I’ve 
included a schematic to show the minor 
differences between the 4-speed and 
5-speed units.

The main difference between 
the 4-speed and 5-speed units is that 
the 5-speed uses a dedicated Clutch 
Pressure Control (CPC) solenoid to 
control lockup operation. 4-speed units 

used one of the two CPC solenoids for 
lockup operation, depending on which 
gear the converter clutch applies (fig-
ures 1A and 1B, figure 1B is on page 6). 

by Bill Brayton
members.atra.com

www.atra.com

Fun With transmissions

Figure 1A

A New Key for the 
Honda P0740 
After-Rebuild Blues

4 Speed

4Bill 1011.indd   4 10/4/11   2:56 AM



BorgWarner’s new Governor Pressure Solenoid will not flood out at increased line pressures
and can be used in modified and high performance transmissions as well as stock units. It
delivers all the benefit of much more expensive aftermarket solenoid adapter kits for just the
price of a solenoid, and with better reliability and no extra parts to change out.

The extra size gives you more magnet force, 
more spool valve force, 15% more flow capacity 
than the OE brand, all of which adds up to a wide
safety margin of stable pressure to ensure reliable
shifting under all conditions.

Call your authorized distributor today and ask 
for genuine OEM quality solenoids from the global
leader in automatic transmission technology...
BorgWarner Inc.

feel good about driving

We’re stable under pressure.

BorgWarner carries a full line of OEM quality
clutch plates, transmission bands, one-way
clutches, and electronic transmission solenoids
that are 100% guaranteed to fit your rebuilds.

BorgWarner Inc.
Transmission Systems
1350 N. Greenbriar Dr. Unit B
Addison, IL  60101
(630) 261-9980
www.borgwarner.com

BorgWarner Part Number 50185

OEM Heavy Duty Replacement
Governor Pressure Solenoid
fits Dodge/Jeep transmissions
(42/44/46/47/48 RE)

2010BWA-50185REDO-FN:2010BorgWarner  11/29/10  8:51 AM  Page 1
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A New Key for the Honda P0740 After-Rebuild Blues

A Simple Modification 
Makes a Big Difference

Here’s a simple modification 
you can make to both the 4- and the 
5-speed units to improve lockup feel 
and increase converter charge when 
line pressure is high.

Drill a 0.030” to 0.045” hole in the 
regulator body at the location shown 
to connect the line pressure passage to 
the converter charge passage (figure 2). 

Drilling this hole increases converter 
charge and lengthens TCC life. Here’s 
why:

When the PR valve is at maxi-
mum line position, converter charge 
is cut off. Drilling the regulator body 
provides constant flow to converter 
charge, even at maximum line pressure, 
when converter charge would normally 
have been cut off. This provides apply 
pressure for the converter clutch when 

converter feed is badly needed, such as 
when you’re traveling up a long grade. 

The Check Valve
The torque converter check valve 

plays an important role in the con-
verter charge circuit. This valve helps 
maintain the converter charge pressure 
while the converter is locked up (figure 
3). If the spring is weak or collapsed, 
the converter charge could drop off and 

Figure 1B

5 Speed

4Bill 1011.indd   6 9/30/11   12:48 AM
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A New Key for the Honda P0740 After-Rebuild Blues

cause the converter clutch to slip, leading 
to TCC failure.

The stock spring measures roughly 
1.386” long x 0.333” diameter x 0.046” 
wire size. Always check the height of 
this spring during a rebuild. If the spring 
doesn’t measure up, replace it; there are 
springs available from the aftermarket.

The Cooler Install
The major benefits gained from 

installing an auxiliary ATF cooler 
include:
•	 Lower ATF temperatures providing 

longer transmission life. 
•	 Reduced heat load placed on the 

engine’s cooling system helps pre-
vent engine overheating.

•	 Separating the ATF cooler from 
cooling system eliminates the pos-
sibility of cross contamination 
(coolant mixing with ATF).

Typical ATF Cooler 
Installation

We’re going to look at the 
installation procedure for a Honda 
Odyssey. This procedure is fairly 
typical, although there will be some 

Figure 3

Figure 2

Figure 3: closeup
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A higher level.

That’s what you get with Ford gas engines 
and transmissions.
A higher build level means you’re getting engine and transmission assemblies built to the exacting specifi cations of 
Ford Motor Company. So you not only get the quality build you expect in an assembly from Ford, but also one that’s built by 
using parts that keep it specifi c to year, make and model as well as emissions calibrations.

Introducing the all-new 3-Year Unlimited-Mile Warranty – No Commercial Exceptions
Ford gasoline engines and transmissions are covered by a three-year/unlimited-mile warranty.* All warranties are backed by 
Ford Motor Company. They’re also supported by more than 3,500 Ford and Lincoln Mercury Dealerships nationwide as well 
as at their originating place of service.

Plus, unlike some competitors, the warranty is good for fl eet vehicles. That means you get the same advantages 
and coverage for commercial use, no exceptions.

For technical questions, contact the Powertrain Assistance Center at 1-800-392-7946 or visit FordParts.com.
*See dealer for limited-warranty details. Remanufactured diesel engines are covered by a two-year/unlimited-mileage warranty.
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A New Key for the Honda P0740 After-Rebuild Blues

2001 Honda Odyssey EX
Removing Front Bulkhead Cover
Courtesy of AMERICAN HONDA MOTOR CO., INC.

Figure 4

minor differences for other vehicles. 
We’re going to completely bypass the factory cooler and 

eliminate it from the circuit. This will turn all of the cooling 
over to the external cooler.

It’s best to use a cooler that’s rated at or near 22,000 
GVW and 20,000 BTU. It’s a lot bigger than the factory 
recommendation, but this size cooler is large enough 
to provide more than adequate cooling under all cir-
cumstances.

Install the cooler right in front of the radiator, 
where it’s exposed to plenty of clean air flow. 

Removing the front bumper and plastic bulkhead 
cover isn’t much of an issue. After removing the 
bulkhead cover (figure 4), removing the bumper is 
a matter of four screws and a few more body clips 
(figure 5).  

The front of any vehicle takes so much punish-
ment from the road that a solid cooler installation is 
a must. The bottom of this cooler has been secured 
with heavy L-brackets (figure 6). A second side strap 
provides additional support (figure 7).

Always use new, high quality hose clamps on 
any cooler installation; this is no place to skimp on 
quality. On this installation we used an insulated cable 
bracket to route the cooler hoses around a bulkhead 
(figure 8). This goes a long way toward preventing 
the hoses from chafing caused by vibration.

Once cooler installation is complete and the car 

Figure 5

Figure 6

The front of any vehicle takes 
so much punishment from the 

road that a solid cooler 
installation is a must. 

4Bill 1011.indd   10 9/30/11   12:48 AM
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is buttoned back up, always check the 
ATF level. The new cooler will take up 
some of the ATF volume and you don’t 
want your new transmission to go out 
low on fluid.

This installation may seem com-
plicated, but anything worth doing is 
worth doing well. This type of instal-
lation will give you piece of mind that 
you’ve done all you could to increase 
the life of your rebuild.

Don’t Forget the Details
The expression goes that “the dev-

il’s in the details.” Some days you 
might think it was written specifically 
to describe the Honda converter clutch.

As I like to remind people: 
“Remove every valve from every bore, 
on every Honda, every time.” Sure, 
it’s going to add some time to your 
rebuilds. But it’s also going to cut 
down those comebacks… and that’s 
well worth a little extra time.

And don’t stop there: Make sure 
the end plugs are snug in the valve 
body bores. Always use a quality torque 
converter. Make the modifications to 
the regulator body.  Treat these 5-speed 
Hondas with TLC and use quality parts, 
and that may well be the last time you 
find yourself playing the P0740 after-
rebuild blues.

Getting those transmissions out on 
the road and keeping them out… I can’t 
think of a better way to begin having 
Fun With Transmissions.

Figure 7

Figure 8

A New Key for the Honda P0740 After-Rebuild Blues
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Based in Columbus, Ohio, G-Cor Automotive Corp. proudly houses the largest  
inventory of used automatic transmission hard parts in the USA! With an  
organized processing center of 90,000 square feet, and 100,000 square feet  
of inventoried import and domestic hard parts, we’re confident we can meet  
your need. Just ask!

When it comes to quality our parts speak for themselves. Our machine shop staff 
takes pride in their attention to detail. Our sales team is knowledgeable and 
experienced. And our service won’t be beat!

• Huge selection of good used automatic transmission hard parts
• Warehouse Price and Private Label programs available
• Rebuilder pricing for quality used hard parts
• After-market and O.E.M. new hard parts
• Export Sales Program available

Hard parts…need one? Need 100? 
Can’t find what you’re looking for?

Just Ask!

1.877.888.5160
fax 614.444.5165
G-CorAutomotive.com
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Lately we’ve been getting more 
calls about lockup problems on 
the early KM-series transaxles 

found in Mitsubishi and Chrysler vehi-
cles (figure 1). It seems like these units 
have been around forever and they’re 
still quite popular among the younger 
crowd. You know the ones: With the 
loud, annoying exhausts and stereos 

you can hear from a block away.
I’m not even sure it’s possible for 

those customers to feel a converter 
clutch shudder; most of the time they 
bring their cars in because the warning 
light on the dash started flashing.

The complaint may be a chatter, 
or the engine may start lugging while 
coming to a stop. Or maybe it’ll just 

involve a TCC code. Whatever the 
complaint, the solution is old news to 
some; to others, it may be brand new.

The way the call usually goes on 
the HotLine is something like this: The 
technician explains the problem. We 
listen patiently, and then ask whether he 
replaced the O-ring on the stator sup-
port. Then there’s usually a moment of 

Figure 1

by Mike Souza
members.atra.com

www.atra.com

KM Lockup 
Problems Caused 
by a Hidden O-Ring
An old problem
that continues to 
rear its ugly head 
in shops across 
the country.
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•	Standards
Clutch	Parts
•	Sach’s	&	Valeo	Clutch	Kits	(New)
•	Forks
•	Pilot	Bushings	&	Bearings
•	Clutch	Alignment	Tools
Transfer	Case	Parts
•	Gasket	&	Seals	Kits
•	Overhaul	Kits
•	Chains

Shop	Supplies	&	Tools
•	Additives
•	Assembly	Lubricants
•	Builders	Benches
•	Lifts
•	Parts	Washer	Soap
•	Rough	Service	Light	Bulbs
•	R.T.V.	Black,	Blue,	Clear
•	Technical	Manuals
•	Tools	&	Equipment
•	Threadlock

Remember that Old-Time Service?

Whatever It Takes Does!!!
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silence, and finally the technician asks, 
“What O-ring?”

It’s not surprising that someone 
might have missed this O-ring; in fact, 
it’s probably the most commonly over-
looked part during the rebuild on early 
Mitsubishi-type transmissions. That’s 
because it’s located inside the pump 
stator support, in a groove on the shaft. 
You can’t see it; you have to know it’s 
there. That’s why many technicians 
miss replacing it during a rebuild.

The O-ring is extremely thin and, 
over time, becomes very hard and brit-
tle, which creates a leak in the torque 
converter release oil circuit. This may 
only cause an intermittent lockup code 
that won’t go away. Or there may 
be symptoms of a converter shudder, 
surge, or engine lugging at a stop.

The only way to replace the O-ring 
is to press the stator support shaft part 
way out of the housing from the sealing 
ring side (figure 2). It isn’t necessary to 
remove the entire shaft.

Be careful not to damage the seal-
ing ring side of the support while 
pressing the shaft out: Use a driver 
that fits just inside the outer diameter 
of the shaft (figure 3). Using a driver 
that’s too large will damage the stator 
support.

Make sure you support the pump 
side of the stator support housing while 
pressing the shaft out. The support isn’t 
very thick and can easily crack.

The next trick is getting the O-ring 
out: Very often, the seal becomes 
extremely brittle and will break apart 
from the pick or scribe (figure 4). You’ll 
need to make sure you’ve removed all 
the pieces before installing the new 
seal. 

Once you see the O-ring, you’ll 
probably remember that very thin 
O-ring you saw in the overhaul kit, but 
never saw where it belonged. Suddenly 
it’ll all become clear…

Use a Gauge
Intermittent lockup codes can be 

difficult to diagnose. One thing that can 

make them easier is a pressure gauge. 
Not all vehicles will have a converter 
clutch pressure tap or apply and release 
pressure information available. Not so 
with Mitsubishi and Chrysler vehicles 
equipped with a KM-type transaxle: 
Figure 5 shows the pressure tap loca-
tions. 

Figure 3

Figure 2

The only way to 
replace the O-ring 

is to press the 
stator support 

shaft part way out 
of the housing 

from the sealing 
ring side.

KM Lockup Problems Caused by a Hidden O-Ring
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Connect your pressure gauge to 
the torque converter pressure tap (fig-
ure 5). Normal pressure should be 
about 50-70 PSI with the TCC released 
(29-34 PSI for 1985-86 models).  

When the computer commands the 
TCC to apply, pressure should drop to 
0-10 PSI. If this occurs, the system’s 
working correctly; the problem is in 
the torque converter itself. If pressure 
doesn’t drop when commanded, either 
the damper clutch control valve is stuck 
or the damper clutch control solenoid 
failed. 

If the pressure’s low, you may have 
a leak at the O-ring on the stator sup-
port shaft. The O-ring doesn’t appear in 
most parts catalogs or repair manuals; 
you have to know it’s there.

Other possible causes for torque 
converter-related codes could involve a 
worn stator shaft bushing (figure 6) or 

the seal on the inner pump gear (figure 
7). And don’t forget to check the seal-
ing ring bore in the stator support for 
damage.

The KM stator support O-ring is 
an old, familiar problem for some; for 
others, not so much. And if you aren’t 
familiar with it, there’s no way you’re 
going to find it simply by looking 
around while the transmission’s on the 
bench. Of course, that’s why the ATRA 
HotLine is here: to put the experience 
of thousands of technicians right at 
your fingertips.

Figure 5

Figure 6 Figure 7

Figure 4

KM Lockup Problems Caused by a Hidden O-Ring

If the pressure’s 
low, you may 

have a leak at the 
O-ring on the 
stator support 

shaft. 
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We asked readers to show off photos of their rides or customer’s rides they’ve used 
any of the LUBEGARD® family of products in. Choosing the winner of the Apple iPad 

was tough. We're pleased to present a selection of some of the entries and their stories.

♥ "My favorite vehicle that my wife, 
Jessi and I own and drive is our 1970 
Ford Torino. The outside may look pretty 
much stock, as the paint is original from 
1970 and has not been altered. It still has 
dents and even a poor repair on the door 
from an incident in 1973, but that's what 
makes it so great. We left the outside 
alone due to the great condition and 
the stories that went with each scratch 
or dent. However, when it came to the 
mechanical end we didn't know where 
to stop. It's equipped with a Roush 427 
Engine, Bowler 4R70W Transmission, 
Ridetech coil-over suspension, Baer 13" 
six piston brakes, tiger cage roll cage, 
Forgeline 18" wheels, BF Goodrich tires 
and Phantom Touch-N-Go Starter System. 
We used the vehicle to develop a 4R70W 
transmission package for the Roush crate 
motor program. This package comes with 
a 3 year warranty and is guaranteed for 
up to 550 Ft Lbs of torque, so we had to 
test the whole package and prove that we 
had what it takes to offer this combination 

of performance and dependability. We've trusted Lubegard products for 
years and it's the only additive that we run in our company and personal 
vehicles. Every Bowler Performance Transmission Package includes 
Dr. Tranny Kooler Kleen. lubeGarD reD aTF ProTecTanT 
must be used for our warranty." — Mark Bowler

♥ "My 1956 Buick Roadmaster 2-door 
hardtop is equipped with power steering, 
power brakes, power windows, power 
antenna, 6-way power seat and a remote 
Wonder Bar radio. It now has a one of a 
kind CNC adaptor to replace the Dynaflow 
trans with a 400 Turbo trans, naturally I 
put in lubeGarD reD aTF ProTecTanT 
(great product we've used in just about 
every rebuild for over 15 years).

I put Kool-IT SuPreme coolanT 
TreaTmenT in the radiator and can cruise 
for close to 2 hours with no problem in 
bumper to bumper traffic. The 400 Turbo 
has worked flawlessly for 3 years protected 
by lubeGarD reD aTF ProTecTanT. 
Of course it was assembled with Dr. 
Tranny aSSemblee Goo™ to protect 
the washers and torrington bearings at first 
crank up. Thanks for products we can trust 
in every rebuild!" — Raymon Butch Pruitt

GRAnD PRizE: 1956 BUiCk RoADmAstER
Raymon Butch Pruitt: Pruitt transmission 

Anderson, south Carolina

RUnnER UP: 1970 FoRD toRino
mark Bowler: Bowler Performance transmissions 

Lawrenceville, illinois

Grand 

Prize

Lubegard: Love that ride
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{continued on next page}

♥ "My ride is a 1992 Allison XB2002 with a HP Merc 
260 for power. It has a top speed of 105 MPH and 
will run the standing start 1/4 mile at 95 MPH. I use 
lubeGarD 2 cycle oIl at a mixture of 32/1 and 
run the motor to 9000 rpm. Using lubeGarD 
2 cycle oIl, the motor has very little wear 
between rebuilds. I was also able to go twice as 
long between rebuilds compaired to using other 
oils. The marIne Gear oIl SuPPlemenT is 
also added to the gear case.

I also have two collector cars. A 1996 Monte Carlo SS and a 1966 
Chevy Belair. These cars have lubeGarD ProDucTS uSeD 
From The raDIaTor To The rear enD. I credit Lubegard for 
keeping the acids from forming in the oil and keeping my cars 
happy. I have been a religious user of Lubegard products since 
1993 and every transmission that leaves our shop gets a bottle." 
— Bob Sorenson

RUnnER UP: 1992 ALLison XB2002 With hP mERC 260
Bob sorenson: Riverside transmission

new Ulm, minnesota

RUnnER UP: 1937 FoRD CoUPE
Jimmy Ulloa: Ulloa transmissions 

Los Angeles, California

♥ "All steel body, 350 eng 300hp, TH700R4 built, 
9 in Ford differential, disc brakes, tci frame. Found 
in a North Dakota barn — a project car, that took 
three years to build. The car belongs to my wife, 
and she drives it daily.

We buy lubeGarD PlaTInum by the case. It works great and 
saves us a ton of money on ATF. We love it!" — Jimmy Ulloa

♥ "lubeGarD hIGhly FrIcTIon moDIFIeD aTF SuPPlemenT 
works like magic. I also use lubeGarD bIoTech enGIne ProTecTanT 
and it works great!" — Jaime Rodriguez

RUnnER UP: 1947 mERCURy WooDy
Jaime Rodriguez: Advanced transmission Parts 

Laredo, texas

WhaT maKeS lubeGarD 
aDDITIveS So PoWerFul?

SYNTHETIC LXE® Technology's heat 
transfer properties are unequaled. 
LXE’s negative polarity is attracted 
to the positive polarity of metals, 
creating a powerful single layer bond. 
This bond provides superior boundary 
lubrication and anti-wear protection 
under extreme pressure. The results 
are more power, better fuel economy, 
smoother shifting, reduced component 
wear — and customer satisfaction.

contest winners
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RUnnER UP: 1977 ChEvy BLAzER
Joseph Lindbergh: Lindbergh's transmissions inc. 

metairie, Louisiana

♥ "My 1977 Chevy Blazer has a new Chevy 
Vortex Crate Motor (330 HP) with Edelbrock 
manifold & carburetor, Billet Specialities pulleys, 
Chrome Powermaster alternator, Sanden polished 
a/c compressor, Spal Dual II, electric fans, PRC 
(Performance Rod & Custom) Aluminum radiator, 
Poweraid Air Intake, Smoothed Firewall (behind 
Distributor), Sanderson Headers, Chrome hood 
hinges, Mirrors in under hood panels. 
I use lubeGarD (reD) aTF ProTecTanT." — Joseph Lindbergh

♥ "After we installed the shift kit and high 
stall converter we added lubeGarD PlaTInum 
unIverSal auTomaTIc TranSmISSIon FluID 
ProTecTanT and an external cooler. We also 
drained the dexcool and converted to the green 
antifreeze and a bottle of Kool-IT." — Dean Lab

RUnnER UP: 2006 ChEvy ssR 
(sUPER sPoRt RoADstER)

Dean Lab: Dean's Quality transmissions 
spanish Fork, Utah

♥ "I purchased this car about 4 years ago. It needed a new 
engine and transmission when I got it. I rebuilt the engine and 
trans using Lubegard products in both. My Buick has 83k on it. 
They only made 5,512 of the Grand Nationals in 1986 and mine 
has the rare Astro Roof option. Only a few hundred came out in 
1986 with that option. The car now drives and rides like new again 
with a freshly rebuilt engine and transmission. I've taken it to 
several local shows and it's always a crowd pleaser.

I did a few modifications to the car while it was being rebuilt. 
Mostly modifications you can't see. 5 angle valve job on the 
heads, JE forged pistons, 009 42lb. injectors, a turbo tweak chip, 
took the cat off, bigger fuel pump, and a hot wire kit on the fuel 
pump. These were some of the things Buick did to slow these 
cars down for government testing back in 1986. Everything in the 
engine bay has been either powder coated and or ceramic coated 
to make it last.

There's nothing better for older cars than Lubegard transmission 
products. Lubegard makes some of the only products I've used 
where you can not only see but feel the results!

lubeGarD (reD) aTF ProTecTanT: 
I actually use this in all 6 vehicles I own. This is by far my favorite 
product. You can feel and see the difference when using this 
product. I recommend it to everyone! It's really safe insurance for 
keeping your transmission running smooth and quiet. 

RUnnER UP: 1986 BUiCk GRAnD nAtionAL
Jim Chaudrue: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

I've seen several cars that had a slight flare 
between gears and this product made it just about 
go away. Great product!

lubeGarD bIo-Tech enGIne oIl ProTecTanT: 
I just started using this product and like the results 
already. A few of those "what was that noise?" 
things went away. The cars I've used it in seem 
to have a little more pep and better fuel economy 
with it. Since I've had great results with your other 
products I'll keep using it!" — Jim Chaudrue

Lubegard Love that ride contest winners
{continued from previous page}
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RUnnER UP: 1957 ChEvy nomAD
Chris tartik: Des Plaines, illinois

In memory oF chrIS TarTIK

We are saddened by the recent 
passing of Chris Tartik, just days after 
he sent us his entry. Chris was an 
industry filtration veteran for over 20 
years. His knowledge and expertise, 
and his willingness to share this 
information, made him a truly unique 
asset in our industry. Chris’s passions 
focused on filtration, his family and 
wife Valerie, rock and roll, and his 
beloved ’57 Chevy Nomad.

His Nomad won many car shows, 
but winning wasn’t the driving force 
behind his entries — he mostly 
enjoyed the company of people who 
shared his interests and wanted to be 
around them to exchange thoughts 
and ideas. Chris’s untimely death 
brings great sadness to many in the 
automatic transmission industry. 

Steve Deckard, Lubegard's Director 
of Professional Transmission Sales, 
former associate and long time friend 
said poignantly, “Losing Chris was like 
losing a brother. He is the last person 
I ever wanted to say goodbye to so 
soon. Words can’t describe how much 
he will be missed.”

♥ "I've been working on my '57 Nomad on and off for years now and 
one thing that was always frustrating about driving the car was the heat 
build up under the hood. Cruising was never a problem but if you got 
stuck in traffic or had to wait for a train the temperature would shoot up 
from 180 to 210 plus in no time at all. Swapping out the thermostat to 
a 160 and adding an electric fan helped but didn't completely solve the 
problem. As most people who turn a wrench either professionally or as a 
hobby will tell you, horsepower equals heat and my Chevy was no exception.

Then I found out about a product called "Kool IT". You add this to your radiator coolant 
and through some voodoo that Lubegard came up with it enables your coolant to 
perform more efficiently which keeps your engine cooler. Problem solved. I was skeptical 
at first but I'm a believer now. Leave it to Lubegard to bottle cool." — Chris Tartik

♥ "About 2 years ago we rescued "Silverdale" from under a tree where she'd 
sat for about 7 years. I worked hard to clean and get the car running again. She has 
sentimental value to me and my fiance because our first date was simply going for 
a drive in Silverdale. My fiance and I still love taking drives in Silverdale as well as 
racing her on the quarter mile. She's an 11 second street car that gets 18 miles to 
the gallon on the freeway!

One reason the car was originally parked, was due to the rear 
differential chattering. The previous owner thought the differential 
was failing. I added lubeGarD lImITeD SlIP SuPPlemenT to the 
differential, thus eliminating the chatter and need for rear overhaul. 
I also use Kool IT in all of the race cars we build at our shop.

Frequently, I use the Dr. Tranny InSTanT ShuDDer FIxx in 
these cars due to the common shutter from these transmissions. 
All three products work wonders. Thanks." — Dan Miller

RUnnER UP: 
1987 BUiCk GRAnD nAtionAL

Dan miller: Gn northwest, Everett, WA

InternatIonal lubrIcants Inc.
7930 Occidental South  •  Seattle WA  98108
800-333-Lube (5823)  •  206-762-5343  •  Fax: 206-762-7989
© 2011 ILI. All rights reserved.

www.Lubegard.com
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One of the hallmarks of oper-
ating a successful shop 
involves letting the customer 

know he’s important to you… that his 
satisfaction is your primary goal. But 
have you ever thought about taking him 
to lunch?

That’s exactly what James Duty 
and Steve Lamar, owners of Specialty 
Gear & Transmission in Atascadero, 
CA, do; each year they host a catered 

luncheon and invite all the custom-
ers who’ve come in during the last 12 
months.

How does it go over? “We had 
about 190 people attend the luncheon 
this past June, and everyone had a 
terrific time,” says Jim. “And, while 
I never considered this an advertising 
event, we’re actually seeing a lot of 
new customers from it!”

A Look Back
James and Steve opened Specialty 

Gear in 2005. At the time there were 
two other transmission shops in town; 
both James and Steve worked for one 
of those shops. But they weren’t happy 
with the way the shop was doing busi-
ness — “We didn’t think they were 
being completely honest, and we 
weren’t allowed to diagnose cars prop-
erly.” — so they decided to strike out 

SHOP PROFILE

Specialty Gear & 
Transmission, LLC:
A New Way to Demonstrate Customer Appreciation

by Steve Bodofsky
members.atra.com

www.atra.com

The Crew at Specialty Gear & Transmission L-R J. R. Duty, Francisco 
(Paco) Arrowsmith, James Duty, Steve Lamar, Ron Hollingsworth
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on their own.
Both of the other shops have since 

closed their doors, leaving Specialty 
Gear as the only transmission shop in 
town; the next nearest town with a com-
petitor is about 10 miles away.

The shop was originally operated by 
just the two partners; Steve handled the 
R&R and associated repair, and James 
ran the office and rebuilt the transmis-
sions. Since then they’ve hired three 
other employees: James’s nephew J.R. 
Duty and Francisco Arrowsmith are the 
R&R technicians; Ron Hollingsworth 
is their new rebuilder.

“My wife, Ember, comes by from 
time to time to help out in the office, 
and we have a fulltime bookkeeper who 
handles the accounts and the billing,” 
adds James.

While they advertise in the local 
paper and through support for the local 
school’s sports teams, most of their 
work is referred by word of mouth. 
Both James and Steve are local boys; 

James grew up right in Atascadero, and 
both of them live there now. “We’ve 
worked for nearly every transmission 
shop around at some point or another, 
so everyone knows us,” says James. 
“We each have siblings, we went to 
school here, and my dad was the sheriff 
in town. And it’s a small town — just 
under 30,000 people — so we’re pretty 
well known.”

Their Philosophy
The key to their success is to pro-

vide exceptional service: “We’re locked 
in on service; we stand behind every-
thing we do… sometimes to a fault,” 
says James. “Every repair we make is 
warranted, so we’ve developed a great 
reputation for providing honest, quality 
repair work.

“I was speaking with one of the 
local businessmen the other day. He 
said something that really made me 
feel good: ‘I’ve never heard anyone say 
they had a bad experience with service 

or repairs at your shop.’ That sounded 
really good to me. It’s what we’re 
always striving for.

“My goal is for every customer to 
leave here happy. It doesn’t matter how 
I feel; it’s how they feel that’s impor-
tant, because they’re the ones who 
spread the word about us.”

Making sure everyone leaves 
happy isn’t an easy thing to do, because 
as we all know, customers aren’t always 
the most reasonable creatures. James 
acknowledges that, but says, “I just 
assure them that, no matter how they’re 
feeling right now, they’re going to be 
happy before we’re done. And then I 
make sure they are.”

A Look Ahead
While they’d really like to attend 

Expo, they’re probably going to have 
to miss this year’s show: “We’re mov-
ing,” explains James. “We just bought 
a new shop about a quarter mile from 
here, and we’re going to be moving in 

As business continues to grow, co-owner James Duty is spending 
more of his time on the front end of his company. Paco Arrowsmith makes final adjustments on another install.

Co-Owners, Steve Lamar and James Duty.

Nice rack! Customers are 
treated to a wide variety of 

reading material. Specialty Gear & Transmission
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as soon as we can get the township to 
approve some improvements.”

“The new shop is about 4000 
square feet; a little larger than we 
have now, and the shop is all together, 
instead of split the way this shop is. 
And there’s a little house out front 
that’s been converted into an office.”

As anyone who’s ever tried to 
open a new shop will tell you, there’s 
a lot that goes into this type of move. 
Currently James is spending all his free 
time with architects, because they’re 
planning on adding a garage door to 
the building, and the township building 
inspectors want detailed drawings of 
the prospective changes before they’ll 
approve them.

But James and Steve have no doubt 
that they’ll have everything worked 
out shortly, and the next step will be to 
move all their equipment and inventory 
into the new shop. A huge undertaking, 
but one that’s sure to pay off in long 
term convenience and curb appeal.

Keeping the Word Out
We all understand the importance 

of community involvement, and James 
and Steve take that to heart. They’ve 
been members of the local Business 
Network International (BNI) for six 
years. This is an area business network-
ing association that meets every Friday.

Of course they advertise in the 
local newspaper, support the local high 
school teams, and are members of the 
Chamber of Commerce. And they have 
a web site: www.specialtygear.net.

Specialty Gear also has a terrific 
reputation with the local car clubs and 
racing enthusiasts: “We have a ‘dino-
saur’ file, where we keep pictures of all 
the older cars we’ve worked on,” says 

James. “And we’re very 
plugged in to the hotrod 
and classic car network 
around here.

“Then there’s the 
local race crowd; we 
have a retired guy who 
drag races. We build his 
transmissions, and we 
have a truck we drag 
race and we’re building 
a car for drag racing.”

Let’s Have a 
Party!

But when it comes 
to getting involved with 
the neighbors, it doesn’t 
end there for Specialty 
Gear:

“The first couple 
weeks of June we close 
the shop and prepare for 
our annual Customer 
Appreciation Day,” says 
James. “We send out fly-
ers to all the customers we served over 
the past year, inviting them to join us. 
And we invite the members of all the 
shops we work with in the area. We get 
everyone together for a huge, catered 
barbecue.

“Everyone has a great time. We get 
some amazing feedback from it, and it’s 
really fun to do. We spend the whole 
week cleaning the shop to get ready, 
until everything’s immaculate.

“We put the first barbecue together 
simply to show our customers how 
much we appreciated their business, but 
after the first one I started getting some 
feedback, and we received a lot of new 
customers from it. I never thought of 
it as advertising, but it seems to have 

worked out that way.
“We do a lot of fleet work in the 

area; people we grew up with now have 
businesses… there’s a well-drilling 
company, construction companies… 
we have the city municipal department, 
the state hospital… these are the people 
who really like the barbecue. ‘We look 
forward to this every year,’ they tell me. 
‘Make sure you invite us next year.’”

Specialty Gear & Transmission: 
They’ve put a new spin on commu-
nity involvement with their annual 
Customer Appreciation Day… and 
it’s obvious their customers appreciate 
them, too.

The event has grown in size every year, and is a great way 
to stay in touch with the community.

"Everyone has a great time. We get some amazing feedback 
from it, and it's really fun to do." James Duty, 

Specialty Gear & Transmission .

Customers enjoy a catered bar-b-que luncheon as part of the annual 
'Customer Appreciation Day' at Specialty Gear and Transmission.
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A Problem Vehicle
Over the last few months, the 

ATRA Technical HotLine has been 
receiving calls related to Failure Mode 
4 on several Nissan vehicles. The calls 
have mostly been related to the Nissan 
Maxima equipped with a 3.5L engine 
and the RE5F22A transmission.

According to the technicians call-
ing, the transmission goes into failsafe 
with no codes set in the TCM. The 
transmission only has reverse and 4th 
gear available. The manual shift mode 
feature is inoperative and indicates fail-
safe to 5th gear.

After several shops rebuilt or 
replaced the transmission and replaced 
the TCM, they gave up trying to repair 
the vehicle and took them to the local 
Nissan dealership for assistance. The 
only thing the dealership could tell 
them was “the problem is in the trans-
mission,” and recommended replacing 
the transmission as an assembly. With 
the increasing number of calls coming 
into the ATRA Technical HotLine and 
no fix in sight, it was time for ATRA to 
find an answer.

ATRA Gets Involved
We found a nearby shop that was 

working on a 2004 Nissan Maxima that 
was stuck in Failsafe Mode 4. We con-
tacted the shop to check on the repair. 
According to the technician, the vehicle 
had been at their shop for a couple 
months, still stuck in Failsafe Mode 4.

The shop had checked the powers, 
grounds, and inputs to the TCM; verified 
the TCM connections; installed a used 
PNP (Park Neutral Position) switch; 
and replaced the TCM with a factory 
TCM from Nissan. Unfortunately, none 
of these checks or repairs identified or 
fixed the problem.

The shop sent the vehicle to the 
local Nissan dealership for a complete 
diagnosis of the transmission system. 
According to the dealership technician, 

the transmission needed to be replaced. 
The technician said that he was unable 
to clear Failure Mode 4. 

We spoke with the technician and 

Keep Those Trannies rolling

Nissan Maxima 
Failure Mode 4 by Pete Huscher

members.atra.com
www.atra.com

Figure 1: Nissan Maxima arrives at ATRA

Figure 2: Scanner shows “failure Mode 4”
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the shop owner, and convinced them to 
let us take a look at the vehicle. 

Failure Mode 4  
Arrives at ATRA

The next morning, a tow truck 
showed up with the 2004 Nissan 
Maxima in tow (figure 1). We began 
with a visual inspection of the vehicle. 
The interior panels had been removed, 
and we were able to confirm that a used 
PNP switch and a new OEM TCM had 
been installed. After the visual inspec-
tion it was time to take the vehicle for a 
test drive to see what it was doing.

Failure Mode 4 
Confirmed

During the test drive it was obvi-
ous the vehicle was having a problem. 
The Check Engine light was on, the 
reverse engagement was brutal, 
and the transmission was starting 
in what appeared to be 4th gear. 
The transmission wouldn’t shift, 
the manual shift mode was inop-
erative, and it indicated 5th gear 
all the time.

After returning to the shop, 
we connected our scan tool and 
accessed the PCM and TCM to 
check for codes. Code P1800 
(Variable Intake Air System 
[VIAS] solenoid circuit) was 
stored in the PCM; no codes were 
present in the TCM. With the 
scan tool connected, we checked 
the transmission data.

While viewing the transmis-
sion data screens, we noticed a 
PID entitled “f-safe mode” at the 
end of the PID list. The f-safe 
mode PID was reading Failure 
Mode 4 (figure 2). With no codes 
in the TCM and the TCM data 
indicating Failure Mode 4, it was 
time to find out what Failure 
Mode 4 was all about.

What Is Failure Mode 
4?

According to Nissan, Failure Mode 
4 indicates a possible internal problem 
in the TCM or a problem in the PNP 
switch circuit. When Failure Mode 4 
sets, the TCM freezes all adapts, raises 
line pressure to protect the transmis-
sion, locks the transmission into 4th 
gear, and disables manual shift mode. 

With a better understanding of Failure 
Mode 4, it was time to get down to 
diagnosing the problem.

Diagnosing Failure Mode 4
Knowing that Failure Mode 4 indi-

cates a possible problem in the TCM or 
the PNP switch circuit, we started our 

diagnosis by checking battery voltage 
and connections. The battery voltage 
was 12.5 VDC and the connections 
were clean and tight.

Next we checked the TCM power 
and ground circuits; both checked good. 
We had 12.5 VDC at the TCM, and the 
TCM ground circuits had a voltage 

Figure 3: Monitoring PNP Inputs to TCM With Scan Tool

Figure 4: PNP Circuits
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drop of less than 0.01 VDC, indicating 
that the TCM power and ground cir-
cuits were intact.

The next step was to check the 
PNP switch inputs to the TCM. We con-
nected our scan tool and started moni-
toring the inputs to the TCM from the 
PNP switch. While monitoring the PNP 
switch inputs, we noticed that the PNP 
switch PIDs were erratic and flashed at 
times (figure 3).

This erratic reading on the PNP 
switch PIDs indicated a problem with 
the PNP switch circuit. After verifying 
erratic PNP switch PIDs, it was time 
to take a closer look at the PNP switch 
circuit.

PNP Switch Circuit
The TCM uses four input signals 

from the PNP switch and one input 
signal from the Unified Meter and A/C 
Amplifier (figure 4). The PNP switch 
inputs to the TCM are identified as 
circuits A, B, C and PA. The Unified 
Meter and A/C Amplifier input to the 
TCM is identified as circuit PN. The 
TCM is looking for a 12VDC (Off) and 
0VDC (On) combination from the PNP 
switch.

If the TCM receives an improbable 
combination of signals from the PNP 
switch, the TCM sets code P0705 (PNP 
circuits). It was time to monitor the 
PNP inputs to the TCM. 

Monitoring PNP inputs
Monitoring the PNP switch inputs 

to the TCM is actually pretty easy. You 
can easily backprobe into the TCM 
connector (figure 5) and monitor the 
PNP switch signal to the TCM. While 

checking the PNP 
inputs to the TCM, 
we could see that 
the signal to the 
TCM was erratic.

Next, we per-
formed a continu-
ity and amperage 
check of the cir-
cuits between the 
PNP switch and the 
TCM. The wiring 
and connections 
were okay. The 
only thing left in 
the circuit was the 
PNP switch.

We replaced 
the used PNP 
switch with a new, 
OEM PNP switch 
and rechecked the 
PNP switch inputs 
to the TCM. Now 
the PNP switch 
inputs to the TCM 
were steady and 
there were no signs 
of flickering. With 

the PNP switch inputs reading steady at 
the TCM, it was time to try to clear the 
Failure Mode 4 from the TCM.

Clearing Failure Mode 4
While trying to access the TCM 

with the scan tool, we noticed that the 
scan tool was having problems access-
ing the TCM. The scan tool would 
intermittently come up with a commu-
nication error and not access the TCM. 
We also noticed a rattling noise from 
the right kick panel that occurred while 
we were having those communication 
problems with the TCM. 

After several attempts, the scan 
tool gained access to the TCM, and we 
were able to read the data streams and 
clear codes from the TCM. We cleared 
all codes, but the transmission was still 
in failsafe. We accessed the data infor-
mation and discovered Failure Mode 4 
was still stored in the TCM.

After several attempts to clear 
Failure Mode 4, we moved the shifter 
lever from park to neutral and tried to 
clear it again. This time we were able to 
clear Failure Mode 4 from the TCM data 
list. The TCM data list now displayed 
“f-safe mode” as normal. Nowhere in 
the factory manual does it have a pro-
cedure to clear Mode 4. The dealer-
ship couldn't clear Mode 4. We even 
contacted Nissan of North America and 
there hotline, they had no answer. So we 
figured out what causes it and now we 
figured out how to clear it.

Test Drive to Verify
After several test drives around 

town and on the freeway, the transmis-

Figure 5: TCM Connector Is Easy To Back Probe

Nissan Maxima Failure Mode 4
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sion seemed to shift properly. We con-
tinued to drive the vehicle for the next 
couple days and everything seemed to 
be okay.

But just as we were getting ready 
to call the shop and let them know 
the Maxima was fixed, the problem 
returned. I had jumped into the car to 
move it to the other side of the parking 
lot for an early morning pickup, the 
TCM went into Failure Mode 4 again (I 
hate when that happens!) while trying 
to start the vehicle. With Failure Mode 
4 returning, it was time to take another 
look at TCM.

Taking Another Look
One of the first things we noticed 

was the elusive rattle from the right 
kick panel would occur during startup. 
We discovered the rattle was coming 
from the A/T PV IGN relay (figure 6), 
located in the right kick panel. Each 
time we started the engine, the relay 
would rattle and the TCM would go 
into Failure Mode 4.

We contacted our local Nissan 
dealership parts department, and, sure 
enough, they had the relay in stock. The 
Nissan parts computer lists the A/T PV 
IGN relay as just a relay. You’ll need to 
provide the part number (stamped on 
the relay cover) to the parts person to 
get the right relay.

We installed the relay, cleared 
Failure Mode 4, and rechecked TCM 
operation. The rattle during startup was 
gone, and the TCM didn’t enter Failure 
Mode 4 during startup. We went for a 
test drive to recheck the transmission 
operation, and the transmission shifted 
and seemed to work well. We continued 
to drive the vehicle over the next few 
days, starting and stopping the vehicle 
numerous times, and the transmission 
worked flawlessly ever since.

Conclusion
What are the chances of having 

multiple problems on one vehicle. In 
this case both PNP and the Relay can 
cause a Mode 4 failsafe. Two simple 
fixes that can save you time and money. 
A Failure Mode 4 condition may be 
caused by an erratic PNP switch input 
to the TCM, a power (the A/T relay) or 
ground problem with the TCM, or an 
internal problem in the TCM itself.

If you run into Failure Mode 4 on 

a Nissan and can’t seem to get it to 
clear, try clearing the TCM in neutral. 
If that doesn’t work, check your TCM 
power and grounds, replace the A/T 
PV IGN relay ($30), check the PNP 
switch inputs to the TCM (replace PNP 
if erratic, $100), and if everything else 
is okay, you probably have an internal 
TCM failure ($600).

The diagnosis and final repair of 
this 2004 Nissan Maxima was a team 

effort. Every technician in the ATRA 
Technical Department, from the top 
down, was involved in the diagnosis 
and repair.

With a little bit of persistence and 
the resources of ATRA behind you, you, 
too, can conquer Nissan’s Failure Mode 
4, and keep those trannies rolling.

Figure 6: A/T PV IGN Relay Located In Right Kick Panel 
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As adults, thinking is the hard-
est thing we do (a cheap plug 
for my book, In the Thinking 

Room).
Twenty years ago I was strug-

gling in business. I felt stuck in life as 
I watched my peer group passing me 
by. If I was to grow as a person and 
a businessman, I would need to find 
solutions.

Blaming others would never be 
a positive solution, so I immediately 
began pointing my thoughts inward. I 
began to read books on winning and 
found an amazing amount of informa-
tion on famous leaders, motivators, 

generals, CEOs and others who had 
developed strategies for a successful 
life.

What I soon discovered was quite 
profound: I needed to learn how to 
think differently. I needed to develop 
new habits for winning, but I could 
only get there by understanding where 
my thinking came from… I needed 
to examine my root system. I had to 
question whether I had established a 
foundation for learning and applying 
knowledge. Again, what was my root 
system? 

I grew up with very little — no real 
mentors or family members with strong 

leadership qualities. This lack of men-
toring led to underdeveloped reference 
points; I had no understanding of how 
to manage money, people, or time. This 
personal review leads me to ask the 
questions, “Who planted my roots? And 
could I learn how to fertilize my root 
system?” I was left with more questions 
than answers.

Why a root-system analogy? Let’s 
imagine a tree; a tree that represents our 
tree of life. On this tree we see fruit; in 
life, our fruits are called “results.” So 
we look at the fruits (our results) and 
we aren’t satisfied; perhaps there isn’t 
enough fruit on our tree, or the fruit is 
too small. 

The Roots 
Create the Fruits

by “Coach” Ron Tunick
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So we ask ourselves, “How did we 
plant our tree of life?” Well, we began 
with seeds, which created the roots. 
What develops underground will create 
our tree of life bounty. What’s some-
times invisible creates what is visible. 
So if you want to change your tree’s 
fruit, you must first look at the roots.

If you want to change the visible… 
change the invisible. Assign yourself 
thinking time. It can be a few minutes 
a day, or, if you have the luxury, take a 
few days off and begin to write down 
the pros and cons of your current life. 

Think about balance, health, fam-
ily, work, hobbies. Ask yourself “What 
do I stand for? Do I have a life’s plan… 
a working plan? Do I have a team to 
help me in areas that cause me pain, and 
if so, do I work hard at minimizing my 
shortcomings?”

Review your pros and cons and 
then apply a ranking system from most 
important to not so much. Remember, 
you can’t lead others if you can’t lead 
yourself.

Sometimes it’s the things we can’t 
see that can wipe us out. To survive 
in this new world requires innovation. 
Make time to gather your thoughts and 
call timeouts to refresh your life. When 
you learn to get quiet, your root system 
examination will begin to take shape.

It’s your life, and your best asset 
will always be your ability to estab-
lish strong roots. Look at your tree… 
admire its bounty.

Coach Ron Tunick brings over 30 
years of business experience to his sem-
inars, where he provides new insights 
through his trademark warmth and 
humor. And he can be heard regularly 
on his radio program, Coaching Your 
Business, KVTA 1520 AM. Coach will 
be speaking at the management semi-
nar at Expo on Saturday, October 29th. 
Don’t miss it!
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Over the years technology has 
grown from a computer that 
was the size of a house to 

one that fits in the palm of our hands. 
It wasn’t too long ago that most house-
holds shared a single television. Now 
it’s commonplace to have a TV in 
almost every room. We’re even watch-
ing TV on our computers and cell 
phones. 

Whether you consider these 
advances good or bad the race for 
new technologies is here to stay. As a 
business owner it’s important to know 
how today’s technology affects your 
business. 

Recently, ATRA surveyed 1,000 
consumers to find out how they’re 
using the internet and social media. We 
discovered that younger generations 

of females are those that do the most 
searches on the internet before making 
repair decisions.  While most males of 
all ages use this method before making 
repair decisions.

In the same survey, 64% of 
those surveyed are currently using 
social media websites.  These include 
Facebook, Twitter and You Tube with 
the majority of the results from using 
Facebook.  I’ve written past articles 
about having a Facebook page for your 
business already, but want to make sure 
you are utilizing this resource to your 
advantage.  

As a shop owner, these are your 
potential customers.  Their friends, 
family and other contacts are your 
potential customers.  

by Kelly Hilmer
members.atra.com

www.atra.com

Less Headaches
New Technology Doesn’t 
Have to Mean New 
Headaches

Members don’t 
always warm up 
to these changes 

very well.  Usually 
it is due to the 

“if it ain’t broken 
don’t fix it” rule of 

thumb.  
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How does ATRA help 
take the headaches out of 
change?

Here at ATRA, we’re committed 
to adapting to change for the benefit of 
our members.

Members don’t always warm up to 
these changes very well.  Usually it is 
due to the “if it ain’t broken don’t fix it” 
rule of thumb.  Yes, there are still shops 
in our industry that don’t use computers 
and some still don’t have fax machines.  
However, the most successful shops in 
our industry are those that take advan-
tage of the new technologies available.

Today, ATRA is continually doing 
research on software programs and 
technology for use in member shops. 
We find out about the latest and greatest 
new tools or marketing trends, and then 
we evaluate the features and options 
and come up with solutions that will 
help members in their business. 

ATRA continues to move forward 
with the times.  We call this “Shifting 
Times”, which by no coincidence is the 
name of the new member newsletter 
that will be available for members only 
and is currently in production.

This new member newsletter will 
feature new product launches, tech-
nology advances and member related 
benefits and information to help run 
your business more efficiently.  New 
members and successful member shops 
will be featured as well.  

Understand technology, grow your 
business.  ATRA helps you sort through 
the options and use what will help you 
best address your needs.  

Stop by the ATRA Member booth 
at Expo or check your mail to get your 
first issue of the Shifting Times news-
letter available to Members Only.

Visit our website, 
http://members.atra.com, to learn 

more about ATRA Membership or call 
us at (805) 604-2000.

Less Headaches New Technology Doesn’t Have to Mean New Headaches
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Intermittent communication 
between the scan tool and the 
vehicle can not only be frustra-

ting, but can lead you in the wrong 
direction diagnostically. In some cases 
the scan tool might just pick up more 
codes then you can digest. Some full-
sized GM trucks may set any or all of 
these DTCs: U0100, U0101, U0102, 
U0106, U0109, U0117, U0121, U0122, 
U0132, U0137, U0140, and U0073. 

Along with any of the diagnostic 
trouble codes, technicians may not be 
able to communicate with some mod-
ules at times, depending where and 
when the fault occurs.

And you may have other symp-
toms, such as: 

•	 The transmission may not shift, or 
it may remain in its default gear.

•	 The door locks may start to cycle 
erratically, locking and unlocking 
without input.

•	 The engine may not start or crank, 
or it may start and then stall.

•	 The driver information center 
(DIC) may display a random ser-
vice message.

•	 The dash gauges may appear to be 
intermittent or operate erratically.

•	 The chimes and dash gauges may 
operate erratically when you’re 
applying the brakes. 

Typically, these conditions are clas-
sic indicators of a short or open in the 
vehicle wiring harness or its connec-
tors. There are several different areas 
that may lead to these conditions. The 
following bullets represent the most 
common causes for these conditions:

•	 The electric adjustable brake 
pedal may have rubbed through the 
DLC harness and shorted the high 
speed data line to ground on the motor 

Intermittent Comunication 
Can Lead You in the 
Wrong Direction by Lance Wiggins

members.atra.com
www.atra.com

Figure 1

Figure 2
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body. The data communication circuits 
2500 and 2501 are “twisted pair” data 
lines, light brown in color.

This scenario may occur based on 
brake pedal movement and could occur 
with the pedal released. Inspect the 
DLC wiring for evidence of the harness 
shorting to ground on the pedal motor.

•	 Electronic Brake Control 
Module (EBCM), Power Take-Off 
(PTO), Fuel Pump Control Module 
(FPCM), and Vehicle Communications 
Interface Module (VCIM; OnStar) 
connectors, and connectors X-109 and 
X115 need to be checked for pins 
having backed out, pin tension, termi-
nal corrosion, and fretting (Figure 1). 
Connector X115 and X109 are located 
on the left fenderwell, above the shock 
tower.

If you suspect the EBCM, FPCM, 
or the OnStar module of causing the 
problem, remove the fuse for the sus-
pect module to determine if the com-
munication system comes back online 
with the rest of the modules. If it does, 
you may have to replace the suspect 
module. If fretting is present, use GM 
12377900 (Canada 10953529) Nyogel 
760 grease on the terminals before 
reconnecting the connectors.

•	 The harness may be pinched 
under the truck bed. Inspect the 
harness near the rear of the truck 
for being pinched between the 
bed and frame (Figure 2).

•	 A poor connection, low pin tension, 
backed-out terminals, or a dam-
aged connector at the transmission 
pass-thru may also cause the condi-
tion. Inspect the transmission har-
ness (6L80/6L90) (Figure 3).

•	 The harness may be chaffed near 
the parking brake pedal or the 
left side of the IP junction fuse 
box near the mounting bracket. 
A short-to-ground of the main 
harness may cause any of these 
fuses to blow, in addition to the 
communication issues:
	60A — MBEC1 (#72; under-

hood fuse box)
	30A — AMP (#40; underhood 

fuse box)
	15A — RDO (#41)
	10A — IPC (#46; underhood 

fuse box)
	15A - AIRBAG BATT (#51; 

underhood fuse box)

	10A — DSM (left side of IP 
fuse box)

This could lead to other customer 
complaints, such as erratic operation of 
the dash gauges and chimes, or driver 
information messages.

•	 The harness may be pinched 
under the cab body mount located 
on the left frame rail.

•	 The harness may be chafed near 
connector X108 (on the engine 
near the radiator hose) on a har-
ness bracket.

Figure 3

Figure 4

Intermittent Comunication Can Lead You in the Wrong Direction
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•	 The data line terminating resistor 
may have shorted (normally 110–
130 ohms) or the harness may 
be pinched near the terminating 
resistor. The terminating resistor 
is located in the left rear corner of 
the truck on the frame rail (Figure 
4). Replace the terminating resis-
tor if needed with part number 
88988999.

•	 The IP junction fuse block may 
have a bad connection at connec-
tor X1 (connector attached to the 
fuse block). 

•	 The harness may be pinched 
between the fuel lines and the cab 
in the bellhousing area (Figure 5). 

•	 The brackets supporting the har-
ness at the rear of the intake 
manifold (bellhousing area) may 
have chaffed through the harness 
(figure 6). 

•	 Connectors G102 or G300 may 
have a poor connection, usual-
ly due to undercoating trapped 
between the terminal and the 
chassis, body, or engine. G102 
is located at the lower left front 
of the engine block, except on 
2ML70 hybrid applications, 
where it’s located at the rear of 
the left cylinder head. G 300 is 
located near the driver’s side door 
at the body mount area. 

If you find a chaffed or pinched 
wire, repair the damaged wire and 
reroute the harness as necessary.

Diagnostic trouble codes are 
designed to make you life easier by 
pointing your diagnosis in a specific 
direction. But when you’re hit with an 
overwhelming number of codes and 
intermittent problems, they can be any-
thing but helpful.

But you can work your way 
through it by understanding the condi-
tion, knowing where to look, and taking 
your time to track down the culprit. 
And once you’ve isolated the problem, 
the repair is easy.

Figure 6

Figure 5

Intermittent Comunication Can Lead You in the Wrong Direction
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The first ATRA Southern 
California Chapter Annual Car 
Show took place on Saturday, 

September 10, 2011 at the DCH Honda 
auto dealership. The show was con-
ceived, created, and produced by ATRA 
Board Member and SoCal Chapter 
President Donny Caccamise, owner of 
DMC Transmissions in Ventura, CA.

It was a huge success for a first-
time out, with more than 100 entrants 
and an estimated 600–800 spectators. 
At least a half dozen local car clubs 
were involved, along with several near-
by ATRA Member shops who came by 
to lend their support… and show off 
their rides.

A Plug for ATRA
While a number of ATRA Members 

have introduced themselves to their 
communities through open houses or 
car care clinics, this is the first car 
show we’ve seen. Even more unusual, 
Donny never allowed his shop name to 
be associated with the show. As far as 
he was concerned, this was an ATRA 
Chapter event.

We all know the value of com-
munity involvement for supporting the 
auto repair business. No other form of 
advertising comes close to garnering 
the attention that you can receive sim-
ply by getting out into your neighbor-
hood. So why didn’t Donny plug his 
shop?

Because he knew something else: 
His objective was to help reinforce the 
ATRA name in his region. The ATRA 
logo appeared on the flyers, the tro-

First Place Winner Best Of Show '62 Chevy Nova, Mike Jordan

The Trophy Table

SoCal Car Show 
Helps Reinforce the ATRA 
Name to Local Motorists

by Steve Bodofsky
members.atra.com  •  www.atra.com

Mike Jordan, Donny Caccamise
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phies, and the ATRA booth at the show.
That doesn’t mean Donny won’t 

benefit from ATRA’s exposure: just the 
opposite. Because Donny is an ATRA 
Member; his shop is effectively the 
ATRA representative for his commu-
nity. So when customers are looking 
for a transmission shop in his area, the 
ATRA logo he displays on his shop, 
his ads, and his web site (dmctrans-
missions.com) may be just the “some-
thing extra that makes them call DMC 
Transmissions.

Not that Donny was trying to 
advertise his shop, directly or indirect-
ly. He enjoys cars; he owns a second 
generation Camaro and is a member 
of the Coachmen Car Club, which also 
lent its support to the show.

So he put the show together, not 
for its personal marketing value, but 
for fun… because it was something he 
enjoyed, and something he wanted to 
share with his friends and neighbors.

That’s an important part of the 
equation, because you can’t build com-
munity involvement around the mar-
keting benefits it offers. If you get 
involved strictly to support your busi-
ness, it’s not going to work. People 
will smell the ulterior motive in your 
actions, and your efforts will backfire. 
The object is to want to do it — to have 
fun doing it — and let any personal 
attention or benefit come as it will.

“The important thing for me was 
to help get the word out about ATRA,” 
says Donny. “It’s been here for us since 
1954, and in my mind it’s the best kept 
secret in the business. ATRA sets the 
standard for quality and professional-
ism in our industry, and provides us 
with the support to help us remain 
competitive.”

Huge Support
While a car show was originally 

Donny’s idea, he’s quick to acknowl-
edge that he couldn’t have put it 
together without the help of dozens of 
dedicated individuals, including people 
from ATRA and local car clubs.

Dozens of other people joined in 
to help make the car show a rousing 
success. Of special note was Skeeter 
Rader, director of the Coachmen Car 
Club, who helped create flyers and pro-
vided additional contact with car clubs 
throughout the area.

And Glenn and Julie Eldridge 
— who own West Coast Gearheads 
Magazine, an online magazine — pro-
vided additional marketing support to 
help pass the word along to potential 
competitors and spectators. 

“I’d like to thank everyone who 
works with me on my radio show 
Horsepower for an Hour,” Donny said. 
“These folks went above and beyond, 
sometimes getting up at 4:30 AM to 
make sure everything got handled on 
time, and made the show a success.

“And I’d also like to thank the 
members of the Coachmen Car Club, 
especially Skeeter, who were instru-
mental in getting things handled. And 

thanks to Roamin’ Relics, the Rod 
Fathers, and the Road Kings car clubs.”

Why a Car Show?
As a board member for ATRA, 

Donny’s also the ATRA Chapter presi-
dent. The SoCal Chapter has been fairly 
quiet over the years, so Donny wanted 
to do something to shake things up and 
garner a bit of attention for ATRA and 
the Chapter. 

Naturally he wanted something to 
do with cars, so what could be better 
than a car show? He discussed the idea 
with ATRA CEO Dennis Madden, and 
they agreed that a car show would be a 
terrific way of introducing ATRA to the 

Donny Caccamise on the left standing with Skeeter Rader

The Raffle Table!

SoCal Car Show Helps Reinforce the ATRA Name to Local Motorists
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neighborhood. 
“The thing about a car show is that 

it bridges the gaps between genera-
tions,” said Donny. “There were grand-
parents teaching their grandchildren 
how to tinker and wrench on cars… 
how to spend their time pro-ductively 
and con-structively.

“We had one guy who was 94 years 
old. He was there with his 1977 Lincoln 

that he’d bought brand new. It still 
had the original 8-track in it, playing 
a Simon and Garfunkel tape. And he 
had his grandsons there, and they were 
learning how to work on carburetors… 
it was just really a great experience.”

Putting the Show 
Together

In addition to owning DMC 

Transmissions, being on ATRA’s Board, 
and serving as president for the SoCal 
Chapter, Donny is also the host of his 
own radio program: Newstalk 1520 
KVTA’s Horsepower for an Hour. This 
provided him with an excellent way of 
putting the word out, through his pro-
gram and its Facebook page.

It also helped him get his foot in 
the door at DCH Honda, one of the 

Steve Navarro's Mustang

SoCal Car Show Helps Reinforce the ATRA Name to Local Motorists
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sponsors of his radio program. A quick 
call or two was all it took to get permis-
sion to host the car show in DCH’s lot.

In addition to his radio program, 
Donny contacted a local newspaper to 
help with publicity.

They also had a few vendors:
•	 ATRA
•	 Newstalk 1520 KVTA 

Horsepower for an Hour
•	 Automobile Club of Southern 

California (AAA)
•	 West Coast Gearheads Online 

Magazine
•	 Coachmen Car Club

Cars were entered in categories by 
decade: ’20s through the current year, 
in Modified and Stock. In addition there 

was a People’s Choice category, select-
ed by the spectators who attended, and 
a Best of Show. Judges were Glenn 
Troub, Glenn Eldridge, Carla Whitley, 
and Ron Brattin.

“After the show, I received a note 
from John Martinez, who was a 1st 
place winner with his ’29 Model A 
pickup,” said Donny. “John represents a 
local custom car club, the Rod Fathers. 
He said he was very impressed with the 
ATRA event, and pledged to support us 
in the years ahead.

“It gave me a good feeling, and I 
was pleased with how it reflected on 
my shop… and my Association. And 
as we were packing up, the general 
manager from the DCH Auto Group 
came out to me and said, ‘You guys are 
recruited… I want this show here every 
year.’ It left me with a great feeling of 
accomplishment; it made my whole 
afternoon.

“I had a blast. It was great fun, and 
we’re all looking forward to next year’s 
show.”

Ron Brattin and Glenn Troub were two out of the four Judges

SoCal Car Show Helps Reinforce the ATRA Name to Local Motorists
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For most people there just aren’t 
too many things more boring 
than insurance. But here’s the 

deal! It’s not supposed to be interesting! 
It’s supposed to protect your business 
and assets. If you can’t find that inter-
esting then perhaps you shouldn’t be in 
business or have assets. I’m pretty sure 
most Transmission Shop Owners don’t 
see that as a very good idea. 

Wait! Maybe I’m wrong about how 
some transmission shop owners think 
about protecting their assets. After all, 
we know about 30% of Transmission 
Shops in North America operate with-
out Garage Liability Insurance. In 
fact, just last week a long time ATRA 
Member decided to, sort of, retire by 
closing his retail customer shop and 
move his commercial account business, 
tools and all, to his country property.  It 
saved him a lot of money and the heart 
of his business from a profit perspec-
tive, while also giving him some retire-
ment freedom. 

The Shop Owner also didn’t renew 
his garage liability insurance. After all, 
what could go wrong? The answer is 
plenty could go wrong and if it does he 
is going to risk losing that farm and his 
retirement savings. One simple gone 
wrong example is a parked vehicle he 
worked on slips out of Park and kills 
someone. How much does that cost? 
Wrong question!  The right question is: 
How much money and assets do you 
have? That’s always the question attor-
neys want to know before they file the 
lawsuit. And you know they will file.

The good news is this Member 
called ATRA to get a little advice. 
After some discussion he decided to 
buy the insurance from his local agent 
before something happened. The owner 
was also asked a few questions about 

his total assets leading him to buy an 
Umbrella Policy to protect him above 
the Limits of Liability on his Garage 
Liability Policy. Smart move!

Garage Liability has a wide variety 
of coverage options including coverage 
for owned and non-owned vehicles, 
Garage Keepers Liability protection for 
your customer’s car if something hap-
pens to it and your business is negligent 
or Bailee Coverage which protects your 
customer’s car from damage for any 
reason while in your Care, Custody or 
Control. 

The policy can also cover your 
building, equipment, plate glass and 
theft of property or even employee 
tools. To determine the coverage you 
need – and can afford - it is impera-
tive you talk with an insurance agent 
or broker. 

One important point! If you place 
an occasional lien on a vehicle, take 
possession of the vehicle and then sell 
it, you better have “Owned Vehicle 
Hazard 1 Coverage”, just like a new or 

used car sales lot. Yes, it is more expen-
sive, but if you’re in the car selling 
business occasionally, you better have 
the right insurance coverage. The high 
cost of the coverage prevents many 
shops from filing liens in the first place. 
Selling used cars is so dangerous you 
may not want the risk, period. 

If your business is one of those 
uninsured shops in North America, I 
have just one question. Are you kidding 
me?  Really? You’re ready to risk your 
house and every dime you have to save 
a few bucks by not buying a Garage 
Liability Insurance Policy? 

There is also a financial risk to 
your employee if they have an accident 
in a customer’s car and you don’t have 
the right coverage. That’s just wrong! 

Have insurance questions? Frank 
Pasley is  a licensed insurance agent 
available to ATRA Members at no cost. 
He can be reached by e-mail: fpasley@
atra.com or 805-604-2023. He does not 
sell insurance.

Garage Liability Insurance
Why waste the money?

by Frank Pasley
members.atra.com

www.atra.com
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what kind of new ideas the OE
engineers come up with to solve the
question of the demand of greater fuel
efficiency,” Soviero says. “And of
course what materials and compounds
they will be using for parts in units to
help meet this demand is something we
will all need to be cognizant of.”

Soviero further explains, “Just as
today’s Hybrids are a step in the
evolution of motor vehicles, the direct
shift gearbox (DSG) used today is a
part of the transmission’s evolution.
Since there’s no clutch, electronics
release the gears, making it very fuel
efficient, when viewed by today’s
standards. They are just scratching the
surface regarding the changes that can
and probably will be made in these
units.”

Kit Pogue, Purchasing Manager at
DACCO TRANS PARTS in
Cookeville, Tennessee and a long time
industry veteran explains, “The after-
market is going to continue to change
because the job of the rebuilder will be
changing, everything will be electrical
and diagnostics will rule. What will be
going into a rebuild job will be differ-
ent than it is today. The parts that dis-
tributors will be stocking will change
and the parts houses are going to need
to stay as educated as the rebuilders!!”

What will cars—and transmissions—
look like in 30 years? What is the
motivation behind the advances in
transmission technology? Is the
transmission industry keeping pace
with advances in automotive design?
These are some of the questions that
will shape the future of our market for
years to come.

We thought it might be interesting to
take a look down the road and to see
what some of our contemporaries think
the changes might be. But before we
look forward, we should probably first
take a look back 30 years and see
where we have all come from. If you
recall way back in 1981, we were
starting to see in larger numbers what
was perceived at the time, to be the
wave of the future…Front Wheel Drive
Transmissions. Your choice on
HONDA units consisted of a 2-speed
and a 3-speed unit. There was one
MITSUBISHI unit, four TOYOTA
units, there was a FWD NISSAN and a
RWD NISSAN and the TH350 was still
everybody’s lifeline!!! Actually,
looking back it’s pretty amazing how
far we have come in the last 30 years.
We now have more units than any of us
can remember part numbers for and
there are more coming out every year.

“Electronics, electronics, and more
electronics” says Ed Lee, of Sonnax in
Bellows Falls, Vermont. Sonnax sup-
plies specialized drivetrain products to
the automotive and commercial vehicle
industries. “Transmissions will be
more electronic-dependent, convertors
are going to be more complex because
they are going to take away the drag;
everything is going to be geared toward
increasing fuel efficiency.”

Richard Russell, writing in the Globe
& Mail newspaper says, “Direct shift
gearbox technology is a relatively new
approach to shifting gears without a
clutch. You can think of it as an
automated manual transmission. First
developed by Porsche in the 1980s for
racing applications, it is lighter,
smaller and more efficient than a
conventional automatic – attributes that
make is especially attractive in this day
and age of tighter fuel economy and
emission regulations.”

While automotive and transmission
technology will move forward with the
primary goal of increasing fuel
efficiency, some things will remain a
constant. Dr. Gerhard Maas is
Executive Vice-President of Powertrain
Development at IAV, a developer of
vehicles and automotive components.
He says, “No matter what the
powertrain looks like – you always
need a transmission. That goes for
vehicles powered by gasoline or diesel

“Don’t forget to factor in the economy,”
says Pat Dalbey of VTP South Tran
Parts in Pennsauken, New Jersey and
Brooklyn, New York. “I’m sure the hy-
brid industry is the way of the future, but
technology advances will be very much
driven by economic factors. If fuel
prices keep rising in the future, and if we
experience another downturn down the
road, transmission technology will be
impacted. How will it be impacted?
That’s the big question.”

engines just as it does for electric and
hybrid vehicles. In all cases, transmis-
sions are the heart of the powertrain.
But over time, the requirements have
also undergone drastic change:
Whereas most vehicles in the past had
four-speed manual or automatic trans-
missions, manual transmissions today
come with as many as six gears.”

Maas continues, “The trend toward
more and more gears has indeed
brought about an improvement in
efficiency. A modern six or seven-
speed dual-clutch transmission is
capable of reducing fuel consumption
by about three percent over manual
gearshift.”

However, Maas warns, “Further (fuel
efficiency) potential will be tapped not
so much by increasing the number of
gears but through structuring (future)
transmissions for greater efficiency,
e.g. by reducing the gearshift
elements.”

Soviero adds, “What we see now, and
what we will continue to see, are 7-
speed, and 8-speed transmissions. ZF
is even coming out with a 9-speed unit
in 2012. Additional speeds bring the
shift points closer together so that you
hardly feel the shift at all. And that
contributes to fuel efficiency.” Another
way the need to increase fuel
efficiency will affect automobiles is
exterior design. Soviero says, “Future
vehicles will continue to be designed
more and more aerodynamically.
Noses and tails will be sculpted to
decrease profiles so that vehicles can
cut through wind resistance even more
than they do today. Plus, new material
technology will make cars both lighter
and stronger.”

AGLIMPSE INTOTHE FUTURE...
Vinnie Soviero is the Engineering/
Technical Manager for Precision
International, one of the industry’s
leading designers and manufacturers of
transmission repair kits. Precision
International is headquartered in
Yaphank, New York, and also has an
office in Boynton Beach, Florida. Part
of Soviero’s job is to keep the Precision
International team informed on new
units that car manufacturers are work-
ing on, some of which are years down
the road.

“In 30 years,” Soviero says, “there will
be a wide variety of different types of
powered vehicles on the road, and as a
result of these changes, the 5-speed
transmission and most step-shift
automatic transmissions we know
today, could be a thing of the past. The
shift will continue to be toward electric
vehicles, which we are already seeing,
and with this shift will come a radical
re-thinking of the transmission as we
know it.”

According to Soviero and a wide range
of other automotive industry leaders,
one idea is driving virtually all changes
in automotive and transmission
technology: fuel efficiency. “The real
interesting part of all this is to see

Vinny Soviero,
Engineering/Technical
Manager, Precision
International

Ed Lee, Sonnax/Deltrans

Pat Dalbey,
VTP South Transmission Parts

The Problem Solvers.
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what kind of new ideas the OE
engineers come up with to solve the
question of the demand of greater fuel
efficiency,” Soviero says. “And of
course what materials and compounds
they will be using for parts in units to
help meet this demand is something we
will all need to be cognizant of.”

Soviero further explains, “Just as
today’s Hybrids are a step in the
evolution of motor vehicles, the direct
shift gearbox (DSG) used today is a
part of the transmission’s evolution.
Since there’s no clutch, electronics
release the gears, making it very fuel
efficient, when viewed by today’s
standards. They are just scratching the
surface regarding the changes that can
and probably will be made in these
units.”

Kit Pogue, Purchasing Manager at
DACCO TRANS PARTS in
Cookeville, Tennessee and a long time
industry veteran explains, “The after-
market is going to continue to change
because the job of the rebuilder will be
changing, everything will be electrical
and diagnostics will rule. What will be
going into a rebuild job will be differ-
ent than it is today. The parts that dis-
tributors will be stocking will change
and the parts houses are going to need
to stay as educated as the rebuilders!!”

What will cars—and transmissions—
look like in 30 years? What is the
motivation behind the advances in
transmission technology? Is the
transmission industry keeping pace
with advances in automotive design?
These are some of the questions that
will shape the future of our market for
years to come.

We thought it might be interesting to
take a look down the road and to see
what some of our contemporaries think
the changes might be. But before we
look forward, we should probably first
take a look back 30 years and see
where we have all come from. If you
recall way back in 1981, we were
starting to see in larger numbers what
was perceived at the time, to be the
wave of the future…Front Wheel Drive
Transmissions. Your choice on
HONDA units consisted of a 2-speed
and a 3-speed unit. There was one
MITSUBISHI unit, four TOYOTA
units, there was a FWD NISSAN and a
RWD NISSAN and the TH350 was still
everybody’s lifeline!!! Actually,
looking back it’s pretty amazing how
far we have come in the last 30 years.
We now have more units than any of us
can remember part numbers for and
there are more coming out every year.

“Electronics, electronics, and more
electronics” says Ed Lee, of Sonnax in
Bellows Falls, Vermont. Sonnax sup-
plies specialized drivetrain products to
the automotive and commercial vehicle
industries. “Transmissions will be
more electronic-dependent, convertors
are going to be more complex because
they are going to take away the drag;
everything is going to be geared toward
increasing fuel efficiency.”

Richard Russell, writing in the Globe
& Mail newspaper says, “Direct shift
gearbox technology is a relatively new
approach to shifting gears without a
clutch. You can think of it as an
automated manual transmission. First
developed by Porsche in the 1980s for
racing applications, it is lighter,
smaller and more efficient than a
conventional automatic – attributes that
make is especially attractive in this day
and age of tighter fuel economy and
emission regulations.”

While automotive and transmission
technology will move forward with the
primary goal of increasing fuel
efficiency, some things will remain a
constant. Dr. Gerhard Maas is
Executive Vice-President of Powertrain
Development at IAV, a developer of
vehicles and automotive components.
He says, “No matter what the
powertrain looks like – you always
need a transmission. That goes for
vehicles powered by gasoline or diesel

“Don’t forget to factor in the economy,”
says Pat Dalbey of VTP South Tran
Parts in Pennsauken, New Jersey and
Brooklyn, New York. “I’m sure the hy-
brid industry is the way of the future, but
technology advances will be very much
driven by economic factors. If fuel
prices keep rising in the future, and if we
experience another downturn down the
road, transmission technology will be
impacted. How will it be impacted?
That’s the big question.”

engines just as it does for electric and
hybrid vehicles. In all cases, transmis-
sions are the heart of the powertrain.
But over time, the requirements have
also undergone drastic change:
Whereas most vehicles in the past had
four-speed manual or automatic trans-
missions, manual transmissions today
come with as many as six gears.”

Maas continues, “The trend toward
more and more gears has indeed
brought about an improvement in
efficiency. A modern six or seven-
speed dual-clutch transmission is
capable of reducing fuel consumption
by about three percent over manual
gearshift.”

However, Maas warns, “Further (fuel
efficiency) potential will be tapped not
so much by increasing the number of
gears but through structuring (future)
transmissions for greater efficiency,
e.g. by reducing the gearshift
elements.”

Soviero adds, “What we see now, and
what we will continue to see, are 7-
speed, and 8-speed transmissions. ZF
is even coming out with a 9-speed unit
in 2012. Additional speeds bring the
shift points closer together so that you
hardly feel the shift at all. And that
contributes to fuel efficiency.” Another
way the need to increase fuel
efficiency will affect automobiles is
exterior design. Soviero says, “Future
vehicles will continue to be designed
more and more aerodynamically.
Noses and tails will be sculpted to
decrease profiles so that vehicles can
cut through wind resistance even more
than they do today. Plus, new material
technology will make cars both lighter
and stronger.”

AGLIMPSE INTOTHE FUTURE...
Vinnie Soviero is the Engineering/
Technical Manager for Precision
International, one of the industry’s
leading designers and manufacturers of
transmission repair kits. Precision
International is headquartered in
Yaphank, New York, and also has an
office in Boynton Beach, Florida. Part
of Soviero’s job is to keep the Precision
International team informed on new
units that car manufacturers are work-
ing on, some of which are years down
the road.

“In 30 years,” Soviero says, “there will
be a wide variety of different types of
powered vehicles on the road, and as a
result of these changes, the 5-speed
transmission and most step-shift
automatic transmissions we know
today, could be a thing of the past. The
shift will continue to be toward electric
vehicles, which we are already seeing,
and with this shift will come a radical
re-thinking of the transmission as we
know it.”

According to Soviero and a wide range
of other automotive industry leaders,
one idea is driving virtually all changes
in automotive and transmission
technology: fuel efficiency. “The real
interesting part of all this is to see

Vinny Soviero,
Engineering/Technical
Manager, Precision
International

Ed Lee, Sonnax/Deltrans
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VTP South Transmission Parts
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efficiently. The advent of CVT
(constant variable transmissions) is one
of the byproducts of this focus. Techni-
cians have seen more computer con-
trols involved in transmission
operation as evident in the self learn
and drivability modes in many vehicles
currently in production. Going forward
one thing is certain, highly skilled
technicians will be needed to maintain
and service these vehicles.”

Frank Miller, a vice president at Preci-
sion International states, “The re-
builder can’t survive on being a one
trick pony anymore. The diversity in
the units and the complexity of the
electronics make their jobs that much
more difficult. Now, fast forward 10 or
20 years,” Miller continues, “The need
for educated technicians will be
tremendous. Where and how we fill
those needs will play a huge part in the
aftermarket, and what place we will all
have as we look 30 years down the road.”

So what will cars—and transmis-
sions—look like in 30 years? While no
one can predict that with certainty, one
thing is clear, they will evolve, and
they will do so in ways that increase
fuel efficiency.

And John Parmenter, owner/operator
of Centereach Transmissions in
Centereach, New York, adds, “The auto
industry has gone through periods of
great advances since its inception more
than one hundred years ago. With the
ever-increasing drive for better fuel
economy, transmissions have become
the focus of making vehicles run more

AGLIMPSE INTOTHE FUTURE...CONT.

Frank Miller, Vice President/General Manager, Precision International

John Parmenter, Owner/Rebuilder,
Centereach Transmissions; Technical
Advisor, Precision International

Soviero from Precision International
concludes, “We have to shift gears, so
to speak. Future transmissions will
have more electronics, fewer compo-
nents and different operating systems.
As an industry, we have to continually
educate ourselves as to what’s new, and
what’s coming down the road.”

One thing we are certain of, in the year
2041 our industry will have a much
different face to it. The people that
evolve with it will prosper….can’t wait
to see what the future holds and when
we have our first 12 speed unit!!!

Themore things change in the automotive industry, themore you need Precision. For over 30 years, we’ve been the technological
leader in transmission repair. But our greatest strength is looking forward – anticipating what challenges lay ahead and innovating
fast, reliable, cost-effective solutions to help meet them.Whatever make, model or year vehicle you’re working on (even those just
now being imagined), you can count on Precision for the best parts and kits to fix them. All are OE quality or better and guaran-
teed to work. Plus, our huge inventory virtually assures immediate delivery.

Technically superior
Precision also offers outstanding tech support inside our packages
and on our website –www.transmissionkits.com –which
includes continually updated video seminars from leading

transmission expert John Parmenter,
question and answer forums, and
muchmore. Contact Precision today
and find out howwe’re helping to
make tomorrow better for you
and your customers.

14 Todd Court Extension, Yaphank, NY 11980
(631) 567-2000 • Fax (631) 567-2640
Toll Free: 800-872-6649
Florida Office:
6790 Hillsdale Point, Boynton Beach, FL 33437
(561) 734-2332 • Fax (561) 734-2375
E-mail: sales@transmissionkits.com
www.transmissionkits.com

The Problem Solvers.

AS TRANSMISSION PROBLEMS CONSTANTLY EVOLVE,
SODOOUR EXPERT REPAIR SOLUTIONS.

At Precision International, we’re always exploring new and better ways
to help you do your job faster andmore reliably.

WHATDOYOU
THINK?
There is somuch speculation,
prediction, and theorizing about thefuture of transmission technology,thatwewant to include you in theconversation. Tell us what you thinkthe future holds for transmission
technology and submit it to PrecisionInternational’s website.Wewill reviewall of them and the onewe find to bethemost interesting and thought-provokingwill be awarded a
certificate good for dinner for twoat a restaurant in your area.

Submit your entries to
sales@transmissionkits.com.
Make sure to include your name, thename of the companywhere you
work, the address of your company,and a daytime phone number. All en-triesmust be submitted by 9/23/11.

If you’re the luckywinner, you’ll benotified by 9/24/11.
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In hospitals (shops) today, techni-
cians are faced with many differ-
ent forms of surgical procedures 

to help their patients (transmissions) 
live prosperous lives after the repair. 
With today’s transmissions electroni-

cally controlled for both shift timing 
and pressure control feel and durability, 
every manufacturer requires some sort 
of a relearn to make sure the patient 
gets a happy “restart to life.”

Honda Relearn 
Procedure;
a Shock to the Heart

by Randall Schroeder
members.atra.com

www.atra.com

Doctor Doctor It Hurts When I Shift…

IMPORTANT: To achieve 
a successful adaptive 

learn, it’s important that 
there are no trouble 

codes in any modules.
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Some manufacturers have a self 
learn that simply occurs after the bat-
tery’s been disconnected (resets all 
the learned values in all modules). 
Some require touching the battery cable 
ends together when disconnected and 
accessing a load command, such as a 
brake switch to drain the memory cells. 
Many use a scan tool to reset the com-
puter with a simple prompt that calls 
out terms such as:

•	 Stock Shift Settings
•	 Fast Learn
•	 Quick Learn
•	 Base Settings
…and the list goes on.

IMPORTANT: To achieve a suc-
cessful adaptive learn, it’s important 
that there are no trouble codes in any 
modules. 

In some automotive lines, such as 
Honda, which we’ll be discussing in 
this article, relearn takes a bit of effort 
after the repair, and isn’t reset using a 
scan tool. Always find out if there’s a 
special procedure on the vehicle you’re 
working on; all electronic units will 
have some form of relearn procedure.

We’ll equate the relearn procedure 
to the medical procedure of using a 
defibulator to save a life. Doctors at 
times are faced with a patient where 
normal lifesaving techniques have been 
done with no response and have to 
resort to zapping the heart with the 
defibulator to get it beating again. 

Here in the automotive field, it’s 
the same… but different. The computer 
needs to be jump-started to operate 
properly. On late model Hondas, there 
is a simple, after-repair process that’s 
often overlooked since it is not on a scan 
tool prompt. Called PCM Idle Learn, 
it needs to be performed after every 
repair. This procedure not only adjusts 
the learned values of shift timing, but 
also shift pressures. Realistically, you 
should perform a PCM Idle Learn after 
any of these procedures:
•	 Disconnecting the battery
•	 Resetting the PCM (upgrading)

•	 Replacing the PCM
•	 Servicing the throttle body 
•	 Replacing the idle air control 

(IAC) valve 
•	 Removing the No. 13 CLOCK 

BACK UP fuse
•	 Removing the BATTERY power 

fuse
•	 Removing the BACK UP, ACC 

fuse
•	 Removing any wires under the 

hood or under the dash
•	 Disconnecting connectors under 

the hood or dash
•	 Disconnecting ground wires G1, 

G2, G101 and G102

Note: There’s no need to perform 
a PCM Idle Learn if all you did was 
clear the DTCs with Honda’s dedicated 
scan tool.

As you can see, whenever you 
work on these units, there’s a good 
chance you’re going to perform at least 
one of these procedures. Which means 
you need to perform a PCM Idle Learn 
procedure.

The relearn process is very simple. 
Remember, make sure there are no 
trouble codes set in any system. After 
the repair and the transmission’s been 
refilled, brain-dead the system by dis-
connecting the battery or by removing 
the fuses. Then follow these simple 
steps for the relearn:

1. Make sure all electrical items 
(A/C, audio, rear window 
defogger, lights, etc.) are off.

2. Start the engine and hold it at 
fast idle with no load (in park or 
neutral) until the radiator cooling 
fan comes on, or until the engine 
coolant temperature reaches 
194ºF (90ºC).

3. Let the engine return to idle for a 
minimum of five minutes with no 
loads (If the radiator fan cycles 
during this five minutes, add the 
length of time that the fan runs).

This procedure performs the PMC 
idle relearn on most Honda units. In 
some applications (remember, refer 
to factory procedures) you’ll need to 
allow the engine to run with the trans-
mission in Drive until the fan cycles 
one time without the wheels moving, 
then allow it to idle for five additional 
minutes.

On your initial test drive after the 
relearn, perform at least five, minimum 
throttle upshifts before becoming more 
aggressive with the throttle. Give it just 
enough throttle to allow the shifts to 
happen. Verify shift timing and pres-
sures have been reset and you’re done.

Sound simple? It is, but those are 
the procedures that are most often over-
looked, and they’re the ones that can 
help make sure your repairs leave your 
shop shifting properly. 

Until next time, keep those trans-
missions in great shifting health.

The Doctor…

Note: There’s 
no need to 
perform a 
PCM Idle 

Learn if all 
you did was 

clear the DTCs 
with Honda’s 

dedicated scan 
tool.
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ATRA Bids Farewell to 
Longtime Tech Advisor 
Randall Schroeder

On August 26, Randall Schroeder 
took his leave of ATRA to begin the 
next chapter in his career: taking on 
new challenges with Sonnax Industries.

Randall has been an integral part of 
the ATRA technical department for 16 
years, beginning in 1995 as a HotLine 
tech, and working his way up to senior 
technical advisor. He’s had a prominent 
role in the development of ATRA’s 
annual technical seminars, and was 
hugely popular as a seminar presenter. 
Over the years he’s presented hundreds 
of seminars, in every corner of the 
globe.

Randall was also a regular con-
tributor to GEARS Magazine; his semi-
regular column — Doctor, Doctor, It 
Hurts When I Shift… — was a reader 
favorite over the years. In it, he helped 
clear up some of the most demand-
ing issues facing technicians in the 
field, while offering his lighthearted 
approach to critical conditions faced in 
the bays and on the bench.

Upon receiving Randall’s resigna-
tion, ATRA Technical Director Lance 

Wiggins made this announcement: “I 
personally would like to thank Randall 
for everything he has done for me 
and [the Association]. I know that I 
can speak for [all of us here at ATRA 
when I say] that Randall is going to be 
missed.”

He went on to wish Randall suc-
cess in his future endeavors, a senti-
ment we can all echo. Best of luck 
Randall; we hope to work with you 
again in the years ahead.

Former ATRA Tech 
Glenn Troub Begins  
Teaching at SBCC

If you’ve been following ATRA 
and GEARS over the years — or for 
that matter, been a part of the trans-
mission repair industry as a whole — 
you’re probably already familiar with 
Glenn Troub. Glenn’s been a leader in 
the transmission technical community 
for over a quarter of a century… and 
counting.

Well, now Glenn’s poised to make 
his mark on an entirely new sector 
of budding young technicians who’ve 
chosen to enter the auto repair indus-
try; he’s just accepted a position to 

become a fulltime automotive technol-
ogy instructor at Santa Barbara City 
College, in Santa Barbara, CA. Glenn 
will begin his new teaching career by 
presenting courses in introductory auto-
motive technology, electrical systems, 
and of course, transmissions.

As members of the transmission 
repair industry, I’m sure we can all rest 
a little easier knowing that one of our 
own will be helping to shape the minds 
and direct the hands of the emerging 
workforce. And as anyone who knows 
him can attest, Glenn’s no slouch; his 
technical acumen is beyond reproach, 
and his love for the industry is legend-
ary.

According to his wife, GEARS 
page designer Jeanette, Glenn is plan-
ning to make an appearance at this 
year’s Expo. So keep your eye out for 
him and make sure you give him your 
best wishes as he embarks on his new 
career, as he does his part to help shape 
the future of the auto repair industry… 
one technician at a time.

Randall Schroeder

Glenn Troub

ATRA Bids Farewell to 
Longtime Tech Advisor 
Randall Schroeder Former ATRA 

Tech Glenn 
Troub Begins  

Teaching at SBCC
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Why Choose ATI?

CW3 Converter Welder
U.S. Patent # 5,000,366 

CW3 Rotational Coupler 
U.S. Patent # 5,082,299

Before you invest thousands of dollars 
to get into the converter rebuilding 
business, you need to make an 
intelligent decision on what company 
is most qualifi ed to lead you into your 
new venture—one that can supply 
you with the proper equipment and 
training to get the job done.

Choose a company that not only 
supplies the equipment but uses it as 
well. That’s where ATI Performance 
Products comes in. ATI uses our own 
equipment daily to rebuild race torque 
converters - the same equipment 
we are selling to you. While some 
manufacturers tell you that their 
machinery is on the cutting edge of 
technology and the most effective 
method to rebuild—only ATI has the 
daily hands-on experience to back up 
that claim.

ATI is an authorized GM vendor 
and has developed a specialized 
CW3 welder that fi xtures and tig 
tacs 298mm high speed converters 
for the Corvette and supercharged 
programs. We’ve worked very closely 
with GM design product planning 

and manufacturing engineers on 
a continuous basis and prototyped 
many new GM torque converters.

ATI manufactures all new race 
converters in-house. From stampings, 
slottings and blades to assembly and 
rolling, each task is performed in-
house. While this capability is out of 
the realm of most converter shops, 

ATI accomplishes the task of 
building brand new torque 
converters from start to fi nish for 
our high performance customers 
everyday. At ATI, we have the 
technology and our equipment is 
built to exceed the most stringent 
tolerances in the world. 

Should your equipment, training 
and procedures be anything less?

45°
Why 45º? 
Gravity pulls the 
weld into the pump 
and cover seam for  
nearly 100% leak-free 
production.

Easily rotate the 
machine 180° to weld 
the converter with 
the cover lip over the 
pump!

Don’t overpay for your 
welding equipment! 

Call ATI and compare!

CW3  Converter 
Welding Machine

Produces a perfectly 
perpendicular, beautifully 

welded, perfectly true, 
leakproof converter with 

exacting internal clearances.

Build your own converters 
and GROW your business!
ATI’s CW3
Converter 
Welding & 
Overhaul 
System

and manufacturing engineers on 

ATI’s CW3 Converter 

Welding and Overhaul 

System is in use in over 

23 countries and in 

shops throughout the 

United States!

152 welders in operation!

What’s this?
When you see a code like this, take 
a photo with your smartphone and, 
using free software available at 
http://gettag.mobi, you’ll be a click away from 
more in-depth information from ATI!

© 2011 ATI Performance Products, Inc.© 2011 ATI Performance Products, Inc.
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Pass-Through Pass-Through 
Converter Washer

The Converter Washer makes 
cleaning and degreasing torque 

converters a simple task.

Quick Test ConverterQuick Test Converter
Leak Tester
Determine the integrity of a converter 
in under a minute with this easy-to-use tester.

Built for maximum performance and safety 
in the heat bonding of frictional material to 
torque converter clutches. May be factory 
retooled and designed to perform other 
bonding and pressing operations, such as 
punching, forming, sizing, and laminating. 
Includes 30 piece steel die tooling kit.ATI’s converter rebuilding machines are designed specifi cally to 

increase precision and production in your shop. We know what you 
work on and we address your needs. No other manufacturer offers 
you the same level of personal service. At ATI we focus on just 
a few machines. Our systems come complete with many options 
available and they will make you money. Talk to an ATI user then 
order your new profi t center today.

Accu-Balance Converter Balancer
Accurately balances converters in under 20 seconds! 95 piece tooling kit included.

(877)298-5003
www.aticw3.com

Quick Test Converter

Determine the integrity of a converter 

• CW3 Converter Welder
• Accu-Balance Converter  

Balancer
• Quick Test Leak Tester
• Clutch Piston Bonder
• Cut-Open & Engine Lathes

• Pass Through Converter 
Washer

• GM and Ford Welding 
Fixtures

• Air Riveter
• Tooling and more

6747 Whitestone Road • Gwynn Oak, Maryland 21207

ATI’s complete CW3 Converter 
Welding & Overhaul System 

142 BALANCERS 

CURRENTLY IN 

OPERATION!

Already have an older 

ATI Balancer? Instead of 

buying a new one, update 

the control with ATI’s 

Accu-Balance Retro Fit Kit!
Our third generation bonder accepts all prior tooling!

Experience the difference!

All equipment carries a one year parts warranty

®

While we regret not meeting you in person, we’d like to offer 
Powertrain attendees and Gears Magazine readers 10% off our 
torque converter rebuilding equipment!
Mention Code PT2011 to receive 10% off your CW3 order. Offer valid through 11-18-2011.

220V 1Ø
220V 3Ø

Air pressure only

Gas / electric heat   /   220V / 440V

FAMILY OWNED • AMERICAN MADECall or visit us online at www.aticw3.com to get 
a copy of our latest brochure full of detailed 
information on our entire product line!
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Poor customer service
from your current equipment manufacturer?

Test us! Call any time and ask for help as if you’re 
already our customer!
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Open any newspaper… tune in 
to the evening news… call up 
your favorite internet news 

site… and you’ll see the same message: 
Times are tough, and there’s no sign of 
it letting up anytime soon.

Which makes it even harder to 
imagine that for many shops, these are 
the good old days. And for those shops, 
business is really good.

Having a hard time with that? 
Ask Mario Jauregui, owner of Express 
Transmissions, in Stockton, CA, who 
we profiled in the March 2010 issue of 
GEARS. Or the Vess brothers, owners 
of USA Transmissions, just outside of 
Houston, TX, profiled in the April 2010 
issue. Or Larry Bloodworth, owner of 
Certified Transmissions, in Draper, UT; 
in the August, 2011 issue, he claimed 
to have discovered the secret to making 
his phone ring.

These guys aren’t just getting by; 
while other shops are struggling to 
make ends meet, they’re setting the 

world on fire. They’re building their 
businesses while others are barely 
meeting their bills.

They, along with so many others 
we’ve looked at over the last couple 
years, have turned their businesses 
around, because they’ve discovered a 
secret: The transmission business today 
is nothing at all like it was 25 years 
ago… it’s a whole new ballgame.

In fact, the only thing today’s trans-
mission repair business has in common 
with back then is its name; everything 
else has changed.

Back then all a shop needed to 
make money in transmission repair 
was a sign. Transmission repairs were 
relatively easy, hugely profitable, and 
transmissions were failing at a fantastic 
rate. And there was very little competi-
tion compared with today; in fact, most 
of your customers were direct referrals 
from one of the many general repair 
shops or gas stations in your neighbor-
hood.

Today transmissions have four, 
five, six… even seven speeds. They’re 
controlled by computer systems over 
high-speed networks. And generally, 
they last a lot longer than those of a few 
years ago.

And when one does fail, well, you 
still might never see it. Because most 
general shops are only too happy to 
keep that work for themselves, thanks 
to the proliferation of remans.

If all that sounds grim, it is… if 
you keep trying to run your business the 
way you did 25 years ago. But as we’ve 
already discussed, many shop owners 
have discovered that today’s business 
isn’t what it was just a few years ago. 
They’ve made dramatic changes to the 
way they’re doing business and are 
really doing great.

The New Yellow Pages
According to some people, the 

internet is the new Yellow Pages. And 
they’re right… to a point. Today, people 

It’s a Whole New 
Ballgame
The transmission repair business has changed 
dramatically over the last 20 years or so… and those 
changes aren’t just about the way you fix cars.

IMPORTANT: To achieve 
a successful adaptive 

learn, it’s important that 
there are no trouble 

codes in any modules.

by Steve Bodofsky
members.atra.com

www.atra.com
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are more likely to search the internet for 
a transmission shop when they have a 
problem instead of the Yellow Pages.

But that’s where the similarity 
ends. And, if you try to run your web 
site the way you handled the Yellow 
Pages, you’re setting yourself up for a 
failure of epic proportions.

A few years ago, the time you 
spent with your advertising was short 
and sweet: You decided what you want-
ed your Yellow Pages ad to say, chose 
which books to place your ads in, and 
that was it — except for that whole bill-
paying thing. You didn’t have to think 
about your Yellow Pages ad again until 
next year.

That’s one of the biggest differenc-
es between your Yellow Pages ad and 
your web site. Because once you have 
your site created and on line, your work 
isn’t over… in fact, it’s just beginning.

Fine Tuning Your Site
Naturally you have a web site; run-

ning a shop today without a web site 
would have been like operating without 
a Yellow Pages ad 25 years ago.

And naturally your site looks pro-
fessional and inviting. Remember, your 
site’s appearance is the latest exten-
sion of your shop’s curb appeal. You 
wouldn’t stop at a filthy diner, or buy 
expensive jewelry from some guy on 
the corner wearing a trench coat. Your 
site needs to convey that clean, profes-
sional atmosphere that’ll attract cus-
tomers and make them feel comfortable 
trusting your shop with their cars.

But unlike your Yellow Pages ad, 
once you have your web site up and 
running, your job’s not over; in fact, 
it’s just beginning. You’ll need to refine 
and update your information regularly, 
adding new services and specials to 
help maintain interest. Static, stale con-
tent is a sure way to chase potential 
customers into your competitors’ bays.

Next you have to help your poten-
tial customers find your site, through 
ongoing search engine optimization 
(SEO). This involves examining your 
site statistics, to see where your visitors 
are coming from and what search terms 
are attracting them. And you’ll want 
to refine those terms to improve your 
response rate. 

This is an ongoing effort, because 
the terms that garnered the greatest 
attention yesterday may lose all their 
clout tomorrow. And search engine 
placement is critical: A term like trans-
mission repair may return a few million 
sites… including yours.

That’s a good thing; you want 
lots of hits. But no one is going to 
weed through a million different sites 
to find your shop. In general, if your 
site doesn’t appear on the first three 
pages of the search engine, it might as 
well not show up at all. Because nearly 
every potential customer is going to 
make a decision by the time he gets to 
the end of page three.

In fact, most customers will only 
look at the first few links returned from 
their search. That’s why you may want 
to look into a pay-per-click service, 
such as Google Adwords. According to 
Larry Bloodworth, those pay-per-click 
services can be like having a switch on 
the phone to make it ring.

Whew! That’s a lot of stuff to con-
sider just to keep your web site oper-
ating. Nothing at all like the Yellow 
Pages ad. But like we said, it’s a whole 
new ballgame out there, and if you’re 
going to win the game, you have to be 
willing to get out there and swing for 
the fences.

Attending Expo
As this issue hits the streets, many 

of you are making your way to this 
year’s Expo at the Las Vegas Hilton. 
Interestingly many of the shop owners 
who’ll be there operate the most suc-
cessful shops in the business. 

Is that because of all they learned 
at previous Expos? Partly. But more of 
that success can be attributed to them 
simply wanting to be there.

Remember what we learned about 
the most successful shop owners? One 
of the most important characteristics 
was attitude. Successful shop owners 
attend Expo because they want to be 
there. For them, it’s more than a job or 
an educational experience; it’s a way 
of life.

They mark the date for Expo on 
their calendars months in advance, and 
look forward to it all summer long. It’s 
their time to cut loose with other shop 

owners… other folks with the same 
mindset they have… people who share 
their experiences and can understand 
their difficulties. The learning? The 
specials? That’s just gravy.

25 years ago, there wasn’t any real 
need to attend a transmission show 
and hobnob with transmission folk. 
Transmissions were simple, and every 
repair shop in your neighborhood was 
your front-man, sending work your 
way.

And it didn’t matter whether you 
loved the business or not. All that mat-
tered was whether you could fix the 
customer’s transmission. Transmission 
repair was about making a buck.

But it’s a whole new ballgame: 
Today the successful shop owners are 
the ones who love this business. They 
enjoy adjusting their keywords to get 
better results from the search engines. 
They’re only too happy to help out 
with the local Little League or town 
flea market.

And they’re the ones who look 
forward to Expo all year long… not for 
what they can learn at the seminars or 
the special deals they can make on the 
show floor. They look forward to Expo 
because it’s a time for them to take 
their place as a part of an elite group of 
professionals who feel the exact same 
way as they do about this business… 
our business.

If you didn’t make plans to attend 
Expo, well, it’s probably too late this 
year. But it’s the perfect time to start 
thinking about next year.

And not just for what you can learn 
or the special deals you can expect. You 
need to start thinking about whether 
you really love this business… and 
how much you want to be a part of the 
people who are making it work, each 
and every day.

If that’s who you want to be, and 
what you want for yourself, you need to 
stop thinking about this as just another 
way to be more successful, and start 
thinking about how you can be a part 
of something larger than yourself. You 
need to start thinking about being part 
of today’s transmission repair industry.

Because it’s a whole new ball-
game…
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Derived from a proven “force motor” design used
in millions of transmissions, BorgWarner’s EPC
replacement solenoid greatly reduces your risk of
stuck spool valve conditions associated with our
competitor’s “direct acting” design. The internal
moving parts of BorgWarner’s solenoid core are
made of hardened steel for incredible durability,
and the hydraulic section is made of precision
machined aluminum, anodized to resist wear and
contamination, with a filtered inlet and outlet for
added protection.

Over time, normal transmission wear adds con-
taminates to transmission fluid, which may cause
the spool valve movement of our competitor’s
OE design to become sluggish and output pres-
sures imprecise, resulting in poor shifts, slippage,
and high line pressure problems.

By contrast, BorgWarner’s larger internal spool
valve is moved with hydraulic force, developing
more than THREE TIMES THE FORCE of the OE
design to plow through debris to meter oil flow
properly. Calibrated to ensure smooth and durable
operation, and verified by extensive field testing,
BorgWarner’s EPC solenoid is the unbeatable
choice for robust performance against transmis-
sion fluid contamination.

Call your authorized distributor today and ask for
genuine OEM quality solenoids from the global
leader in automatic transmission technology...
BorgWarner, Inc.

feel good about driving

Resistance is futile.

BorgWarner carries a full line of ready to ship OEM
quality clutch plates, transmission bands, one-way
clutches, and electronic transmission solenoids that are
100% guaranteed to fit your rebuilds.

BorgWarner Inc. Transmission Systems
1350 N. Greenbriar Dr. Unit B
Addison, IL  60101
(630) 261-9980
www.borgwarner.com

New from BorgWarner: Part No. 50155 Replacement EPC Solenoid
Fits Ford/Mazda transmissions 4R44E/4R55E/5R44E/5R55E

New from BorgWarner!

2011BWA-50155v2:2010BorgWarner  4/15/11  9:05 AM  Page 1



ATRA’s 2011 Powertrain Expo
schedule at a glance

thursday, october 27
2:00pm - 6:00pm Attendee Registration

Management Seminars
3:00pm - 6:00pm

The Importance of Processes & Procedures in a Crisis - Martin Brooks (Christschurch, New Zealand)
Transformational Thinking - Dennis Madden & Rodger Bland (ATRA)

Technical Seminars
3:00pm - 6:00pm

The Quick Fixes You Need Right Now - Lance Wiggins (ATRA) & Randall Schroeder

friday, october 28
8:00am - 3:00pm Attendee Registration

8:00am - 9:00am ATRA Member Meeting

Management Seminars
9:00am - 12:00pm

Yes You Can!™ - Bob Cooper (Elite Worldwide, Inc)

Technical Seminars
9:00am - 10:00am

A Shop’s Guide to Cost Savings, the Green & Safe Way - Carl Mustari (Chattahoochee Tech College)
Focusing on What You Need to Fix Transmissions TODAY - Dave Skora

Technical Seminars
10:00am - 11:00am

CAN BUS: A Simplistic But Intuitive View - Bill Henney (Bluereach Automation & Control Ltd)
Street Smart: Is It Reallly a Transmission Problem? - Mike Brown (ATRA)

Technical Seminars
11:00am - 12:00pm

Diagnostic Breakdowns - Sean Boyle (Southern Illinois University)
Servicing & Repairing Chrysler Transmissions A to Z - Alan McAvory (Chrysler Midwest Business Center)

Management Seminars
1:00pm - 5:00pm

Success or Struggle? You Decide! - Maylan Newton (ESi)
The Four Gears in Online Marketing - Danny Sanchez (Autoshop Solutions)

Technical Seminars
1:00pm - 2:30pm

Electro-Hydraulic & Mechatronic Control - Bob Warnke (Sonnax)
LCT 1000 Problems & Updates - Steve Garrett (ATRA)

Technical Seminars
2:45pm - 4:15pm

Real World Problems & Corrections - John Parmenter (Precision International)
Vital Voltage Drop Tests You Should Know - Dan Marinucci (Communique)

Technical Seminars
4:30pm - 6:00pm

Is It The Torque Converter or the Transmission? - Joe Rivera (ProTorque)
Ford Powertrain-Fixing It Right the First Time - Stevie LaVallee (TEST Research)

saturday, october 29
7:00am - 9:00am ATRA Chapter President’s Meeting

8:00am - 3:00pm Attendee Registration

Management Seminars
9:00am - 12:00pm

Creating a Customer...For Free! - Scott Harris (Mustang Marketing)
Step Into the Thinking Room - Coach Ron Tunick (CRT Broadcasting)

Technical Seminars
9:00am - 10:30am

What Are You Doing to Reduce Comebacks? - Bill Brayton (ATRA)
Hybrid Service & Repair for Transmission Techs - Jack Rosebro (Perfect Sky)

Technical Seminars
10:30am - 12:00pm

4EAT, Phase II, 4AT or 5AT Which Is It? - Mike Souza (ATRA)
What Qualifies as an Automatic Transmission-Today! - Mike Riley (Transtar)

1:00pm - 2:00pm ATRA Luncheon sponsored by Raybestos

2:00pm - 5:00pm Trade Show

5:00pm - 7:00pm Cocktail Reception hosted by Transtar

sunday, october 30
8:00am - 10:00am Industry Supplier Meeting & 2012 Exhibitor Booth Drawing

9:00am - 2:00pm Attendee Registration

Management Seminars
9:00am - 12:00pm

Green Eggs & Ham Power Breakfast - Scott Johnson  sponsored by CarFax

Round Table Q&A - What’s Working Management Team

Technical Seminars
9:00am - 10:30am

Supplier Showcase: Sonnax Road Show
Supplier Showcase: AR&D

Technical Seminars
10:00am - 12:00pm

Supplier Showcase: CVT Clinic - sponsored by GFX Corporation

Technical Seminars
10:30am - 12:00pm

Supplier Showcase: Management Feedback Systems
Supplier Showcase: Superior Transmission Parts
Supplier Showcase: G-Tec
Supplier Showcase: Transtar

12:00pm - 5:00pm Trade Show

monday, october 31
9:00am - 1:00pm Attendee Registration

9:00am - 2:00pm Trade Show

expo schedule plcd.indd   2 10/4/11   3:03 AM



www.mustangae.com Toll Free: 1-888-468-7826

A better way to test your light-duty automotive transmissions - 
Mustang’s MAE-LDU-40 - Smarter by Design.

40-hp AC Motor Engine Simulator • 
40-hp Eddy Current PAU Output Loading with Torque feedback• 
Includes Complete Data Acquisition System• 
Upgradeable to Test With CAN communication• 
MAE-TCM Electronic Shifter Included • 
Script Editor & Shift Table Editor – add new transmissions with ease• 
Automated Testing and calibration programs Standard• 
Control frquency from 15Hz to 50.5 KHz• 
System adjusts easily to fi t any torque converter without any pilot • 
bushings or spacers 
Patent Pending Universal Adapter Systemwill adapt most all • 
transmission with one plate system.

Complete Systems Starting 
Under $90,000

Financing Options Available

VISIT US @ ATRA POWERTRAIN EXPO
& See the LDU-40 on display

mustang ad.indd   2 10/3/11   1:21 AM
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ATRA's 2011 Powertrain Expo
Exhibitor Directory

Oct 27 -31, 2011, Las Vegas, NV

A
A & Reds Transmission Parts 
Booth#  401
3737 West 29th South
Wichita, KS  67217 
Toll Free: (800) 835-1007 
Phone: (316) 942-5300
Fax: (316) 942-8947
Call for additional locations
www.areds.com
parts@areds.com  
Handheld flattening stone for valve 
bodies and cases, paper towels with 
floor stand. Automatic standard and 
transfer case parts. 

Adapt-A-Case
Booth# 522
1356 Hall St., S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
Toll Free: (800) 417-4200
Phone: (616) 331-0000
Fax: (616) 452-5624

www.adapt-a-case.com
Adapt-A-Case provides innovative 
tools and fixes for the transmission 
and automotive repair industry. Come 
see BRNY, Drum Buddy, 6L80E tools, 
*NEW* CD4E servo tool and much 
more!

Allomatic Products
Booth# 400
609 East Chaney St.
Sullivan, IN  47882 
Toll Free: (800) 568-0330
Phone: (812) 268-0322
Fax: (812) 268-0417
www.allomatic.com
Charles Sanfilippo, Dom./Exp. Sales Mgr.
Allomatic Products is a preferred brand 
of transmission filters, friction plates, 
and steel plates to the aftermarket 
industry since 1959.

  

Alto Products Corp. 
Booth#  515
One Alto Way 
Atmore, AL  36502 
Phone: (251) 368-7777
Fax: (251) 368-7774
sales@altousa.com
www.altousa.com  
Roy Baker, Sr. Tech Dir.
Kevin Farkas, V.P. Sales W. Coast
Robbie Ferguson, Dir of High Perf.
Jose Montalvo,  V.P. Export Sales
Ronnie Sang, Int’l Sales Rep
Alto is an ISO certified manufacturer 
of automatic transmission parts for 
over 60 years. We manufacture and 
distribute a complete line of Friction 
and Steel Plates, Bands, Filters and 
Rebuilding Kits for Hi-Performance, 
Automotive and Heavy Duty applica-
tions.

You need to be at ATRA’s 2011 Powertrain Expo.
Why? Not only is ATRA hosting Expo in Vegas this year, but we will be teaming 
with APRA on the show floor to give you two tradeshows under one roof.  You 
get all the technical and management expertise that ATRA consistently pro-
vides, plus the showcasing of new parts from APRA members.

Learn the latest industry trends, network with tons of potential new partners 
and do it in an exciting environment!

Las
Vegas
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October 25-30: $99
October 31 - Nov 1: $169

Mention ATRA to get discounted 
rate  before October 6, 2011

Las Vegas Hilton
3000 Paradise Rd, Las Vegas, NV 89109

Phone:  (800) 635-7711

ATRA’s 2011 Powertrain Expo

You need to be at ATRA’s 2011 Powertrain Expo.
Why? Not only is ATRA hosting Expo in Vegas this year, but we will be teaming 
with APRA on the show floor to give you two tradeshows under one roof.  You 
get all the technical and management expertise that ATRA consistently pro-
vides, plus the showcasing of new parts from APRA members.

Learn the latest industry trends, network with tons of potential new partners 
and do it in an exciting environment!

Las
Vegas
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October 25-30: $99
October 31 - Nov 1: $169

Mention ATRA to get discounted 
rate  before October 6, 2011

Las Vegas Hilton
3000 Paradise Rd, Las Vegas, NV 89109

Phone:  (800) 635-7711

ATRA’s 2011 Powertrain Expo
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7350 Young Drive, Cleveland, OH 44146       855-TRANSTAR       www.TRANSTAR1.com

Transtar Industries & ATRA 
request the pleasure of your company at the

 

opening night cocktail reception.
Saturday, October 29, 2011, 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Las Vegas Hilton, Ballrooms A & B
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Amsoil Regency Silver 
Direct Jobber
Booth# 335
Toll Free: (800) 631-2240 
Cell: (361) 455-2647 
David & Eline Haunschild
info@DEHOil.com
www.dehoil.com
A full line of synthetic lubricants, oil and 
air filters, spark plugs, wiper blades, 
polish and waxes.

ATK and Parts, LLC
Booth# 529
6311 NW 99th Ave
Doral, FL 33178
Phone: (305) 593-0980
Fax: (305) 593-7494
sales@atkits.com
www.atkits.com
Diego García, Sales dgarcia@atkits.
com
Looking for transmission parts? ATK 
and Parts, LLC is your source for a 
complete line of products, including 
Master kits, Banner kits, Overhaul kits, 
filters, clutch plates, sprags, bands, 
seals, bushings, solenoids, sensors, 
among others. We ship worldwide… 
Hablamos Español!

ATRA
Booth# 306
2400 Latigo Ave.
Oxnard, CA  93030
Toll Free: (866) 464-2872  
Phone: (805) 604-2000 
Fax: (805) 604-2003 
http://members.atra.com
membership@atra.com
Find out how you can get more cus-
tomers with ATRA Membership, check 
out the latest tech books on cd avail-
able from the ATRA BookStore or talk 
to ATRA Technicians in person.  Be 
sure to wear your ATRA Member t-shirt 
from a previous ATRA event during the 
trade show to receive a different free 
gift each day when you stop by!

ATSG 
Booth # 125
18635 SW 107th Avenue
Cutler Bay, FL  33157
www.atsg.com
Toll Free: (800) 245-7722
Cindy Clark, Seminars  
Susan Dietrick, Subscribership
Debbie Lama, CD’s-DVD’s 
Monica Negron, Manuals 
ATSG offers world class repair and 
diagnostic manuals, training seminars 
and a technical hotline service.

Austling Guangzhou Co., Ltd.  
Booth #428
Room 1705, No.19, Dong Hua Nan 
Road, 
Guangzhou 510100
CHINA
Phone: 8620-83292187 
Fax: 8620-83292617 
www.auto-tec.cn  
austling@163.com
Aaron Ling
Cathy Tan
We are a manufactory for transmis-
sion parts since 2002. Our product line 
includes overhaul kit, filter, steel plate, 
pan gasket, oil pan, piston, testing 
equipments, tools and hard parts.

        

Automotive Research and Design
Booth# 230
34337 Fontana Dr.
Sterling Heights, MI 48312
Phone: (586) 718-9469
Fax: (586) 983-3709
arandd@ix.netcom.com
www.autoresearchanddesign.com
Mark Quarto, Dir. Tech. & Eng.
Bill Steen, Sales Mgr-W. Coast
Ariel Quarto, Mktg. Dir.
AR&D presents the new AT33EV 
Hand-Held Tester by ALL-TEST Pro®
Providing a quick, complete and 
accurate solution for on-vehicle or 
on-bench electric motor-generator test-
ing for all electric and hybrid vehicles. 
Watch our video at: www.youtue.com/
watch?v=0KH8RrGYSbs or visit web-
page: www.autoresearchand design.
com/AT33EV_All_TEST_Pro.html.

Autoshop Solutions, Inc.
Booth#  423
2731 NC Hwy 55 #274
Cary, NC 27519
www.autoshopsolutions.com 
A company dedicated to the auto 
repair, auto collision and auto sales 
industry. We offer award winning web-
site design and internet 
marketing services, electronic media 
marketing, and sales and management 
training by one of the most successful 
shop owners in the automotive indus-
try, Danny Sanchez.
                

B
BAAN Powertrain Corp.
Booth# 507
8620 53 Avenue
Edmonton, AB  T6E 5G2
CANADA
Phone: (780) 633-2780
www.baanpowertrain.com
BAAN Powertrain Corp. specializes in 
the distribution of automotive and light 
truck transmissions and transfer cases 
to Canadian automotive repair centers.

BorgWarner, Inc. Transmission 
Systems
1350 N Greenbriar Drive, Unit B
Addison, IL 60101
Phone: (630) 261-9980
Fax: (630) 261-9986
www.borgwarner.com
ppetrucci@borgwarner.com
Paul Petrucci
Biff Staples 
Liz Villela 
Gaby Camargo
BorgWarner, Inc. Transmission 
Systems designs and manufactures 
OEM clutch plates, transmission 
bands, one-way clutches, electronic 
transmission solenoids, and other 
products available to the aftermarket.

C
CARFAX
Booth# 533
5860 Trinity Parkway, Suite 600, 
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Rob Rasmussen    

LOCATIONS

WICHITA, KANSAS  800-835-1007
Years

Sales Personnel of experience

Roger Fredrickson     
Gary Hill 

William Sherwood
Brian Keller     

Next day service area: KS-NE-IA-MO-AR-OK-TX
Same day shipping to 5 pm

WHY CHOOSE A & REDS?

For over 38 years we have done one thing and
we do it well. We help transmission rebuilders get
the job done.

We are a full line distributor stocking all soft parts,
rebuilding kits, and new and used hard parts for

automatic transmissions,
manual transmissions,
and transfer cases,
domestic and imported.
We also have a full
machine shop to handle
any special needs, i.e.
pump rebuilding, case
resleeving, and custom
machine work.

PRODUCTS

We stock top OEM quality products, products that
we are proud to sell and you will be proud to use.

Sonnax - Borg Warner - Trans Tec - Raybestos - SPX Filtran - Crown - Alto 
Life - MPC - Valeo - Auto Gear - B & M - Southeast - Rostra - Derale 
Kentmore - Raymark Ind. - Trans Tool - CR Seals - G-Tec - Mid West
Transco - Dacco - Teckpack - TransMotive - DT Components - Nachi
Superior - Parker - SPX  Tools - Lube Gard - Loctite - Tru-Cool - OEM

Call today and get your copy of A & Reds 2011 
Digital Catalog.  This catalog contains a detailed 

automatic, manual transmission, transfer case
and �ywheel parts listing. A handy suggested
list and net price guide plus all the features
found in the hard copy of our regular catalog,

transmission vehicle index, cooler line return
charts, band adjustments and much more.Owners: Pam & Leon Autry

Ask for the Impossible – we might surprise you.

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI  866-780-7337
Years

Sales Personnel of experience

Gale Autry
Vee Autry
Bob Belzer  
Josh Maley  
 

Next day service area: MO-KS-NE-IA-IL-SD
Same day shipping to 5pm. 
Night drop delivery available.

TRANSMISSION PARTS           areds.com

Dylan Autry                            20                      ext.103
Randy Reusser                                        12 ext.104

25 ext.105
20 ext.106

Nolan Autry  37 ext.107

21 ext.122
10 ext.123
31 ext.124

Frank Baron        36 ext.121

50
21
25

9
Calvin Thompson 5

New 2011
Catalogs are here

Easy to use
5 volume set
Indexed by make
 and model



Bill Stolberg
President & COO
800.826.7403 
wds@aaeq.net

CHICAGO
Scott Stolberg
President & CEO
800.426.8771
sjs@aaeq.net

LAS VEGAS LAS VEGAS
Steve Feinstein
Transmission 
Operations Manager 
800.826.7403, Ext. 309 
spf@aaeq.net

CHICAGO

AAEQ YOUR COMPREHENSIVE RESOURCE
AAEQ Manufacturers and Recyclers is a comprehensive company that provides leadership 
in the automotive remanufacturing, manufacturing and recycling industries. Family owned and operated 
since 1949, AAEQ is known for its outstanding customer service and high degree of integrity. It tailors its 
services to meet the needs of each customer group while serving a diversified business model under its 
A&A Midwest and EngineQuest (EQ) divisions.

A&A Midwest
A&A Midwest is a leading core supplier to engine and transmission remanufacturers, providing expertise 
to customers on whether new, remanufactured or reclaimed will work best for the engine or transmission 
project they are working on. A&A Midwest daily processes over 500 engines and transmissions from its 
state-of-the- art facilities in Chicago, Ill. and North Las Vegas, Nev.

Under the A&A Midwest banner, AAEQ's automotive recycling facility in Blue Island, Ill. dismantles vehicles 
and exports complete engine, drive train systems and body components to developing countries. 
The remaining items are sent for further processing and recycling.

ENGINEQUEST
AAEQ's engine parts division, EngineQuest (EQ), specializes in hard-to-find new, remanufactured and 
reclaimed engine parts.  

AAEQ SCRAP METAL
Operating from North Las Vegas, AAEQ is one of the area’s premier scrap recycling and processing centers.  
AAEQ works with its remanufacturing customers, auto wrecker suppliers and local businesses to recover 
the most they can from their scrap materials.

THE PROPER HANDLING OF CORES
Over the years A&A Midwest has learned that the proper handling of automotive cores, particularly engines 
and transmissions, must be done carefully to ensure their future usefulness. The goal of A&A Midwest is to 
provide customers with the cleanest, most usable parts. A&A Midwest takes special care in receiving, 
handling, processing, storing and shipping engine and transmission cores and their components. 

OUR PEOPLE

Introducing 

TransmissionQuest
Building on our successful 
EngineQuest brand, AAEQ will 
launch TransmissionQuest in 
2011. TransmissionQuest will 
sell reclaimed, remanufactured 
and new transmission hard 
parts. In order to maintain its 
same level of customer service 
and quality, the product line and 
distribution for Transmission-
Quest will grow deliberately 
over the first 24 months. 

Contact Us
Chicago Facility
4050 S. Wentworth Ave.
Chicago, IL 60609
(800) 826-7403
(773) 624-6111
fax (773) 624-6660
www.aamidwestcores.com

Las Vegas Facility
2580 N. Commerce St.
North Las Vegas, NV 89030
(800) 426-8771
(702) 649-7776
fax (702) 649-6777
www.aaeq.net

Mark Moore
National Sales Director
EngineQuest
800.426.8771, Ext. 209
mvm@aaeq.net

YOUR SEARCH FOR

CORES & PARTS
IS NOW COMPLETE!
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1-877-866-8372
www.moveras.com

Company Profile
Moveras Remanufactured Transmissions manufactures automatic 
transmissions for virtually every vehicle on the road. We are com-
mitted to remanufacturing transmissions to the same standards 
and methodologies used for OEM transmissions.

Each Moveras transmission is produced in a World Class manu-
facturing facility.  Our entire process has been developed from 
scratch, utilizing LEAN manufacturing principles.  Our transmis-
sions are produced in a Clean Room environment.  Every transmis-
sion is built to the same exacting standards by using a precisely 
documented and controlled process.

The People
Chuck Pelissier, Sales Manager  603-490-1106

Luis Torres, Warranty Manager  603-894-9247

Patty Ebbs, Customer Service Manager 603-894-9227

Our Philosophy
The Moveras approach to remanufacturing is exactly the same as 
would be used for producing new transmissions for OEM applications.

Moveras operates a World Class manufacturing operation which 
focuses on well documented processes and procedures. Our cell 
manufacturing environment brings highly trained individuals 
together with precisely managed on-line procedures where parts 
are brought together to create a like-new product. We manage our 
internal vendor of re-claimed and repaired parts exactly the same 
as vendors who are producing brand new parts for our transmis-
sions. Both are held to the same high standards.

LEAN Manufacturing
We utilize LEAN manufacturing principals to industry leading standards. 
This results in operating efficiencies which are unequaled in our indus-
try and result in high quality cost efficient products for our customers.

This process enables us to be the most efficient in the industry, 
with the fastest build to order manufacturing system.  It is our com-
mitment to provide high quality remanufactured transmissions for 
all types of vehicles and provide them to our customers fast, to get 
you back on the road, and to make them available nationwide.

Customer Support
The Moveras Customer Service and Technical Teams strive to 
be the best in the industry providing live technical and customer 
support.  In addition there are Online Technical Bulletins, Instal-
lation Videos, FAQ’s, Technical Bulletins, and Tech Tools.   We are 
dedicated to providing our customers with more resources than any 
other remanufacturer

Our Technical Line is staffed by experienced transmission installers 
and builders who can help with diagnostics and/or troubleshooting. 
We provide individual assistance with unit specific information

Moveras 
22 Northwestern Drive
Salem, NH 03079
(877) 866-8372

Remanufactured Transmissions

Products
At Moveras we remanufacture over 4,000 foreign and domes-
tic transmissions to the highest standards in the industry.  All 
parts are cleaned, inspected, checked and measured for correct 
tolerances and specifications.  Every transmission comes with a 
remanufactured torque converter and are tested as a unit on our 
state of the art computerized dyno prior to shipping.
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Centreville, VA  20120
Toll Free: (800) 317-9050
Phone: (703) 934-2664
Fax: (866) 378-8416
www.carfaxonline.com
amynorris@carfax.com
Amy Norris, Dir., Svc 
Manny Toor, Partner Dev. Mgr 
Chris Markiewicz, Mgr, Acct M&A 
CARFAX® Service Link™ is a free pro-
gram that helps increase exposure for 
participating facilities and provides a 
value-added benefit to loyal customers. 
CARFAX Service Link turns service 
records into free advertising on the 
CARFAX® Vehicle History Report™, 
viewed more than 100 million times 
annually by car buyers.  

             
Chrysler - Mopar
Booth# 324
26311 Lawrence Ave.
Center Line, MI  48015
www.mopar.com
Mopar is the exclusive provider of OE 
parts for Chrysler Jeep Dodge and 
Ram vehicles offering a full line of 
Powertrain, components, and mainte-
nance parts.

D

DACCO Transmission Parts
Booth # 113
741 Dacco Drive
Cookeville, TN  38506
Toll Free  (800) 443-2226 
Toll Free  (866) 645-1452
Fax: (931) 528-9777
www.daccoinc.com
Harry Schmink, General Mgr.
Don Looper, VP.of Sales
Kit Pogue, Purchasing Mgr.
Sam Lugo, Controller
Dacco Transmission Parts is your full 
supplier of Automatic Transmission 
parts and Torque Converters.  Dacco 
also carries standard transmission 
sarts, including standard clutches and 
flywheels.

DeFeo Manufacturing
Booth# 424
115 Commerce Drive
Brookfield, CT 06804
Toll Free: (800) 682-1290
Phone: (203) 775-0254       
Fax: (203) 775-0816
WWW.DEFEOMFG.COM
Anthony Defeo, Inside Sales
Chris Serrano, Transit Sales
Lucy Defeo, AP
Danielle Tryjada, AR
Manufacturer and Supplier of 
Replacement  Parts for Allison 
Transmissions. New, OEM New, 
Refurbished, and Good Used Parts 
for Allison on and off-highway 
Transmissions. Overhaul Kits, Filters, 
Clutches, Bushings, Electrical, Hard 
parts, and much more. We buy and sell 
Allison Transmissions Cores.

http://www.defeomfg.com/part.
php?part=1196

Demandforce
Booth# 421
22 4th St., 12th Floor
San Francisco, CA  94103
Toll Free: (800) 246-9853
Phone: (415) 904-8080
Fax: (415) 432-2800
autosales@demandforce.com
www.demandforce.com
Jordan MacAvoy, Sr. Mktg. Mgr.
Maurice Sternemann, Nat’l Sales Mgr.
Demandforce integrates with your 
shop management software to auto-
mate marketing and communications, 
helping you to easily and effectively 
increase car count, do more general 
repair work, and measure what’s work-
ing and what’s not. Request a demo 
today at: www.demandforce.com.

 

Dr. Tranny® by International 
Lubricants, Inc.  
Booth# 201 
7930 Occidental South         
Seattle, WA  98108       
Toll Free: (800) 333-LUBE (5823)        
Phone: (206) 762-5343
Fax: (206) 762-7989 
ili@lubegard.com                 
www.Lubegard.com
Ken Thomas, VP of Sales              
Steve Deckard, Dir. of Pro. Trans. Sales
Kristen Clark, Mktg. Mgr.  
Joe Logue, Int’l Sales Mgr.      
The #1 choice of Professionals and 
OEM’s worldwide! Come visit us for 
solutions to increase profits with every 
vehicle you service!

E

EASY R.O. by MFS, Inc.
Booth# 329
412 W. Broadway, Ste. 300 
Glendale, CA  91204 
Toll Free: (888) 637-3733
Fax: (818) 546-5811
sales@easyworks.com
www.easyworks.com
Lee O’Hara, V.P. Sales
Armond Aladadyan, Sales Rep.
Iveta Vardanyan, V.P of Admin.
From the makers of SuperFRED since 
1982, introducing the all new EASY 
WORKS! Suite including EASY R.O.! 
Complete easy to use management 
software with integration to Alldata, 
Carquest, Quickbooks, CustomrLink, 
Management Success! and more.

Education Seminar Institute (ESi)
Booth# 425
2222 Emmett Ave.
Simi Valley, CA  93063
Toll Free: (866) 526-3039
Phone: (805) 526-3039 
Fax: (805) 526-3254
www.esiseminars.com
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www.Adapt-A-Case.com                    Grand Rapids, Michigan

 Answering challenges with profitable solutions.

www.Adapt-A-Case.com

Still fighting those deep pan Fords?

▲Pump pocket in need of repair

▲The BRNY in place, pump’s load spread over large surface area

▲Completed installation, protects all four of pump tabs’ cavities

NP246
NP261
NP263

PATENTED

got drip?

#BRNY

SUB-KIT | DOMESTIC RWD

   #T-0069SRAC

ADAPT-A-CASE IN HD
VIDEO COMING SOON

ADAPT-A-CASE was formed to take the knowledge that
we have gained in over a half century of transmission
rebuilding and repair in our own shop, and use it to
develop cost-effective solutions for our shop and
others to utilize in servicing transmissions. The list of
solutions keeps growing and includes transmission and
transfer case-specific tools and fixes. All are available
through American and Canadian distributors.

ADAPT-A-CASE products are tested in our research
facility, and installed in or used to repair customers'
vehicles in local transmission shops.  Feedback is a
vital step in bringing our products to market; to ensure
that each repair solution or tool provides an optimum,
cost-effective, reliable product for you to use on your
customers' vehicles.     Please visit our web site for
many more products, pictures and details.

Proudly made in the USA!

The Right Tool for the Job.

Time is money.  ADAPT-A-CASE offers many
unique tools and fixes to the automatic
transmission repair industry.  The right tool
for the job saves precious time allowing you
to make more money in the process!

    T-6800AC

The

6L80E

   #T-46664AC

Pump Alignment Tool

HEAT TREATED STEEL
This keeps cost down!

New!

LCT1000 NV4500 CFT 30
T-9600AC

CD4E  |  SERVO  INSTALL TOOL

JUST IN!

adapt acase prof.indd   2 10/3/11   2:11 AM



Company Profile
BAAN Powertrain distributes to the aftermarket:

•	 New surplus transmissions and transfer cases
•	 Low mile take off transmissions and transfer 

cases
•	 Remanufactured  transmissions and  transfer 

cases 
•	 New surplus and low mile take off engines to 

the aftermarket.  

With over 2000 transmissions and over 1000 transfer 
cases in stock, BAAN provides cost effective options 
to the repair industry.  BAAN Powertrain distributes 
throughout North America and also exports worldwide.

People
Laurie Schlamp, General Manager
Jordan Schlamp, President
Michael VanderHoek, Sales
Mary “Lori” Schlamp, Admin

What’s New
In 2009 BAAN Powertrain expanded into a new larger 
warehouse facility due to the strong growth that the 
company has experienced in the past 3 years.  BAAN 
also launched the remanufactured manual transmission 
program in the 3rd  quarter of 2009 that has also lead to 
further increased growth. 

BAAN has a large selection of late model transmissions 
in inventory.  These include various six speed automatic 
transmissions such as 6L80E,  6L90E, 6R60, 6R80, 
6F35, 6F50, 6T35, 6T70, 62TE and many more. 

Products 
New and low mile 
take off transmissions.
Remanufactured trans-
missions and transfer 
cases.
BAAN aggressively 
sources new surplus and 
OEM factory remanufac-
tured transmissions and 
transfer cases. BAAN 
specializes in late model 
applications and often 
has new transmissions 
available at very attractive 
prices to our customers.  

Constant Sourcing 
BAAN is continu-
ally sourcing worldwide, 
both new and OEM 
Remanufactured excess 
stocks of transmissions 
and transfer cases. BAAN 
works with the OEM’s to 
maximize their return on 
obsolete and damaged 
material without disrupt-
ing the OEM’s traditional 
supply channels.       

   

  

BAAN Powertrain Corp
8620 – 53 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada
T6E 5G2
780 633-2780
sales@baanpowertrain.com
www.baanpowertrain.com



BorgWarner, Inc. Transmission Systems is an original equipment supplier
of highly engineered components and systems, primarily for automotive
drivetrain applications. BorgWarner designs and manufactures OEM
clutch plates, transmission bands, one-way clutches, and other products at
its Bellwood, IL and Frankfort, IL plants, and in plants located in other
major markets throughout North America, Europe and Asia.

BorgWarner’s Aftermarket Operations Center in Addison, Illinois makes
these components available to the transmission rebuilder industry
through an authorized distributor network throughout the country.

Clutch Plates (Automotive/Industrial), Transmission Bands (Maji-
Band™, Uni-Band™, Flex-Band™), One-Way Clutches (Sprag and Roller),
and Electronic Transmission Solenoids.

BorgWarner, Inc. Transmission Systems - Aftermarket Center
Addison, Illinois

William (Biff ) R. Staples, V.P. Aftermarket Operations....... Extension 12
Paul Petrucci, Sales and Marketing Manager............................ Extension 14
Liz Villela, Administration Manager......................................... Extension 11
Gabriela Camargo, Customer Service........................................ Extension 15

BorgWarner carries a wide range of quality engineered electronic
transmission solenoids for improving fuel economy and reducing
emissions.

Since 1936, BorgWarner, Inc. has sponsored the Indianapolis 500, auto-
motive racing’s largest spectator sport. Each year, the winner’s visage is
immortalized on the sterling silver BorgWarner Indianapolis 500 trophy.

BorgWarner’s proud sponsorship of the Indianapolis 500 symbolizes our
continuing commitment to top performance and leading-edge automo-
tive technology.

BorgWarner’s Aftermarket Center warehouses and distributes exclusive-
ly to the transmission rebuilder industry hundreds of parts for more than
eighty transmissions world-wide through an authorized distributor net-
work that can provide same day and next-day parts delivery.

Our goal is to provide the rebuilder zero-defect products with 100%
availability and 100% on-time delivery at competitive prices.

BorgWarner, Inc. Transmission Systems 
1350 North Greenbriar Drive, Unit B
Addison, IL 60101
Phone (630) 261-9980   Fax (630) 261-9986
www.borgwarner.com

BorgWarner’s Aftermarket Operations
Center in Addison, Illinois.

Our Products

Our People

Our Company Featured Products

Automotive Racing Sponsorship

Distribution

The BorgWarner Indianapolis 500 Trophy is
a registered trademark of BorgWarner Inc.
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Maylan@esiseminars.com
Maylan Newton
Ray Kunz
Ryan Tunison
Since 1984, ESi has remained the 
industries leader in providing full 
service training and support to the 
independent automotive service busi-
ness owner. Education, Business, 
Consulting/Coaching

Equipment Manufacturing Corp.
Booth# 127
14930 Marquardt Ave.
Santa Fe Springs, CA  90670
Toll Free: (888) 833-9000
www.equipmentmanufacturing.com
Manufacturer of the Power Jet parts 
washer line featuring Easy Rack, 
Solution Saver, Oil Eater, Thermal 
Guard, Precision Targeting and Jet 
Port. Also see our Water Eater waste 
water evaporator line.

ETE Reman
Booth# 226
8155 N. 76th St.
Milwaukee, WI  53223
Toll Free (800) 934-9479
Phone: (414) 586-0777
Fax: (414) 586-0778
www.etereman.com
“ETE REMAN delivers the world’s 
best remanufactured automatic 
transmissions and transfer cases. 
Every ETE transmission undergoes 
C.A.R.S. System quality control test-
ing (Computer Applied Real-World 
Simulation), and is backed by OE+ 
Quality and a NO-HASSLE warranty. 
ETE REMAN is dedicated to making 
each customer experience excep-
tional.”

   
EVT Parts 
Booth# 209
1155 N. McKinley Ave.
Los Angeles, CA  90059 
Toll Free: (866) EVT-PARTS
Phone: (323) 758-1302
Fax: (323) 758-9999
www.evtparts.com

evtparts8825@netscape.net
Need a hard to find part or an obscure 
component for a vintage transmission? 
You’ll be pleased to know we carry a 
complete line of components for trans-
missions dating back to the 1950’s. 
And we’ll get it to you in record time.
 

EXEDY USA
Booth# 321
8601 Haggerty Rd.
Belleville, MI 48111
Toll Free: (800) 346-6091 
Local: (734) 397-3333 
Fax: (734) 397-7300
www.exedyusa.com
Bernie Solomons, V.P.
Mark McGowan, Product Coordinator
Patrick Irvine, Factory Eng. Support
Trish Steinberg, Team Lead/Cust. Svc.
EXEDY Globalparts Corporation is a 
powertrain specialist and tier one sup-
plier to the automotive industry world-
wide. Exedy’s products range: From 
wet & dry friction material, torque con-
verters, complete transmission systems 
for highway, off-highway and industrial 
applications. 

EZ- DRIVER™
Arizona Transmission Machine
Booth# 427
16236 N. 41st Place
Phoenix, AZ  85032
Phone: (602) 992-2961
Fax: (602) 788-3941  
www.ez-driver.com
Michael Tilley, Owner
Showing the EZ-DRIVER™ with a 
hands on approach. Allowing techni-
cians to create over 200 different set-
ups. Installing bearing, gears, hubs, 
seals and sleeves. Seeing is believing. 

F
Ford Genuine Parts 
Booth# 229
16800 Executive Plaza Dr.
Dearborn, MI  48126 
Local Ford or Lincoln Mercury Dealer
Toll Free: (800) 392-7946 
www.fordparts.com 
Original equipment parts for all Ford, 
Lincoln and Mercury vehicles including 
new and remanufactured transmission 
assemblies, transmission components, 
torque converters and transmission 
repair kits.

G
G-Auto Co., LTD
Booth# 240
970-30 Wolchul-Dong, Buk-gu
Gwangju, 
KOREA
Phone: +82-62-974-3007
Fax: +82-62-974-3010
www.gautoprobe.com

G-Cor Automotive Corporation
Booth# 319
2100 Refugee Rd.
Columbus, OH  43207
Toll Free: (800) 486-1636
Phone: (614) 443-6735
Fax: (614) 443-3738
www.g-corautomotive.com
Automatic hard parts – the largest 
hard parts inventory in the U.S.

G-TEC Inc.
Booth# 519
611 West Kathryn
Nixa, Missouri 65714-1079
Toll Free: (800) 725-6499
Phone: (417) 725-6400
Fax: (417) 725-3577
www.g-tec.com
Steven D. Glassinger, Pres.
Terri L Glassinger,  CEO
Tiffani L Dowler,  V.P.
Laci L West, Logistic Mgr.
G-TEC is introducing 11 new adapters 
and a 4” 28 micron cleanable check-
able filter screen for our Heated Cooler 
Line Flusher. We’re also introducing 
a complete line of electronic testing 
moduls for the transmission rebuilder. 
The first is a Sensor Monitor which 
tests 2 Wire inductive, 3 Wire Hall 
Effect, and 2 Wire Active Hall Effect 
sensors.  The second is a Phaze 
Drive for testing Quad Q CVT Stepper 
Motor Drivers.  The Phaze Drive allows 
you to test on the bench, to test on 
your valve body machine, or to con-
trol the transmission on ANY dyno!  A 
must-see at this year’s show will be our 
extraordinary hand-held transmission 
controller.  
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Up to Date
Packaging kits calls for a high degree of accuracy and

an awareness of even the most subtle of changes made
by OEMs. EVT uses a computer system that builds a bill
of materials for each kit it packages and then tracks
inventory levels to the point that the packaging
operation is scheduled to react to sales volumes.

Support
We are specialized as a supplier of automatic-

transmission components including hard parts, kits and
converters. We have parts on the shelves for everything
from the latest-model transmissions all the way back to
early automatics from the 1950s. We stock both
domestic and foreign parts in that manner.

Personnel
Vince Hall  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Founder and Operator
Eloise Hall  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Administration
Walter Quintanilla  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .General Manager
Rosaura Gomez  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Office Manager

Our Products
Overhaul Kits

Packaged, ready and waiting for you. Whether the
transmission on your bench has been around for
decades or is a late-model, EVT has the overhaul kit you
need. We offer same-day delivery (limited area) or
shipment directly to your shop.

Automatic Hard Parts
EVT-inspected good used and aftermarket new hard

parts for most automatic applications. Take advantage
of EVT’s extensive on-the-shelf inventory, which
includes good used valve bodies. Same-day delivery
(limited area) or shipment directly to your shop.

Torque Converters
EVT remanufactures its own torque converters. Our

building houses all the machinery necessary to open
converter cores, replace or restore internal components
and then reassemble and test these units. We make sure
we have what you need by computer-coordinating
manufacturing for inventory with converter sales.

EVT Parts
1155 N. McKinley Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90059-3504
Phone: 323-758-1302
Toll Free: 866-388-7278
Fax: 323-758-9999
Web site: www.evtparts.com
E-mail: evtparts8825@netscape.net
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Circle No. 202 on Reader Card

Vince Hall, proprietor
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Fax: 323-758-9999
Web site: www.evtparts.com
E-mail: evtparts8825@netscape.net
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Vince Hall, proprietor
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• Full line core supplier that specializes in the processing and selling of  
     automatic transmission hard parts
• 90,000 square foot organized processing center gives us the ability to  
     dismantle upwards of 600 transmissions per day

• Able to dismantle one or 600 like kind transmissions systematically
• Sophisticated teardown process amended daily
• 120,000 square feet of warehouse racked with inventoried hard parts
• In excess of 10,000 inventoried transmissions
• Expanded Machine Shop, now over 15,000 square feet
• Over 40,000 finished hard parts ready to be shipped
• Tested solenoid program
• Private Label Program for wholesale customers
• Three direct-flame furnaces pour 60,000 pounds of 380 aluminum per day
• New processing center for REBUILDER hard parts needs

2148 Refugee Road
Columbus, OH 43207
off ice 614.444.5160
toll-free 1.877.888.5160
fax 614.444.5165
G-CorAutomotive.com

Just 
Ask!

Stanley and Kenny Greenblott–Owners
Ryan Crosby–Rebuilder Rep RyanC@G-Cor.com
Jonathan Benner–Wholesale Rep JBenner@G-Cor.com
Joey Sayre-Honda Specialist J.Sayre@G-Cor.com
Margarita Ordonez–Export Rep Margarita@G-Cor.com
Rob Puckett–Shop Manager r.puckett@g-cor.com
Joe Messana–General Manager Joe@G-Cor.com

gcor-profile-B.indd   1 9/18/11   5:22 PMgcorprofff.indd   2 10/3/11   2:18 AM
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            WWW.G-TEC.COM

Gandrud Parts Center
Booth# 141
919 Auto Plaza Dr.
Green Bay, WI 54302
Toll Free: (800) 242-2844
www.gandrudpartscenter.com
parts@gandrud.com

GEARS Magazine 
Booth# 304
2400 Latigo Ave. 
Oxnard, CA  93030 
Phone: (805) 604-2000
Fax: (805) 604-2006
www.gearsmagazine.com
Rodger Bland, Mgr. Editor 
Frank Pasley, Int’l Sales Mgr. 
Jeanette Troub, Sr. Designer 
GEARS™, a publication of ATRA is 
published for the betterment of the 
transmission industry and is distributed 
worldwide nine times per year. For 
more information, visit the GEARS web 
site at: www.gearsmagazine.com.

GearSpeed
Booth# 333
8727 Rochester Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Phone: (909) 476-7252
www.gearspeedpartsstore.com

GFX Corp.
Booth # 233
4810 NW 74 Ave.
Miami, FL.  33166
Phone: (305) 499-9789
Fax: (305) 499-9670
dgarcia@gfxcorp.com
www.gfxcorp.com
Dios Garcia, Sales Mgr.
Mike Halston, Prod. Dev. Mgr.
Sean Ganado, Dom. Sales
Nelson Olayon, Int’l & Dom. Sales
GFX is a Manufacturer and Distributor 
of full line Automatic Transmission 
Parts. Servicing major distributors both 
Domestic and International for over 50 
years. Products include: Bands, Filters, 
Pup Gears, Hard Parts, CVT chains, 
Solenoids, Steel Plates, Friction Plates 
and more.

General Motor Customer Care and 
Aftersales
Booth# 131
6200 Grand Pointe Dr.
Grand Blanc, MI 48439
Phone: (866) OE-PARTS
Fax: (810) 606-3250
Chris.j.thomas@gm.com
www.genuinegmparts.com
Chris Thomas, Trans& Comp. Mgr.
Tom Gundry, Trans. Specialist
Keith Loch, Comp. Specialist
Jennifer Harris, Mktg. Assoc.
Every new and remanufactured 
Genuine GM Parts engine, transmis-
sion, transfer case and component 
incorporates the same technologies 
and innovations as current-production 
GM Powertrain assemblies and is 
tested and validated to stringent GM 
specifications. Visit: www.genuinegm-
parts.com for more information.

Get It Hard Parts
Booth# 429
2630 E. Bell Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85032
Phone: (602) 971-0477 
James 
www.getithardparts.com 
james@getithardparts.com
We have transfer case parts and many  
other parts in stock.

H

Hayden Automotive
Booth# 129
1801 Waters Ridge Drive
Lewisville, TX. 75057
Phone: (972) 316-8100
www.haydenauto.com
For over 45 years, Hayden has been 
the leader in automotive, truck and per-
formance cooling products.

HGM Automotive Electronics, Inc.
Booth#  505
2751 Plaza Del Amo, Ste. 305
Torrance, CA 90503
Toll Free: (877) 744-3887
Phone: (310) 787-9260
Fax: (310) 787-9275
sales@compushift.com
www.hgmelectronics.com
www.compushift.com Manufacturer of 
Compushift – Compushift is a complete 
stand alone transmission control sys-
tem. Compushift allows the installation 
of electronic transmissions in non-
electronic vehicles.

Hot Flush
Booth# 435
511 Bailey Ave.
P.O. Box 324
New Hampton, IA  50659
Toll Free: (800) 852-5713
Phone: (641) 394-6804
Fax: (641) 394-6224
hotflush@iowatelecom.net
www.hotflusher.com
The Hot Flush is the ONLY flusher on 
the market today that actually allows 
you to SEE WHEN A COOLER OR 
HEAT EXCHANGER IS CLEAN.  It’s 
the PERFECT cooler flusher and it’s 
ALSO the perfect heat exchanger 
flusher.
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G-TEC Inc

611 W Kathryn St | PO Box 1079 | Nixa MO 65714
Phone: 417.725.6400 | Fax: 417.725.3577 | Toll Free: 800.725.6499

www.g-tec.com | sales@g-tec.com

uary 6, 2011

Tec Inc. is the DBA for GlassingersTransEquipmentCompany Inc.  The company was started by Steven Glassinger back
1991.  He worked out of his garage building heated cooler line flushers and sold them from the back of his pick up truck.
day they have contracts with OEM’s such as Honda, Acura, Toyota, Lexus, Ford, Lincoln, Mercury, Landrover, Mazda,
vo, and Jaguar.  Their products are available through equipment managers like DES, SPX, and Snap On. As well as a

mber of chains like AAMCO, Cottman, and Lee Myles. The independent transmission shop owner can purchase G-TEC
ducts from any one of 234 parts houses, like Transtar and TPS.  G-TEC is represented globally through companies like
omaten-Myere in Switzerland and Sussex Auto Parts in England.

                                  
Honda Flusher                                                            Ford Flusher

eir main mission statement is “G-TEC and its subsidiaries Turbo Tank Products, will strive to bring products to our
tomers with the highest quality in materials and the latest technology available coupled with honest pricing practices. We
l be committed to avoiding planned obsolescence. G-TEC will always strive to bring out improvements, options, or
rades to equipment we manufacture that will retrofit to existing or previous models already in the field.”

Turbo Tank Transmission Dyno                                Update Kit for Early Line Flushers

G-TEC is a family-owned company with Terri Glassinger as CEO, daughter Tiffani Dowler as VP of
Marketing, Laci Weston as Logistics Officer and Steve Glassinger as President.  G-TEC is located in the buckle
of the Bible belt in a little town called Nixa.

G-TEC’s goal is to serve the transmission industry with new and innovative equipment like the Wireless Shift
Module, Magnet Handle aka the Pan Handler, and the newest filter from Oberg with permanent and cleanable
filter screens.

G-TEC Inc
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eir main mission statement is “G-TEC and its subsidiaries Turbo Tank Products, will strive to bring products to our
tomers with the highest quality in materials and the latest technology available coupled with honest pricing practices. We
l be committed to avoiding planned obsolescence. G-TEC will always strive to bring out improvements, options, or
rades to equipment we manufacture that will retrofit to existing or previous models already in the field.”

Turbo Tank Transmission Dyno                                Update Kit for Early Line Flushers

G-TEC is a family-owned company with Terri Glassinger as CEO, daughter Tiffani Dowler as VP of
Marketing, Laci Weston as Logistics Officer and Steve Glassinger as President.  G-TEC is located in the buckle
of the Bible belt in a little town called Nixa.

G-TEC’s goal is to serve the transmission industry with new and innovative equipment like the Wireless Shift
Module, Magnet Handle aka the Pan Handler, and the newest filter from Oberg with permanent and cleanable
filter screens.

G-Tec Inc. is the DBA for Glassingers Trans Equipment 
Company, Inc.  The company was started by Steven 
Glassinger back in 1991.  He worked out of his garage 
building heated cooler line flushers and sold them from the 
back of his pick up truck. Today they have contracts with 
OEM’s such as Honda, Acura, Toyota, Lexus, Ford, Lincoln, 
Mercury, Landrover, Mazda, Volvo, and Jaguar.  Their 

products are available through equipment managers like 
DES, SPX, and Snap On. As well as a number of chains 
like AAMCO, Cottman, and Lee Myles. The independent 
transmission shop owner can purchase G-TEC products from 
any one of 234 parts houses, like Transtar and TPS.  G-TEC 
is represented globally through companies like Automaten-
Myere in Switzerland and Sussex Auto Parts in England. 

Their main mission statement is “G-TEC and its subsidiaries 
Turbo Tank Products, will strive to bring products to our 
customers with the highest quality in materials and the latest 
technology available coupled with honest pricing practices. 

We will be committed to avoiding planned obsolescence. 
G-TEC will always strive to bring out improvements, options, 
or upgrades to equipment we manufacture that will retrofit to 
existing or previous models already in the field.”

G-TEC is a family-owned company with Terri Glassinger 
as CEO, daughter Tiffani Dowler as VP of Marketing, Laci 
Weston as Logistics Officer and Steve Glassinger as 
President.  G-TEC is located in the buckle of the Bible belt in 
a little town called Nixa.  

G-TEC’s goal is to serve the transmission industry with new 
and innovative equipment like the Wireless Shift Module, 
Magnet Handle aka the Pan Handler, and the newest filter 
from Oberg with permanent and cleanable filter screens.  

G-TEC Inc
611 W Kathryn St | PO Box 1079 | Nixa MO 65714
Phone: 417.725.6400 | Fax: 417.725.3577 | Toll Free: 800.725.6499
www.g-tec.com | sales@g-tec.com



 

 
 
 
 
International Core Exchange is an Iowa 
Based company led 
by entrepreneurs who want to make 
core procurement and selling difficulties 
a thing of the 
past. I.C.E. is a 
company that is 
dedicated to the 
task of 
simplifying the 
process of 
finding those 
precious core's 
that help run 
your business. 
Our company 
connects you to the rest of the world. 
Buyers and Sellers, look no further, 
International Core Exchange is here for 
you. 
 
 
 
 
What is International Core Exchange 
International Core Exchange is the new 
center for core buying and selling. I.C.E. 
allows for you to post your cores for free 
and to shop around for free. I.C.E. 
brings you an auction site that is 
purposed especially for the core market. 
Several of the facets 
of ice4cores.com have been made in a 
way to keep core trading simple and 
effective. Core procurement just got 
easier. 

International Core Exchange 
740 Ryan Ave, Unit 3 

Hiawatha 52233 
3198041836 

www.ice4cores.com 
 

 
 

Watchlist 

Manage a watchlist that will email you 
regularly when the cores you list are 
posted! 

Free to list 

No listing cost! You only have to pay if 
you make a sale, so feel free to post 
your entire core inventory! 

Part Quality 

Sellers will be able to rate the quality of 
their parts 

Automatic Descriptions 

Sellers listing parts can do so by part 
number. If the part number is in the 
database, The item description field will 
be populated with a generic description 
of the item, saving sellers TIME! 

Company Profile Features 

 

What is International Core Exchange 
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Identifix
Booth# 501
2714 Patton Road
Roseville, MN 55113
800-745-9649
email@identifix.com
identifix.com 
Identifix is your complete online 
resource for vehicle diagnostics, 
OEM repair information, and Factory 
Scheduled Maintenance plans with 
their award-winning tool, Direct-Hit™. 
Increase your productivity with short-
cut diagnostics and confirmed fixes, 
plus genuine OEM repair information 
to get the job done – all in one place.  
Only with Direct-Hit.  
                 

J

Jasper Engines & Transmissions
Booth# 109
815 Wernsing Rd. 
Jasper,  IN  47546 
Toll Free: (800) 827-7455
Phone: (812) 482-1041
Fax: (812) 634-1820
sales@jasperengines.com 
www.jasperengines.com
Sales Department
Remanufactured transmissions built to 
meet or exceed the specifications of 
the original manufacturer.

JDS Worldwide Corp.
Booth # 210
9220 NW 12th St.
Doral, FL  33172
Phone: (305) 470-1800
Fax: (305) 470-1892
jdesantino@jdsworldwide.com
www.jdsworldwide.com
Joseph De Santino, President
Henry Gonzalez, Cust. Svc. Mgr.
Ana Lucia Labrador, Dir. of Ops.
JDS is a manufacturer of Filters and 
Gaskets, as well as Filter Kit Assembly. 
Other product lines include Pump 
Gears, Pistons, and Transmission 
Coolers. Private Branding is also avail-
able. For more information call (305) 

470-1800 or email: customerservice@
jdsworldwide.com

Jimmy Mac Productions/Jimmy’s 
Jingles
Booth# 530
7353 Bristol Rd.
Ventura, Ca. 93003
(805)323-5849
www.jimmysjingles.com
jmacmusic@aol.com
Jimmy Mac, owner
Jimmy Mac Productions has been pro-
ducing custom music tracks for
over 20 years. We produce creative, 
quality, radio commercials and 
music jingles. Contact us to find out 
how affordable it is to advertise on 
radio with a custom commercial and 
jingle with your business name.

K

KRS International Corp.
Booth# 327
6304 NW 97 Ave.
Doral FL.  33178 USA
Phone: (305) 513-4494
info@krsinternational.net
Rosa M. Pereira, Reg. Sales Mgr.
Hector Ruiz de Zarate, Reg. Sales Mgr. 
Ramon J. Diaz, President
Mercedez Gonzales de Diaz, VP
Krs International: Export, 
Manufacturing  and Distribution  of 
Automatic Transmission Kits and 
Components, Filters and Filter Kits, 
Bands, Friction dics, Servo pistons, 
Trust washers  and Bushings.  Power 
steering kits, Engine and Suspension 
parts.  

KUHLE
Booth# 332
2456 1/4 N. Rosemead Blvd.
S. El Monte, CA 91733
Toll Free: (877) 584-5387
Phone: (626) 444-4590
Fax: (626) 579-6578
Robert Greene, Mkting. Dir.
Manufactured Automotive Powertrains 
of upgraded hard parts for the 
Automatic Transmission Industry. From 
the Toyota/Lexus U140 Planetary 
rebuilt kit, sun gear, ring gear, MBZ 
722.6XX sun gear, output shaft 

rebuilt kit, ZF5HP24 Direct drum and 
ZF5HP19 Reverse drum.

L

LUBEGARD® by International 
Lubricants, Inc. 
Booth# 201 
7930 Occidental South         
Seattle, WA  98108       
Toll Free: (800) 333-LUBE (5823)        
Phone: (206) 76Fax: (206) 762-7989 
ili@lubegard.com                 
www.Lubegard.com
Ken Thomas, VP of Sales              
Steve Deckard, Dir. of Pro. Trans. 
Sales
Kristen Clark, Mktg. Mgr.  
Joe Logue, Int’l Sales Mgr. .      
The #1 choice of Professionals and 
OEM’s worldwide! Come visit us for 
solutions to increase profits with every 
vehicle you service!

The #1 choice of
Professionals and

OEM’s worldwide. Visit www.
LUBEGARD.com

for solutions to increase
profits with every vehicle

you service.

           WWW.LUBEGARD.COM
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The all new 6th edition LUBEGARD® Product Guide is available 
immediately and comes complete with LUBEGARD’s newest 
product lines, including Heavy Duty, Marine, and Small 
Equipment as well as the KOOL-IT®, Dr. Tranny® and Squeak 
Relief® branded products. 

This product guide is a must-have for industry technicians and 
buyers, with detailed product information including benefits and 
packaging specifications and background information on the 
patented LXE® Technology. 

Call us toll free at (800) 333-LUBE for your free copy, or 
download it at www.Lubegard.com

LUBEGARD unveils its new fluid protectants formulated 
specifically for heavy duty applications. Included in the line up 
are; LUBEGARD Heavy Duty Engine Protectant, for use in both 
gas and diesel engines; LUBEGARD Heavy Duty Power Transfer 
Protectant, for use in automatic transmission, power steering and 
hydraulic systems; LUBEGARD Heavy Duty Coolant Treatment: 
and LUBEGARD Heavy Duty Gear Protectant, for use in manual 
transmission, transaxle or final drive systems. For more 
information on these or any other LUBEGARD product, visit 
www.Lubegard.com

Technical Hotline: 800-333-LUBE 
Web Site: www.Lubegard.com
LUBEGARD supports and attends local and national seminars 
and tradeshows. We have various brochures, posters, and 
Point-of-Purchase Items and Displays, Educational Videos, 
Application Charts, available free of charge.

6th EDITION LUBEGARD PRODUCT GUIDE

NEW! LUBEGARD HEAVY DUTY LINE

(pictured left to right) 
Ken Thomas  Vice President Sales and Marketing
Tom Conroy Director of Professional Automotive Sales
Lane Wagoner  Director of Aftermarket Sales
Steve Deckard Director of Professional Transmission Sales 
Joe Logue International Sales Manager 
 (not pictured)

CUSTOMER SUPPORT & TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
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MUSTANG ADVANCED ENGINEERING
2300 Pinnacle Parkway
Twinsburg, Ohio  44087
Toll Free: 888-468-7826

Fax: 330-425-3310
www.mustangae.com • sales@mustangae.com

Company Profi le

Transmission Industry Products
MAE is far and away the industry leader for transmission dynamometers 
and transmission testing components. We offer a full lineup of products to 
test light-duty, medium-duty, heavy-duty, extreme heavy-duty, in-line and 
cross-drive transmissions. Our products are used in advanced research 
and development labs, prototype labs, production environments, repair 
and remanufacturing facilities and countless universities around the world.  
MAE’s transmission dynamometers are designed to accurately simulate 
engine input speeds via variable speed AC Dyne Motors. Output loading 
is typically accomplished using Eddy Current PAUs, or in some cases, 
additional AC Dyne Motors. 

For over 30 years, creative thinking, strategic planning and capitalizing on opportunities have been the driving forces behind Mustang’s 
tremendous growth and continued success. Since the very beginning, in 1975, Mustang has keenly focused on anticipating, identifying 
and following the key industrial market trends that shape its businesses. While predicting and reacting to constant changes in government 
regulations, safety and emissions standards, technological advancements and the ever-present demand for increased performance is not 
an easy business, it is precisely what has propelled Mustang to become a global leader in the development and delivery of today’s most 
sophisticated dynamometer technologies and advanced engineering capabilities.

Starting from humble beginnings, Mustang has steadily grown over the years, adding capabilities and product lines year after year to 
get where it stands today – as one of the world’s premiere manufacturers of automotive, industrial and aerospace testing and simulation 
systems and a leader in dynamometers and testing technologies.

Much more than the typical dynamometer manufacturer, Mustang has slowly and steadily grown into a highly-diversifi ed, technology-
based engineering fi rm with world-class design, manufacturing, software and controls, and integration capabilities that position Mustang 
as a very unique supplier to the industry. 

Core to the Company’s values are the principles of world-class quality and continuous improvement. At Mustang, our customers are our 
highest priority – we do everything in our power to satisfy our customers. Our entire organization understands that the customer comes 
fi rst and nothing else is more important.

SOLENOID TESTERS

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION 
CONTROL MODULES

is typically accomplished using Eddy Current PAUs, or in some cases, 
additional AC Dyne Motors. 

VALVE BODY 

TESTERS
SOLENOID TESTERS

HEAVY-DUTY 
DYNAMOMETERS

LIGHT-DUTY UNIVERSAL DYNAMOMETERS

mustang profilead.indd   2 10/3/11   2:38 AM
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Company Profile

Founded in 1987, Precision
European Inc.  (PEI)  re-
sponded to the fast-growing
need in the United States for
quality remanufactured au-
tomatic transmissions for
BMW and Mercedes-Benz
automobiles from 1960 to
current models.

As the market continued
to grow, so did PEI’s reputa-
tion for its high quality prod-
uct and outstanding cus-
tomer relations and support.

PEI continues to invest in
the most current technology
and test equipment, and implements the latest factory
updates.

Nationwide, PEI has established its reputation as
the largest supplier specialized in BMW and
Mercedes-Benz automatic transmissions and is an

authorized ZF distributor.
PEI’s standard of quality

and dedication is carried by
a long time loyal team of
employees, continuously
educated through external
and in-house training, pre-
pared to face the challenge
of the constantly changing
technology in the industry.

Automatic Transmissions
for BMW and 
Mercedes-Benz Vehicles

PEI offers a complete line of
remanufactured BMW and Mercedes-Benz transmis-
sions, assembled with quality craftsmanship to match
or exceed factory standards.

PEI’s in-house built and engineered dyno is capable
of simulating all possible road conditions, giving the

opportunity to test all
transmissions to their
m a x i m u m  R P M  a n d
torque load specifications.

With 30 months unlim-
ited mileage warranty,
Precision European Inc.
offers the longest warran-
ty in the industry.

Precision European Inc. (PEI)
11594 Coley River Circle   

Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Phone: 714-241-9657   

Fax: 714-241-9659
E-mail: sales@peius.com

www.peius.com
Circle #00 for Reader Service

Remanufactured Transmissions for BMW, Mercedes-Benz Vehicles

.
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M
Management Success! 
Booth# 523
412 W. Broadway, 3rd Floor
Glendale, CA  91204 
Phone: (818) 500-9631
Fax: (818) 863-1006
www.managementsuccess.com 
Management Success! Is the nation’s 
number one provider of shop man-
agement training for owners and 
staff. From seminars and workshops 
to personalized consulting services, 
Management Success has the track 
record and experience to help you 
achieve your goals.

Moveras, LLC.
Booth# 531
22 Northwestern Dr.
Salem, NH 03079
Toll Free: (877) 866-8372 
Phone: (603) 685-0405 
www.moveras.com
custserv@moveras.com
Chuck Pelissier, Sales Mgr
Luis Torres, Warranty Mgr
Patty Ebbs, Customer Svc Mgr
At Moveras, we remanufacture over 
4,000 domestic and foreign transmis-
sions to the highest standards in the 
industry.  All parts are cleaned, inspect-
ed, checked and measured for correct 
tolerances and specifications.  Every 
transmission comes with a remanu-
factured torque converter and they are 
tested on our state of the art computer-
ized dyno prior to shipment.

Mustang Advanced Engineering
Booth# 326
2300 Pinnacle Pkwy.
Twinsburg, OH  44087
Toll Free: (888) 468-7826
Phone: (330) 963-5400
Fax: (330) 425-3310
sales@mustangae.com
www.mustangae.com
Frank Amato, Tech. Sales
Dave Ganzhorn, V.P. Sales
Michael Caldwell, Sales Mgr.
MAE offers a number of testing prod-
ucts designed for the transmission 
rebuilders industry. Products include 
Solenoid Testers, Valve Body Testers, 
Transmission Dynamometers and a 
Wireless Transmission Shifter.

N  

Nations Transaction Services, Inc.
Booth# 532
3543 Old Conejo Rd. #105
Newbury Park, CA 91320
Toll Free: (866) 222-2112
Fax: (805) 480-4960
Scott@ntspays.com
www.ntspays.com
Scott Snyder
Teri Snyder
John Baillie
State-of-the-art merchant processing 
with competitive rates and personal 
customer service.  No voice mails!  
Free statement analysis, let us find 
your hidden costs.

NATPRO – National Transmission 
Products
Booth# 225
5151 Heliotrope Ave.
Los Angeles, CA  90058
Toll Free: (800) 333-2330
Phone: (323) 562-2111
Fax: (323) 562-9130
dave@natpronet.com
www.NATPRONET.com
Lorenzo Trujillo, Nat’l Sales Mgr.
Leo Frumkin, Pres.
David Jerome, V.P. & Gen. Mgr.
Andre Majul, Pruchase & Prod. Mgr.
John Landry, Tech. Dir.
NATPRO is a premier West Coast 
transmission parts supplier with loca-
tions in Los Angeles, San Diego, 
Concord, Phoenix, Las Vegas and 
Seattle. Our product line features 
soft parts, hard parts, converters and 
accessories, with an emphasis on origi-
nal equipment parts.

Northland Transmission Inc. 
Booth# 434
105 E. Poplar Ave. 
Cameron, WI  54822 
Phone: (715) 458-2617
Fax: (715) 458-2611
www.servobore.com
natstran@chibardun.net  
Bob Newville 
Ilene Newville
Pat Newville  
Tool kits for saving cases with worn 
servo pin bores that require no 
machine shop capabilities and use the 
original equipment servo parts. Also 
offering throttle valve and detent bore 
repair for torqueflite style valve bodies. 
 
         

O
Oklahoma Transmission Supply, Inc. 
(OTS)
Booth# 313 
927 NW First St/PO Box 1253 
Oklahoma City OK 73101-1253 
Toll Free: (800) 288-3668 
Phone: (405) 236-4391  
Fax: (405) 236-1176  
sales@otsparts.com  
www.otsparts.com
Automatic Transmission Parts distribu-
tor since 1970. A complete line of soft 
parts from OEM Manufacturers.
New, Used and Rebuilt hard parts as 
well as Equipment and Tools. 

Omega Machine & Tool, Inc.
Booth# 232
2949 Promenade St., Suite 100
West Sacramento, CA  95691 
Toll Free: (800) 601-7722 
Phone: (916) 372-6001 
Fax: (916) 372-6020 
info@omegamachine.com
www.omegamachine.com 
J.P. Singh, Pres. 
Dennis G. Harris, Ops. Mgr. 
Omega Machine is a primary vendor 
for bushings, steel sleeves, tools and 
hard parts to domestic and interna-
tional distributors. We specialize in 
custom, small run bushings and tools.

WWW.NATPRONET.COM
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Customer Support
Update rebuilders through our Problem Solver

series of technical sheets. Our series of Precision
Pointers can be found in our kits.

Featured Products
Our “NK” line of domestic overhaul kits and our

complete foreign line including Banner and Master
kits.

Technical Training Support 
Precision International offers an ongoing series of

informative videos featuring Certified Master
Technician John Parmenter available for viewing at
our website, www.transmissionkits.com. We provide
a series of Problem Solvers kits and transmission
updates. Plus, we include Precision Pointers which
offer a full range of technical information in many of
our kits.

The People
Dennis Marshall  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .President
Frank Miller  . . . . . . .Vice President/General Manager
Michael Glassberg  .Vice President/Sales & Marketing
John Sollazzo  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sales Manager
Vin Soviero  . . . . . . . .Technical/Engineering Manager
Jim Cioffi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sales
Scott Schneider . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sales
Gina Posanti  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sales
Elmo Martinez  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Export Sales

Technical Assistance
Technical Hotline  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1-800-872-6649

Engineering@www.transmissionkits.com

History
Precision International is the most experienced kit

manufacturer in the business. Our extensive kit
coverage and inventory always allow us to supply our
customers with the latest products when they need
them.

Our ISO 9001: 2000 certification assures the
quality level of our product.

We sell on the distributor level with a full range of
kits for any automatic transmission in the field.

The Products
Full line manufacturer of domestic and foreign

gasket and seal kits, overhaul kits, banner and master
kits. We also have a full line of transfer-case kits.

Precision International
PO Box 510
Bohemia, NY 11716-0510
Telephone: 631-567-2000
Toll-Free: 800-872-6649
Fax: 631-567-2640
sales@transmissionkits.com
www.transmissionkits.com

Florida Office:
411 N. New River Drive E.,
Suite 1403
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
Telephone: 954-509-9950
Fax: 954-509-9945
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PO Box 540
14 Todd Ct. Extension
Yaphank, NY  11980
Telephone: 631-567-2000
Toll-Free: 800-872-6649
Fax: 631-567-2640
sales@transmissionkits.com
www.transmissionkits.com

Florida Office:
6790 Hillsdale Point
Boynton Beach, FL  33437
Telephone: 561-734-2332
Fax: 561-734-2375

Robert Montano



Profile
Raybestos has supplied OEM friction and related products to the 
transmission service industry for more than 50 years. Currently, 
Raybestos is a supplier to all three major U.S. and various European 
carmakers, Tier I manufacturers and most of the heavy-duty and 
off-road equipment manufacturers worldwide. Raybestos also is a 
major supplier of racing and performance friction products for the 
racing industry. Raybestos Powertrain is headquartered in 
Crawfordsville, Indiana.

History
The Aftermarket Division of Raybestos Powertrain was formed in 
1992 to better serve the transmission service industry with company 
made products. The division has grown through new-product 
development and strategic alliances with other major OEM suppliers. 
The enhanced product line includes bands, steel plates, in-line filters, 
electrical components and OEM sump filters. Conveniently located 
at the tech center, the Powertrain division can rapidly develop new 
products for automobiles and heavy-duty vehicles used worldwide. 
Raybestos is a global company manufacturing and supplying a truly 
world class product.

Product Lines
Raybestos manufactures and/or supplies OE transmission friction 
clutch plates; flex, semi-rigid and rigid bands; steel reaction plates; 
transmission sump, valve body and cooler in-line filters; and various 
service items for domestic and foreign transmissions. Still active 
today are products for the 1948 Dynaflow to the current assembly-
line transmissions such as the GM 4T65E, Ford 5R110W and Chrysler 
68RFE. The newest product offerings are Raybestos Solutions such 
as the Z Pak®  single-sided clutch system; GPX and GPZ100 friction 
materials; solenoids; torque converter hubs, bearings and piston 
assemblies; and Blue Plate Special® gen2™ and Stage 1 Performance 
friction materials.

Featured Product - The GPZ100 Friction Plate
The GPZ100, the industry’s first and only warranted clutch plate, 
provides enhanced durability and performance at the same price 
you would expect to pay for OE. It gets its engineering and proven 
performance by using the same friction materials developed for the 
Z Pak® clutch system, material that withstands high stress, high 
temperatures and repeated cycling.

Raybestos Powertrain is so confident in the GPZ100's exacting 
manufacturing process that any plate carrying the GPZ100 name 
is warranted for 5 years or 100,000 miles. (See www.
raybestospowertrain.com/warranty for more information.)

Raybestos Powertrain   711 Tech Drive   Crawfordsville, IN 47933
Ph: 765-359-2882   Fax: 765-364-4573   Tech Line: 800-729-7763

Email: raypt@raybestospowertrain.com   Web Site: www.raybestospowertrain.com

A drop-in replacement for passenger and truck applications, the 
GPZ100 is currently available for 4L60E, 4L65/70E, 4L80E and 
44/46/47/48RE(RH) transmissions. 

For more information on the complete line of Raybestos Powertrain 
products, visit us at www.raybestospowertrain.com.    

Contacts
Al Avila . . . . . . . . . VP Sales and Marketing . . . . . . . . . . . 765-359-2861
Nancy Irvin . . . . . Customer Service Manager . . . . . . . . 800-729-2671
Chris Horbach. . . Product Application Engineer . . . . . . . 765-359-2888
Irvin Gers. . . . . . . Product Dvlpmt. Support Engineer . . 800-729-7763

Sales Training Materials
Raybestos engineers and sales personnel regularly present product 
and technical programs for distributors, parts sales staff, technicians, 
shop owners and their invited guests. Each program is customized 
to deliver current and relevant information pertaining to a specific 
business, the transmission service industry, Powertrain products or 
the automotive market in general. Programs can be requested by 
contacting Raybestos directly. Support material also is available in 
the form of technical bulletins, product information sheets, engineering 
guides and catalogs.

Distributors
All premium OE-quality distributors stock and sell Raybestos 
Powertrain products. For a specific distributor in your immediate 
area, contact Raybestos directly or visit our website at www.
raybestospowertrain.com
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION PARTS

STK TRANSMISSION PARTS CO., LTD.                  CF International Inc

ADD: No.219 Sandong Road                                                                ADD: 6400 Ohio Dr. #1226                                                                            
          Huadu District                                                                                         Plano,Tx75024                                                                 
          GuangZhou                                                                                             USA
          P.R.China
TEL: +86(20)28918592                                                                          TEL: +001(972)268-6895
FAX: +86(20)22976910
          www.stkat.com

We offer top quality Products at a Fair Price.

Our Products 2011 New Products

ABOUT US

Call Us :1 972 268 6895
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P
PML, Inc.
Booth# 505
201 W. Beach Ave.
Inglewood, CA  90302
Toll Free: (800) 335-4345
Phone: (310) 671-4345
Fax: (310) 671-0858
yourcovers@pmli.com
www.yourcovers.com
David Tolin
PML produces a line of sandcast 
aluminum transmissions. All products 
are produced in the USA!

Power Pusher by Nu*Star, Inc.
Booth# 203
1425 Stagecoach Rd. 
Skakopee, MN  55379 
Toll Free: (800) 800-9274
Phone: (952) 445-8295 
Fax: (952) 445-0231
www.powerpusher.com 
John Adams
Carol Klein
The Nu*Star Power Pusher is a battery 
powered cart for moving inoperable 
vehicles. The 24 volt systems provide 
a quiet, clean, operation along with a 
safer work environment by reducing 
the risks of injury to employees.

 

Precision International
Booth# 415
14 Todd Court Extension
Yaphank, NY  11980 
Toll Free: (800) 872-6649
Fax: (631) 567-2640
Jsollazzo@transmissionkits.com
www.transmissionkits.com 
John Sollazzo, Sales & Mktg. Mgr. 
Vin Soviero, Eng. Mgr.
Frank Miller, V.P.
Michael Glassberg, V.P.
The latest overhaul kits for Domestic 
and Foreign cars. Wall charts and Tech 
bulletins, CD catalogs. 

Precision of New Hampton, Inc.
Booth# 431
515 Bailey Ave. 
New Hampton, IA  50659 
Toll Free: (800) 654-1220
Phone: (641) 394-5955 
Fax: (641) 394-5671 
www.gopnh.com
gopnh@gopnh.com  
“Precision of New Hampton has the 
highest quality torque converters for 
all applications!  Triple Disc, High 
Performance, Heavy Duty, Industrial 
and Specialized applications.  We have 
45 shipping centers to give next day 
service to most of the US.  Also have 
the most knowledgeable staff in the 
industry.”

ProfitBoost Software, LLC
Booth# 521
225 N. Valley View Dr., Suite 107
St George UT. 84770 
www.profitboost.com 
info@profitboost.com 
Toll Free: (888) 274-3776
Fax: (888) 274-3787 
Scott Johnson - Ext 820 
Keith Barnard - Ext 810 
Ray Warner - Ext 822 
Web Based RO Writing Software 
Easy to Learn, Unlimited Support. 
Ask for a demo of the Industry’s 
most comprehensive business 
management software.

          

R

Raybestos Powertrain
Booth# 301
711 Tech Drive
Crawfordsville, IN  47933       
Toll Free: (800) 729-2671
Fax: (765) 364-4573
www.raybestospowertrain.com
Al Avila, Sales & Mktg. VP
Raybestos Powertrain is one of the 
largest OE manufacturers of trans-
mission-related friction products in the 
world, supplying the next generation of 
OE products.
 

Rostra Precision Controls, Inc.
Booth# 222 
2519 Dana Dr.   
Laurinburg, NC  28352    
Phone: (910) 276-4853   
Fax: (910) 276-1354       
teibel@rostra.com
www.rostratransmission.com
Tom Eibel, V.P.
Scott Kirkendall, Dir. of Eng.
Suzie Lossman, Cust. Svc.
www.rostratransmission.com 
Rostra manufactures and distributes a 
complete line of OE and aftermarket 
solenoids, sensors, wire harnesses 
and modulators for import and domes-
tic automatic transmissions.

S

Seal Aftermarket Products
Booth# 305
2315 S.W. 32nd Ave.
Pembroke Park, FL  33023  
Toll Free: (800) 582-2760 
Phone: (954) 364-2400  
Fax: (954) 364-2401  
www.TTK-Bryco.com  or
www.SealAftermarketProducts.com
Wendy Ritz, Int’l Sales Mgr.
Chris MacLeod, Dom. Sales Mgr.
Dionne Owens, Cust. Svc. Rep.
Cris Marin, Cust. Svc. Rep.
SAP Packages Toledo Trans-Kits, 
Bryco transmission kits as well as sup-
plying solenoids, bushings, washer, 
seals, clutches, gaskets, filters, pistons, 
sealing rings. SAP is an Authorized 
Parker Hannifin Distributor.
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Our Products 
• Our transmissions meet or exceed OE 

spec, with computerized dyno-testing to 
ensure perfect operation right out of the 
box.

• We stand behind our work.  Ask us about
our warranty options, up to lifetime 
warranties are available. 

• Most units are in stock and ready for 
immediate delivery. 

• We also sell our own line of torque
converters (including racing and heavy 
duty).

Customer Service 
We are here to help you.  When you call TRC, you’ll hear a 
live person right away.  Let us know what we can do to help 
you make the sale. 

Get to know us before you buy, call our free technical 
support hotline with any transmission questions, our unit or not. 

Transmission Remanufacturing Company 
710 Washington Ave N.  Kent, WA 98032 

Learn more at  

WWW.TRCTRANS.COM 

High Quality Dyno-Tested Transmissions since 1981  -  Proudly Made in the U.S.A. 

TRC is one of the nation’s largest production rebuilders.  We 
supply automatic and standard transmissions for nearly all 
years, makes, and models; foreign & domestic.  

We ship nationwide 
(including Alaska and 
Hawaii) to transmission 
and automotive repair 
shops, dealers, extended 
warranty companies, 
and municipalities. 

TRC is a member of the Envirostars community, we respect 
the environment and encourage conservation in our produc-
tion methods. 

Company Profile 

Automatics    -    Standards    -  Transfer Cases    -    Differentials 

(800) 336-5525 

Transmission 
Remanufacturing

Company



375 TURNER INDUSTRIAL WAY
ASTON, PA 19014

PHONE (610) 485-9110
FAX (610) 485-9356

www.transmission-specialties.com

With over 30 years of hard work and dedication
to excellence, Transmission Specialties has
become one of the premiere manufacturers of
high performance automatic transmissions,
torque converters and related parts in the U.S.A.

Service is where Transmission Specialties
prevails, when you call to place an order, you will
get a person not an automated phone system to
waste your time. We pride ourselves on same
day shipping. “We are a company large
enough to serve you and yet, we are
small enough to know you!”

Some of our innovative products, such as the
“XLS-Spragless” Torque Converters, Pro-Line
Powerglide Transmissions, 1:80 “Unbreakable”
Gear Sets, Torque Converter Component Kits and
Transmission Related Parts are all manufactured
in-house. Every product is specified to meet or
exceed the toughest industry standards.

HOME OF THE
WORLD’S QUICKEST
CONVERTER

HOME OF THE
WORLD’S QUICKEST
CONVERTER
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Every part purchased from Transtar is of the highest  
quality, as represented by the Transtar Seal of Quality.  
Each part is researched and selected by their product 
management team, sourced from the most trusted 
vendors, and stocked in distribution centers and branches. 

Why Transtar
Transtar is more than just your parts provider – they are 
your partner in business. Transtar offers world-class 
customer service, a comprehensive inventory, prompt 
delivery, the highest quality parts and the best value 
available. You can count on Transtar to have the right 
parts the first time, so when you build it once, you’ve 
built it right.

www.Transtar1.com    •    (800) 359-3339    •    info@transtar1.com

The Premier Provider of 
World-Class Driveline Solutions.

Transtar in 2010
Transtar Industries, Inc. is the leading worldwide 
provider of quality transmission parts and driveline                            
solutions to the automotive aftermarket repair industry.   
Today, operating from their home office in Cleveland, 
Transtar has 59 domestic locations, including four
distribution centers. Transtar’s global footprint is more 
than 70 facilities worldwide, and they sell into more than 
80 countries internationally. 

Mission
Transtar’s mission is to be the premier provider of 
world-class driveline solutions to each customer.  
Understanding that the term “solution” means differ-
ent things to every customer, Transtar is committed to 
finding solutions to fit every driveline need. This year 
that commitment has been brought to life with their ad 
campaign “Commitment is more than skin deep.”   

The Transtar Team
1,700 employees strong, each member of the Transtar 
team is dedicated to providing the solutions their 
customers need to have prosperous, successful busi-
nesses. Transtar’s team represents the most knowledge-
able and experienced group in the industry. The collective 
experience of their sales staff alone totals more than 
4,500 years.    

Quality Lines
Transtar provides a comprehensive line of Automatic and 
Standard Transmission Rebuilder Kits, Recon Torque  
Converters, Electrical Products, OE New/Remanufac-
tured/Good Used Hard Parts, Automatic Transmission 
Units, Standard and Transfer Case Units, Hub and Wheel 
Bearings, Specialty Tools and Service Items, and other  
driveline products.  
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Slauson Transmission Parts 
Booth# 503
15407 S. Broadway        
Gardena, CA  90248       
Toll Free: (800) 421-5580
Phone: (310) 768-2099   
Fax: (310) 768-8298       
sales@slauson.com                   
Kirk Wilson, Pres.          
Malcolm Bader, V.P.      
Chris Wilson, Gen. Mgr. 
Dennis Hunt, Ops. Mgr.
Luke Epstein, Wholesale Mgr.
Complete line of new, used and rebuilt 
automatic transmission parts, soft 
parts, hard parts and flywheels. All new 
2012 paper catalog and www.slauson.
com Smart part digital catalog.

Smart Blend Synthetics by Life 
Automotive Products Inc.
Booth# 509
6727 Theall Ste. B
Houston, TX  77066
Toll Free: (888) 422-9099
Phone: (281) 631-9099
Fax: (281) 631-0460
www.SmartBlend.com
Steve Farr, V.P.
Manufacturers a full line of syn-
thetic transmission and Professional 
Automotive Service Products. Smart 
Blend, Trans Flush Cooler Flush 
Kit and One Formula Total Vehicle 
Maintenance System, OEM Approved 
Supplier.

Sonnax Industries, Inc.
Booth # 119
Automatic Drive (PO Box 440)
Bellows Falls, VT  05101
Toll free: (800) 843-2600
Phone: (802) 463-9722
Fax: (802)463-4059
Steve Jaussaud, VP of Sales
Mark Kaplan, Dir. of Sales, Dist. Prod.
Seth Baldasaro, Dir. of Sales, 
Rebuilder Products
Joseph Lombardi, Dir. of Sales, Int’l
Sonnax is the leading supplier of spe-
cialized transmission and torque con-
verter components for the automotive 
aftermarket.

STK Transmission Parts Co., Ltd.
Booth# 411
19 SanDong Road Dong, Huadu 
District, Guangzhou City,Guangdong 
Province   China
Phone: (972)268-6895
Fax:. +86(20)2297-6970
sales@stkat.com
bchen@stkat.com
www.stkat.com
STK is a specialized manufacturer and 
professional provider of transmission 
parts. We are located in Guangzhou. 
We are delivering Overhaul Kit Friction, 
Filters, Piston, Pan Gasket, Bands, Oil 
Seals with world class customer service. 
Our products cover extended areas in 
domestic and oversea markets with the 
high quality and cost effective price. 

SuperFlow Technologies Group
Booth# 213
4060 Dixon St.  
Des Moines, IA  50313
Toll Free: (888) 442-5546
Phone: (515) 254-1654
Fax: (515) 254-1656
info@superflow.com
www.superflow.com
Chris Mann    
Aaron McGuire   
SuperFlow is the recognized
leader in transmission testing and 
rebuilding equipment. Including dyna-
mometers, valve body and solenoid 
testing equipment, torque converter 
rebuilding and testing. Drive shaft 
rebuilding equipment and other compo-
nent testers.

Superior Transmission 
Parts, Inc.
Booth# 315
3770 Hartsfield Rd.     
Tallahassee    FL        32303  
Toll Free: (800) 451-3115
Phone: (850) 574-2369 x207 Int’l also        
Fax: (850) 575-9097 
www.superiortransmission.com
Robert “Bob” White, Global Sales Mgr.
Sonya Butler, Sales
James Arledge, Tech. Svc. Div.

Mr. Dennis Erickson Jr., V.P.
Our complete line of Shift Correction 
Packages, Fairbanks Performance 
Products and Simple Solutions are 
industry staples for over 25years. 
“Proudly Made in America” – New 
PowerTow™  additions developed 
for towing/performance, TransLab/
Dean Mason Products new ZF6/6R60 
products and the new K098 AFL valve 
fix for 4T65E. Stop by our booth early 
for your nostalgia FAIRBANKS 35th 
Anniversary Free Tee Shirt. Remember 
“If it’s fast, it’s Fairbanks”! 

Sussex Auto Parts Ltd
Booth# 422
Unit 40, Station Road Industrial Estate 
Hailsham, East Sussex, BN27 2EY 
ENGLAND
Phone:  0044 1323 848886
Fax:  00441323 843487
parts@sussexautos.co.uk 
www.sussexautos.co.uk
Alan Gadd – Director/CEO
Matt Hyne – Sales Executive
Elaine Neves – Int’l Sales
Sussex Auto Parts are a leading 
European transmission parts distrib-
uter. Our strength in the market place 
is Automatic transmission parts for 
European vehicles. We are particu-
larly strong in Aisin. Our established 
links with top OE manufacturers mean 
we can often supply OE parts at 
Aftermarket prices.

T
TCI® Automotive 
Booth# 520
151 Industrial Drive  
Ashland, MS  38603
Toll Free: (888) 776-9824 
Toll Free: (888) PRO-XTCI
Phone:  (662) 224-8972
Fax:  (662) 224-8255
www.tciauto.com 
Ondra Terry
Kevin Winstead   
Stanley Poff  
Scott Miller  
TCI is the trusted manufacturer of high 
performance drivetrain components 
including transmissions, converters, 
internal parts, fluids, rebuild kits, etc.

TeckPak Fitzall 
Booth#  528
3386 South Westwood Blvd.
Poplar Bluff, MO  63901 
Toll Free: (800) 527-2544
Phone: (573) 785-8238
Fax: (573) 785-3303  
Ronda Swenson
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888.582.8764 www.1.AutoRXpro.com

ONLINE AUTO TECHNICAL RESOURCE

JOIN TODAY!

AutoRXpro.com was created to offer automotive
technicians a place to find answers to their technical
problems.  More than a source of information, but a
thriving community where professionals worldwide
can help each other resolve problems.  Toss in an
easily searchable Fix Database to keep track of
answers and one has a solid foundation to build from.

Thus, AutoRXpro was borne.

Visit www.1.AutoRXpro.com for details  today!

FREE basic membership allows access to the Fix
Database, platinum members enjoy much more!

Steve Fuller, one the creators behind Transmission
Rebuilders Network international (TRNi), saw the
need for something similar to cater to the general
repair side of the automotive repair industry.

Online marketing included:

 Get found online and referred by an informative, helpful site

Online Service Writer:

 Write and track repair orders

 Generate and print shop profitability reports and more!

 AutoRXpro:

  Search the growing Fix Database to find an answer to your challenge

  Post your problem on the Tech Forum and watch the responses come in!

  Online store features 1000’s of parts, supplies and learning material

* Please call or visit us online for available package details!

Prescribed to ease your pain and help make you a hero!

Platinum Membership packages include:

AutoRXpro:

 CHILTON® PRO:

 View and print wiring diagrams and search current TSB’s

  R&R procedures, technical articles and learning material

 Write estimates and so much more!

Want FREE stuff?
Visit us at booth 208
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Company Profile
Valve Body Pro is customer driven. Our path to

success is not driven by the bottom line. Our path
may be called process, partnership, stewardship.
Valve Body Pro is a team of individuals who strive to
fill the customer’s needs. That is our success. 

Customer Support Services
We help you before, during and after the sale.

With resources and almost 60 years of combined
experience, our technical staff can offer unparalleled
advice. The valvebodypros.com web site includes
TECH TIPS, which provide solutions to many valve
body related issues.

Tech Hotline: 408-287-4503

Featured Products
SOLPRO Solenoids: Remanufactured Pressure

Control Solenoids for Popular AW55-50SN and
Aisin AF21/TF81/TF80/09D/09G. Solve most shift-
ing complaints of Double Bump, flare and Harsh
Coastdown Shifts caused by PC Solenoids. Available
separately and in master sets.

PROPROVEN Solenoid Repair Kit: Do-it-yourself kit
includes new engineered parts used by Valve Body
Pro to create your own SOLPRO Solenoids. 

Category
Remanufacturer of valve bodies and related products

for most domestic and import vehicles currently in pro-
duction. The company offers valve bodies, pressure-con-
trol solenoids and repair kits constructed with PROVEN
parts and cutting-edge solutions.

Administration
Bob Sanghera, CEO ........................... 408-287-4500
bob@valvebodypros.com

Edith Valencia, Office Manager/Sales .. 408-287-4500
vbp.reception@gmail.com

The Products
Domestic Reconstructed Valve Bodies

European Reconstructed Valve Bodies

Asian Reconstructed Valve Bodies

SOLPRO Solenoids

ProProven Solenoid Repair Kits

Valve Body Pro
464 Perrymont Ave.
San Jose, CA 95125 
Phone: 408-287-4500
Web sites:  www.ValveBodyPros.com
 www.SolenoidPro.com

AW55-50SN

TF60-SN/09G
TR60-SN/09D
TF-80SC/AF40
TF-81SC/AF21
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Solenoids, cables, bearings, flywheel 
shims, fittings, servo extendo pins, 
switch kits, reverse piston capsule, 
valve body plate repairs, internal wiring 
harness, axle stabilizers, posi-lock con-
nectors.

Transbrite / Allen Woods 
& Associates, Inc.
Booth# 412
2515 Clearbrook Drive
Arlington Heights, IL  60005
Phone: (847) 806-4000
Fax: (847) 806-4010
www.transbrite.com
www.allenwoods.com     
Jack Daul
Joe Daul
Greg Radzienta
Jim Davis
Serving the Remanufacturing & 
Rebuilding Industry, the Award Winning 
TRANSBRITE Line of High Quality 
Detergents has grown to become the 
REMAN Industry’s Leader in High 
Quality, Aluminum Safe, Multi-Metal 
& FerrousDetergents Specifically 
Engineered to Exceed Cleanliness 
Standards in the Production Cleaning 
of All Powertrain Components includ-
ing Transmission, Torque Converter, 
Clutch, Engine, Brake, Hydraulic, 
Bearing & Electric Motor Assemblies. 
REPRESENTING: Precision Metal 
Works (PMW), Pro Ultrasonics and 
Viking Blast & Wash Systems.

Transmission Digest
Booth# 123
P.O. Box 2210
Springfield, MO  65801
Toll Free: (800) 274-7890
Phone: (417) 866-3917
Fax: (417) 866-2781
publisher@transmissiondigest.com
www.transmissiondigest.com
Bobby Mace, Publisher
Gary Sifford, Editor
Wayne Colonna, Tech. Editor
Terry Greenhut, Mgr. Editor
Mike Anderson, Acct. Exec.
The long-standing and credible journal 
for the transmission/Powertrain busi-
ness. Extensive coverage including 
marketing, management, automatic 
and manual transmission diagnostic, 
repair and installation.

Transmission Rebuilders Network 
International (TRNi)
Booth# 208
6501 East Greenway Pkwy, 
Suite 103/298
Scottsdale, AZ  85254
Toll Free: (888) 582-TRNi (8764)
www.trannybuilder.com
info@trannybuilder.com
steve@trannybuilder.com
The leading provider of OEM and 
proprietary data to automotive and 
transmission repair to the professional 
automotive service industry.

Transmission Rebuilders Network 
Worldwide Inc. (TRNW) 
Booth# 519
2825 Walnut Terrace
Modesto, CA  95355
Phone: (209) 551-0599
Fax: (209) 551-3992
www.trnw.net
tod@trnw.net
Tod Chretien, Pres.
Mary Chretien, Admin.
An interactive transmission forum where 
repair experts like you discuss every-
thing from rebuilding tips to diagnostic 
routines, parts location and more!

Transmission Specialties Inc.
Booth# 302
375 Turner Industrial Way
Aston, PA  19014
Phone: (610) 485-9110
Fax: (610) 485-9356
Peter Miller
Ken Kelly
www.transmissionspecialties.com
Transmission Specialties manufactures 
high performance automatic transmis-
sion and torque convert components. 
Specializing in complete units to indi-
vidual components for torque convert-
ers and powerglide transmissions.

Transtar Industries, Inc.   
Booth# 101 & 403
7350 Young Dr.         
Cleveland, OH  44146          
Toll Free: (800) 359-3339
Phone: (440) 232-5100        
Fax: (440) 232-0632
www.transtar1.com 
info@transtar1.com
Greg Gyllstrom, C.E.O.

Neil Sethi, Group, President
Tom DeMille, V.P.of Sales&Branch Ops
Jim Berry, V.P. of Marketing
Manish Batra, V.P. of Operations
Kevin Rozsa, V.P. of Int’l Sales 
Transtar, the premier provider of world-
class driveline solutions, is the world-
wide leader in the distribution of OEM 
quality automatic, standard and differ-
ential transmission rebuilder kits 
and components, torque converters, 
electrical components, hard 
parts, specialty tools and service items, 
and complete automatic, standard and 
transfer case units.

TransTec® by CORTECO  
Booth# 219
11617 State Rte. 13  
Milan, OH  44846  
Toll Free: (800) 736-2236  
Phone: (419) 499-2502  
Fax: (419) 499-2804  
www.transtec.com  
par@fngp.com  
Patty Richards, Mktg. Mgr. 
John Galloway, Sales Mgr.  
Bill D’Agostino, Export Sales Mgr.
John Wozniak, Prod. Dev. Mgr.
Craig Stark, Dir.
Angel Angulo, Sales Mgr., Mexico 
Patrick Kennedy, Sales Mgr., PS Aftmkt
Michael St. John, Sales Mgr., HD 
Aftmkt 
TransTec® automatic transmission 
rebuild kits and TransTec® power 
steering repair kits.

V

Valeo Transmissions  
Booth# 334
301 West Park Lane 
Hampton, VA 23666  
Toll Free: (888) 71-VALEO  
Phone: (757) 825-7495 
Fax: (757) 826-2120 
VS-CustomerService@Valeo.com
www.valeoserviceusa.com  
Bill Hoffpauer, Reg. Sales Mgr.  
Jim Winter, Nat’l Sales Mgr.            
Kimberly Capizzani, Nat’l Sales Mgr.  
Dave Slaman, Gen Mgr. 
Valeo is a leading manufacturer of 
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clutches and flywheels. In addition to 
complete clutch kit coverage, Valeo 
offers solid Flywheel Conversion Kits to 
replace the original dual mass flywheel 
setup and is a cost saving, effective 
product in the aftermarket. 

   
Valve Body Pro
Booth#  234
464 Perrymont Ave.
San Jose, CA  95125
Phone: (408) 287-4500
www.valvebodypros.com
bob@valvebodypros.com 
Bob Sanghera
Valve Body Pro is the leading 
remanufacture for the industries
highest quality valve bodies. We 
also truly believe in 110% customer 
satisfaction.

WWW.VALVEBODYPROS.COM

VBX-ValveBody Xpress 
Booth#  308
150 Mid-Atlantic Pkwy
Paulsboro, NJ  O8066 
Toll Free: (866) 2GET-VBX
Phone: (856) 848-0908
Fax: (856) 848-1080
www.valvebodyxpress.com 
Tim LaCerra, Pres.
Scott Hagland, General Manager 
Kim Devlin,  Dir. of Sales 
Julie Tees, Dir. of Finance
Bob Gibson, Product Mgr.
Jeff Parlee, Dir. of Prod. Sup. 
VBX provides guaranteed remanufac-
tured valve bodies for most vehicles. 

All VBX valve bodies are individually 
tested and calibrated to assure peak 
performance. In addition, all solenoids 
are individually tested for efficiency. 

WWW.VALVEBODYXPRESS.COM

W

Whatever It Takes Transmission 
Parts
Booth# 103
4282 E. Blue Lick Rd. 
Louisville, KY  40229 
Toll Free: (800) 940-0197
Phone: (502) 955-6035 
Fax: (502) 955-6077
sales@wittrans.com
www.wittrans.com
Rodney Peters, Sales V.P. 
Kenny Hester, Pres.
Rick Skaggs, Ops. V.P. 
John Huff, Finance V.P.
Whatever It Takes is a complete line 
supplier of new, used and remanufac-
tured automatic and standard transmis-
sion parts. For more information visit 
the WIT website at www.wittrans.com.

WWW.WITTRANS.COM

Z

ZAMCO TOOLS USA
Booth# 511
8603 South Flores
San Antonio, TX 78221
Phone: (877) 826-7497
Fax: (210) 924-1036
www.zamcotoolsusa.com
ZAMCO TOOLS USA is a division of 
Zamorano Enterprises, Inc. which has 
specialized in quality automatic trans-
mission repair tools since 1978. Our 
tools are proudly made in the USA and 
are amongst the most recognizable 
tools in the industry.

ZF Services North America 
Booth# 420
777 Hickory Hill Dr.        
Vernon Hills, IL  60061   
Toll Free: (800) 451-2595
www.zf.com/na
ZF Services North America is a 
supplier of SACHS clutches for all 
makes and ZF transmission parts/units 
for select Audi, BMW, Ford, Jaguar, 
Land Rover, Porsche and Volkswagen 
models.

Zhejiang Lintex Auto Parts Co., Ltd
Booth# 413
Linjia Industrial Park, Jinqing Town, 
Luqiao District, Taizhou, Zhejiang, 
CHINA 318056
Phone: 0086-576-82386666
Fax: 0086-576-82608056
tommy@benhhy.com
http://benhhy.en.alibaba.com 
Company Product Description: 
Lintex product, paper-based fric-
tion plate is mainly used for auto-
matic transmission of passenger car. 
LINTEX is the OEM manufacturer of 
friction plates whose friction material 
is made in Japan. The quality of our 
aftermarket parts is the same as OEM 
parts. Our quality warranty is 2 years/ 
100,000kms.
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GEARS does not endorse new products but makes this new information available 
to readers. If you have a new product, please email the press release information 
with applicable digital photo or drawing to fpasley@atra.com or send by mail to 
GEARS, 2400 Latigo Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030.

Transtar Industries Inc.  
to Present at 19th 
Annual ATRA 
Powertrain Expo

Transtar Industries, 
Inc., the premier provider 
of world-class driveline 
solutions, will present 
at the 19th annual ATRA Powertrain 
Expo, October 27-31, 2011, at the Las 
Vegas Hilton in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Mike Riley, Transtar’s director of 
technical services and training, will 
discuss What Qualifies as an Automatic 
Transmission – Today. He’ll explore the 
various transmission platforms which 
exist today, such as the CVT and EVT, 
and look at what’s coming tomorrow.

Covering a number of main design 
variations, Riley will provide clarifica-
tion for shops on issues they contend 
with on a daily basis, including the 
array of different names and terms, and 
how the mixture of service repair work 
corresponds to the vehicle population.

Transtar’s technical service 
team, that developed the presenta-
tion, includes Riley and Dave Hritsko, 
Transtar’s product manager and techni-
cal services coordinator. Riley is sched-
uled to speak on Saturday, October 
29 from 10:30AM to noon, Pacific 
Standard Time.

“We’re thankful for the oppor-
tunity to present at one of the largest 
and most important events of the year 
for the transmission repair industry,” 
states Neil Sethi, president, Driveline 
Distribution Group. “We hope that our 
team’s knowledge and expertise will be 
greatly beneficial to those who attend 
the seminar.”

Goerend Introduces New 
Dodge Transmission Pan 
for 47RE-RH and 48RE

Goerend Transmission, Inc. has 
just introduced a new pan designed for 
Dodge 47RE-RH and 48RE units. CNC 
machined from lightweight cast alumi-
num to provide greater heat dissipation 
and durability, the new pan increases 
the fluid capacity by 2½ quarts.

The sloped floor improves drain-
age, and the magnetic drainplug makes 
it easy to drain the fluid. 

The new pan was designed by 
Dave Goerand and his staff to offer 
improved performance and provide 
longer transmission life. It even comes 
with a threaded hole to provide easy 
temperature sensor installation. 

The kit sells for $250, and includes 
all hardware for installation, a ⅜” drive 
socket, and a billet lowering block. A 
new gasket is included. The new pan 
comes with a limited lifetime warranty.

For best results, use this pan in 
conjunction with Mopar trans filter 
3515996 (Dacron filter) or Transtar 
filter 12010C.

For more information, visit 
Goerend on line at www.goerend.com.

CVT Seminar at Expo 
Presented by GFX

GFX Corp will be 
sponsoring a CVT clinic at 
the Las Vegas Hilton on 
Sunday, October 30, 2011, 
from 10AM–noon.

The speaker for this 
seminar will be Coen Van Beek, the 
leading, Europe-based expert on CVTs. 
The seminar is entitled CVTs: Tips and 
Tricks — Covering Nissan

 Murano, BMW Mini, and Audi 
Multitronic 01J.

The cost for this seminar is $50, 
but each attendee will receive a $50 
voucher to use with their preferred 
distributor on any GFX part. Which 
means you’ll be able to attend this 
seminar absolutely free, while picking 
up a wealth of information.

Register early, as seating is 
limited. Call 305-499-9789 for more 
information. And you can visit us on 
line at www.gfxcorp.com.

Superior Introduces 
New PowerTow™ Kit

Superior Transmission Parts, Inc. 
is pleased to announce the 4R75E/W 
PowerTow™ SelectiveAction™ Kit, 
part number PT4R75, for late 2000-
up 4R75E/W; the first standalone kit 
developed especially for Ford F150 
4R75 units.

With numerous features and ben-
efits, each PowerTow™ package lets 
you purchase several engineered com-
ponents together, saving you time and 
money. The kit includes tested, easy-
on-the-eyes, detailed instructions and 
helpful tech in one box, for quick, 
precise installation.

This is the first and only kit on the 
market developed exclusively for the 
4R75E/W. For AOD-E or 4R70 units, 
use the Fairbanks 23007 TransAction™ 
kit.

The new PowerTow kit includes:
•	 Our new billet aluminum Accu-

Seal™ 2-3 accumulator piston; 
stops OE molded piston blowout 
and seal rollover in its tracks. This 
corrects a common problem in 
2002 up 4R75E/W units.

•	 Our K092 super-tough valve body 
separator plate and snuber to help 
eliminate crossleaks, cracking, 
and flexing that plague the OE 
plate.

•	 A new steel bypass clutch control 
sleeve and piston, to replace the 
often worn out, coated aluminum 
style that caused converter chat-
ters and burn up. 

•	 Our Real-Steel™, no-ream, PR 
valve train saves worn-out cast-
ings, and it includes our steel 
reverse boost valve assembly. 
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This PR combo was specially 
developed to enhance the pres-
sure curve without overpowering 
the system, especially in units 
with programmers or fuel system 
modifications. 

Our new PT4R75 kit is the sec-
ond PowerTow™ Selective Action™ 
packages and starts heading out today 
to a distributor near you. For more, 
visit Superior on line at www.superior-
transmissions.com.

New Pump Alignment 
Tool from Adapt-A-Case

Adapt-A-Case has just introduced 
their new, reliable, 6L80E pump align-
ment tool, part number T-46664AC.

Adapt-A-Case has become known 
for high-quality, American-made tools 
at the best possible prices. And with 
the new pump alignment tool, every 
effort was made to keep costs down 
while ensuring durability. Aluminum 
is cost-prohibitive, so the T-46664AC 
is CNC machined from steel and then 
heat treated.   

As 2006-up GM vehicles equipped 
with 6L80Es come in for service, prop-
er pump stator-to-bellhousing align-
ment becomes a critical step in creating 
a lasting rebuild. The T-46664AC is up 
to the task. 

Available through many U.S. and 
Canadian parts suppliers, please visit 
www.Adapt-A-Case.com for more 
details and supplier contact informa-
tion.

Transmission Specialties  
Introduces New Billet  
4L80 Torque Converter 
Kit   

Transmission Specialties of Aston, 
Pennsylvania, is pleased to announce 
the addition of a new 10” 4L80 billet 
lockup torque converter kit to its line 
of specialized transmission kits and 
components.

These transmissions are often 
selected for use in the high performance 
market, thanks to their nearly bullet-
proof design. This new kit reduces the 
converter’s weight, while supporting 
additional RPM to provide more power 
to the wheels.

This torque converter kit works 
with GM’s 265mm torque converter 
core. It contains a billet cover with 
three GM bolt circles, a billet oversized 
lockup plate, a heat-treated turbine 
spline, a heat-treated sprag race, billet 
aluminum stator caps, a flanged impel-
ler hub, an O-ring, heavy duty enclosed 
bearings, and mounting bolts. 

For more information contact Ken 
Kelly at Transmission Specialties, 610-
485-9110 or kenktsi@comcast.net. Or 
visit us on line at www.transmission-
specialties.com.

TransTec Offers Complete  
Line of Honda Case and  
Cover Gasket Kits

Corteco is pleased to announce 
a complete line of premium Honda 
case and cover gasket kits. These kits 
include all the case, side, and solenoid 
cover gaskets necessary to complete a 
gasket-only repair.

All the gaskets are produced by 
Freudenberg-NOK, an industry leader 
recognized for manufacturing gaskets 
with a process that helps to prevent 
expansion or shrinkage.

For more, visit Corteco at www.
TransTec.com.

Jasper Updates  
Bosch VP44 Diesel  
Injection Pumps

Jasper Engines & Transmissions 
offers several benefits when remanufac-
turing Bosch VP44 injection pumps on 
1998–2002 Cummins B-series engines, 
which were used in Dodge Ram pick-
ups, Freightliner medium-duty trucks, 
and numerous industrial applications.

In the early-style pump housing, a 
steel piston ran through a brass advance 
cylinder bore. “The brass bore saw 
severe wear from ultra low-sulfur fuel 
and the different metallurgical factors 
of the two pieces,” says TJ Abrams, 
JASPER Diesel Quality Group Leader. 
“JASPER only uses steel inserts to 
eliminate wear and allow the piston to 
move freely.”

Another common issue involved 
the electronic pressure sensor glowplug 
controller (PSG) on top of the pump. 
“Early-model PSGs had a limited num-
ber of key cycles,” says Abrams, “so 
JASPER verifies the date code on the 
side of the PSG to eliminate this con-
dition, and reflashes the PSG with the 
latest calibrations.”

Perhaps the most common failure 
on the VP44 is code 216 (fuel timing 
error) and the driveability problems 
that go with it due to supply pump 
issues and low fuel pressure. “The 
pump diaphragm can crack, causing 
excessive wear to the housing,” says 
Abrams. “JASPER installs the later-
style diaphragm, which is metal-plated 
and thicker, to help eliminate these 
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failures. JASPER also recommends 
replacing the fuel supply pump to help 
prevent that failure.”

These updated components, along 
with JASPER’s up-to-date electronic 
calibrations, will help keep a vehicle 
running at peak performance, and meet-
ing the latest emission standards.

For more information on JASPER’s 
diesel engine fuel system components, 
call their sales team at 1-800-827-7455, 
or log onto www.jasperengines.com

Alto Introduces New  
Sales Representative 
Ronnie Sang

Alto is pleased to announce the 
appointment of Ronnie Sang as inter-
national sales representative. Ronnie 
will be responsible for sales in South 
and Central America. He’ll target after-
market, heavy duty, and OE sectors 
within the region, specializing in Brazil. 
Originally from Brazil, Ronnie earned 
a bachelor’s degree in economics from 
the University of North Florida. 

“We’re happy to welcome Ronnie 
to the Alto family,” said Vice President 
of Sales Jose Montalvo. “He brings 
with him a young spirit, a sharp mind, 
and a dedication to be involved and 
grow with us. Ronnie will focus on the 
customer relationship.” 

“International sales at Alto Products 
is an exciting challenge and I’m looking 
forward to learning more and provide 
the best support for our current and 
future customers,” said Sang. 

Alto Products is the oldest and larg-
est independently owned-and-operated 
clutch manufacturer in the world. Alto 
has manufactured over a billion clutch-
es over the last 60 years for automotive, 
high performance, heavy duty, marine, 
and motorcycle applications. Corporate 
headquarters are in Alabama, USA, and 

the company operates three U.S. manu-
facturing plants, four North American 
distribution facilities, and international 
operations in Mexico, Europe, Dubai, 
India, Australia, and China.

For more information please visit 
www.altoUSA.com.

AutoRXpro Offers New 
Technical Resource for 
Professional Techs

Time is money. As someone who 
is looked upon to solve problems every 
day, you need top-notch technical infor-
mation ASAP.

AutoRXpro is an online technical 
resource offering FREE access to its 
growing Fix Database, fed by the Tech 
Forum — a place to serve others with 
your knowledge or to ask the commu-
nity for their thoughts. 

AutoRXpro Platinum Membership 
is an incredible value at only $179/year. 
RX saves you big money by provid-
ing complete access to Chilton PRO, a 
virtual goldmine of information: print-
able wiring diagrams, current TSBs, 
diagnostic routines, a labor guide with 
three service levels to help generate 
profitable estimates, and so much more.

Platinum Members also enjoy the 
Online Service Writer package included 
at no charge. This thorough application 
allows shops to generate and track repair 
orders, follow expenses and payroll, 
create profitability reports, and prac-
tice Customer Retention Management 
(CRM). Owners may even password-
protect sensitive pages so everyone in 
the shop can use it.

AutoRXpro provides online mar-
keting that gets your name in front 
of potential customers. Phone books 
have always been expensive and not 
too many people even bother to look at 
them anymore.

AutoRXpro: Prescribed to ease 
your pain and help make you a hero — 
visit www.3.AutoRXpro.com for more 
information and to sign up today!

In Memoriam  
Pedro Cifuentes 

We recently heard of the passing of 
Pedro “The Converter Man” Cifuentes 
from his son Peter. Peter wrote: It is 
with great saddness to inform you of the 
loss of a great legend in this Industry, 
"one of the fathers of the transmis-

sion industry".Pedro Cifuentes passed 
away on September 30th, after battling 
complications to knee surgery for 15 
months. He was laid to rest Sunday 
October 2nd in his home town, Murcia, 
Spain. He was not only my father, he 
was my business partner and my best 
friend. I have many memories of my 
father, we worked together side by side 
for 30 years and I can say, without a 
doubt... that he loved what he did! He 
was a man that gave 110% to both his 
family and to his business...his two 
passions in life. He was an honest and 
charitable man always giving what he 
could, and sharing all that he had with 
those less fortunate than he. My father 
was a great man and I will miss him 
deeply, as will the countless others that 
were fortunate enough to know and 
love him. 

Transtar Names David A. 
Kralic as New CFO

Transtar Industries, Inc., the pre-
mier provider of world-class driveline 
solutions, recently named David Kralic 
as the company’s new chief financial 
officer. Kralic joined Transtar in August 
2011, bringing more than 20 years of 
finance experience.

“Not only does Dave bring a broad 
base of financial expertise, he has a deep 
understanding of the automotive after-
market,” states Greg Gyllstrom, presi-
dent and CEO of Transtar Industries. 
“As a key member of Transtar’s execu-
tive leadership team, he will provide 
financial and strategic insights in sup-
port of Transtar’s goals. We are delight-

Ronnie Sang

Pedro Cifuentes  
1927-2011 R.I.P.
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ed to welcome Dave to Transtar and 
look forward to his contribution to our 
success.”

Most recently, Mr. Kralic served as 
finance director for Riverside Company, 
a private equity firm.

Gaining extensive insight into the 
aftermarket industry, he served as CFO 
and director of information technol-
ogy at Bendix Commercial Vehicle 
Systems. He’s held various positions at 
NCR Corporation, including corporate 
finance director, division controller, 
manager of cost accounting and finan-
cial analyst, and also worked for R.R. 
Donnelley & Sons.

“Transtar is the clear number one 
provider of aftermarket driveline solu-
tions, and I am excited to join the 
Transtar team,” says Mr. Kralic. “I look 
forward to assisting Transtar’s contin-
ued growth and success.”

Kralic holds a master’s degree in 
finance and a bachelor’s degree in com-
puter and information science from The 
Ohio State University (OSU). Outside 
work, Kralic is a Cleveland sports fan 
and an avid OSU fan. He and his wife 
have two daughters.

Visit www.transtar1.com for more 
information.

TCRA Introduces 
Scholarship Fund

The Torque Converter Rebuilder’s 
Association (TCRA) has announced the 
establishment of a scholarship fund to 
encourage and promote young people 
to enter the automotive repair field. 

Scholarship applications may be 
submitted by TCRA members and 
families, their employees, and fam-
ily members of employees. Applicants 
need to be entering some aspect of the 
automotive industry.

The number and amounts of the 
scholarships will be decided by the 
TCRA Board of Directors each year. 
Applications must be submitted by 
March 1 of each year to be eligible, and 
the winner will be announced at the 
annual TCRA members meeting and 
seminar in late spring.  

Applications, eligibility and 
requirements are available at the 
Members Only section of the TCRA 
web site, tcraonline.com or contact Len 
Wack at lenw@embarqmail.com.

Now Available from 
CORTECO, High 
Performance Powerglide 
Overhaul Kits

Corteco is pleased to announce 
the availability of TransTec® over-
haul kit 2577. Kit 2577 is a high per-
formance racing kit for the 1962-73 
Aluminum Powerglide transmission. 
The TransTec® kit has upgraded rubber 
components along with Teflon® rings 
for the turbine shaft and high clutch 
drum. 

Featured Components 

Kit number 2577 is in stock and 
available for immediate shipment

Tow Matrix Extreme 
for Any Heavy Duty 
Allison Applications

TRANSMISSION EXCHANGE 
CO. is pleased to introduce its new 
Tow Matrix extreme duty transmission; 
a replacement unit for GM Allison 
1000 transmissions used for in tow-
ing, engine braking, ambulances, motor 
homes, snow plowing, heavy hauling, 
and other extreme applications.

The extreme duty Allison 
1000 Tow Matrix package includes 
Alto Red Eagle Clutches, TransGo 
Reprogramming with modified pump 
valving, custom trim valves, a modified 

valve body plate, modified clutch pis-
tons, heavy duty piston springs, and an 
extreme duty low-stall torque converter 
with brazed fins and a billet front cover.

It’s the ultimate Allison 1000!
To learn more, contact the 

TRANSMISSION EXCHANGE CO., 
Portland, OR, 800-776-1191, or visit 
them on line at www.txchange.com.

China AT Summit in 
Guangzhou

 

  The first China AT Summit was 
recently held in Guangzhou China. The 
event was sponsored Guangzhou Huadu 
Worldwide Automatic Transmission 
Co. , owned by Mr. Anthony Shiu. The 
250 attendees were treated to several 
seminars given by US companies such 
as Sonnax, Alto, Raybestos, Precision 
International, Transtar and Transtec.  
Mr Shiu, Catherine He and staff treated 
everybody to a gala dinner party on 
Wednesday September 21st. 

© 2011  Freudenberg-NOK  
11617 State Route 13 • Milan, Ohio 44846 • T:  419-499-2502 • F:  419-499-2804 • www.TransTec.com 

NPA 9/20/11

A Division of Freudenberg-NOK

New Product 
Announcement

Corteco is pleased to announce the availability of TransTec® overhaul 
kit 2577.  Kit 2577 is a high performance racing kit for the 1962-73 
Aluminum Powerglide transmission. The TransTec® kit has upgraded 
rubber components along with Teflon® rings for the turbine shaft and 
high clutch drum. 

HIGH PERFORMANCE POWERGLIDE

Kit number 2577 is in stock and available for immediate shipment

Featured Components

Duraprene® pan gasket B11045

Front seal B29052

Rear seal B29045

Sealing ring kit 3557

   Description                 TransTec® Number                                                            

Teflon® is a registered trademark of Dupont          Duraprene® is a registered trademark of Freudenberg-NOK

Description TransTec® 
Number

Duraprene® pan gasket B11045

Front seal B29052

Rear seal B29045

Sealing ring kit 3557

John Sollazzo- Precision International during 
seminar presentation

group photo of attendees

Several US company representatives during 
Round table discussion
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ERIKSSON INDUSTRIES

•1 YEAR UNLIMITED MILE WTY•

1-800-388-4418
Division of Wentworth Engineering

Authorized        Parts Distributor

•Remanufactured Units              * DYNO TESTED*
•5HP30, 5HP24, 5HP19, 5HP18, 4HP24, 4HP22, 
 4HP18, 4HP14
•Specializing in SAAB 900/9000 5SP, 
 as well as T-37 A/T

• Hard Parts: NEW / USED / REMANUFACTURED

       Soft Parts / Friction Kits / Steel Kits / Repair Manuals

• Lifetime Fluids / Rebuild Kits / Valvebody Kits

1-800-388-4418
Fax: (860) 395-0047

www.erikssonindustries.com
146B Elm St., Old Saybrook, CT 06475

**COMPUTERS**
Transmission Control Module

E C M &  T C M
Mitsubishi-Honda-Hyundai-GEO
Kia-Mazda-Nissan-Suzuki-Toyota

BOSCH ECM
GM - Ford - Chrysler - Dodge

Next Day Air Shipping Available
One Year Warranty

Best Customer Service!
Ford *GM * Chrysler off vehicle 
ECM reprogramming available

8 8 8 - 2 1 7 - 4 0 7 2
Autocomp Technologies, Inc.
8515 N. Freeway, Houston, Texas www.g-tec.comwww.g-tec.com

Heated Cooler 
Line Flusher

Transmission 
Dyno/CV 
Tester

800-725-6499
417-725-6400

Hard Parts * 1946-2010 * Soft Parts

800-835-1007
Quality Parts * 

Fair Prices

~Se Habla Espanol

Excellent Service

Visit our web site www. areds.com

Automatic *  Standard
Transfer Case Parts

SHOPPER CLASSIFIED ADS
GEARS Shopper advertising costs $325.00 for a one time insertion ad, (2 1/4 X 3) 2.25 X 3.  Larger ads can be placed 
elsewhere in the magazine and are charged at comparable rates. Check or money order must accompany all orders.  
For information on Shopper advertising in GEARS, contact GEARS, 2400 Latigo Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030, or call 
(805) 604-2000.
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SHOPPER CLASSIFIED ADS
GEARS Shopper advertising costs $325.00 for a one time insertion ad, (2 1/4 X 3) 2.25 X 3.  Larger ads can be placed 
elsewhere in the magazine and are charged at comparable rates. Check or money order must accompany all orders.  
For information on Shopper advertising in GEARS, contact GEARS, 2400 Latigo Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030, or call 
(805) 604-2000.

BMW    Mercedes-Benz    Audi

Remanufactured to
Perfection

Hundreds of Transmissions in-stock.

Immediate installation available.

2 year unlimited warranty.

Dyno-tested.

Remanufactured torque converter included.

Toll free 800 - 372 - TRANS

1331 Rollins Road • Burlingame, CA 94010
tel 650 - 348 - 3990    fax 650 - 348 - 3019

Equipment Manufacturing Corp.

888-833-9000 
www.equipmentmanufacturing.com

Valve Body Kits
RatioTek™ 

RT-4L60E
Fix Code 
1870 Fast 
Adjust 1-2 

shift firmness 
without re-
moving VB.

RT-E4OD/4R
Kit fits  

E40D and 
4R100

Easy to Install - Low Cost - Great Results 

3 High Tech  
Regulator Valves. 

Adjust shift firmness. 

www.ratiotek.com     626-968-2754

-- Kits At Part Suppliers Now --

RT-4L60E-HD 
RT-700R4 
RT-700R4-HD 
RT-AX4S 
RT-4F50N 
RT-A750E 
RT-A750E-HD 
RT-A761E 
RT-A761E-HD 
RT-4ATAXLE 
RT-4ATAXLE-HD 
Also 5th Edition Ratiotek 
software now shipping!!

www.partsbyweller.com

D
R
I
V
E
L
I
N
E

ONE SOLUTION  ONE SOURCE

•COMPLETE UNITS OR TRANSFER CASE PARTS
•NEW AND REBUILT TRANSMISSIONS
•OVER 1,000 AXLES IN STOCK
•REBUILD KITS IN STOCK
•UPS DAILY
•DAILY DELIVERIES TO YOUR DOOR
•S•STANDARD, EXTENDED & LIFETIME
  WARRANTY OPTIONS

(800) 822-2375

This cd contains over 1200 pages of Gears 
technical articles, there are 4 years, 260 articles 

and 45 issues all on this on cd!

Please mention this ad when placing your order. Place your order before 
12pm PST and receive same day shipping. 

Award Winning Gears Magazine Acticles 
For Sale 

Call Now!!!

(800)-428-8489
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INSTA-CLEAN
PARTS WASHERS

INSTA-CLEAN
PARTS WASHERS

INSTA-CLEAN
PARTS WASHERS

INSTA-CLEAN
PARTS WASHERS

INSTA-CLEAN
PARTS WASHERS

w
w

w
.instaclean.com

800-331-6405    800-331-6405

WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

Standard Transmissions
Transfer Cases

New & Used Parts
Rebuilt Units

*ONE CALL DOES IT ALL*

CALL
BRIAN OR ALBERT

866-571-GEAR
        4 3 2 7

Northland Transmission Inc. 
 

Phone: 715-458-2617     Fax: 715-458-2611 
 

www.servobore.com 

Fix it in less 
than fifteen  
minutes with 
one of our 
easy to use 
kits.

No machine
shop required. 

 
HARD PARTS FOR 

Domestic and Foreign 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS 

TORQUE CONVERTERS 
TRANSFER CASES 

 
WE HAVE OVER 500,000 PARTS IN STOCK 

CALL 602-971-0477 
getithardparts.com 

 
WE SHIP UPS DAILY 

NEED QUALITY
CONVERTERS?

Overhaul System! 

Call for a free catalog
877-298-5003

www.atiracing.com
6747 Whitestone Road • Baltimore, MD 21207

®

  
   

  

 

 
 

www.kbcores.com

GEARSGEARS
This could 

be 
your ad!

call 
(805) 604-2000 
and find out how!

For The Transmission rebuilding indusTry
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SHOPPER CLASSIFIED ADS
GEARS Shopper advertising costs $325.00 for a one time insertion ad, (2 1/4 X 3) 2.25 X 3.  Larger ads can be placed 
elsewhere in the magazine and are charged at comparable rates. Check or money order must accompany all orders.  
For information on Shopper advertising in GEARS, contact GEARS, 2400 Latigo Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030, or call 
(805) 604-2000.

Quality 
Remanufactured 
Torque Converters

Expect the Best!

800.727.4461

Distributorships Available

Visit our website:
www.cvcconverters.com

ONE PIECE SOLID STEEL WELD
We take your cores and machine you a stronger drum.

Never worry about the snap ring failing again.

PrO TraNS ParTS
right Parts, right Price, right Time

Contact us for details: 630.521.1700 phone 630.521.8890 fax

877.PrO.TraN
Matt@ProTransmissionParts.com

CD4E Double Drum & ZF5HP24 "a" Drum

  
        

      
Leading The Industry Since 1978 

www.Trans-Tool.com  

RDG MAKES ALL 
THE DIFFERENCE

www.rdg.co.za

People  P r i d e  Passion  Perfection

RDG Cape Town
willem@rdg.co.za 
johanvb@rdg.co.za 
Tel: +27 21 3851949
Fax: +27 21 385 1862

RDG Boksburg JHB
dennis@rdg.co.za
salome@rdg.co.za
Tel: +27 11 823 4393/83
Fax: +27 11 826 7342

RDG Truck Jet Park  
commercial@rdg.co.za
dennis@rdg.co.za
Tel : +27 11 826 2722
Fax : +27 11 826 4193 

RDG Durban
dean@rdg.co.za
mariam@rdg.co.za
Tel: +27 31 569 6869
Fax: +27 31 569 6872 

RDG Port Elizabeth
marka@rdg.co.za
elaine@rdg.co.za
Tel: +27 41 586 3616
Fax: +27 41 586 3615 

RDG is an approved Service Provider to most South 
African OE motor manufacturers and importers.

RDG Diff Jet Park  
dennis@rdg.co.za 
Tel. +27 11 823 5850 
Fax. +27 86 632 9098

Rex Diff & Gearbox (RDG) is one of the leading specialists in 
Southern Africa for the repair, maintenance and supply of 
remanufactured service exchange differentials, gearboxes, 
propshafts, clutches and steering boxes

Find us on Facebook: Rex Diff & Gearbox RSA
Rex Diff Sa (Rdg)
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• Transfer Case Assemblies
with Encoder Motors

• Reman Transmissions
• New & Reman Engines
• 3 yr./100,000 Mile Parts &

Labor Warranty
• Nationwide Delivery
• Truckload Pricing

GREEN BAY, WI

800-242-2844

Only at
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USED, NEW AND REBUILT
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE
ONE CALL DOES IT ALL!

•
•
•
•

 WE STOCK
VT25E,6L80E,6R60E,5R110W
   USED & REBUILT PARTS 
 We offer a complete machine shop 
for ALL of your rebuilding needs!

800-461-5396

Rostra Performance 
Class linear solenoids 

outperform and  
cost less than their  
OE counterparts!

Transmission.com

To find out more
 visit: 

* Complete Remanufactured*
*Individually Tested*
*SONNAX Updates*

* 1 YR Warranty*
*Tech Support*

*Family Owned & Operated*
*N*Nationwide Shipping*

NOW OFFERING
*SONNAX Updated Pumps*

(877) 337 - 4681
www.reamman.com
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BUSINESS FOR SALE: California 
– You need to take a look at this 
one! 40 years of excellent busi-
ness transmission & general auto-

motive service. Same great loca-
tion, central California, this is not 
your ordinary shop. Large building 
with latest equipment, owner ready 

SHOPPER CLASSIFIED
GEARS classified advertising cost $95.00 for up to 50 words for a one time insertion. ATRA members are eligible to receive up to three (3) FREE classified 
advertisements in GEARS annually (per 9 issues).  Members wishing to place ads once their three FREE ads have been placed may do so at the cost listed above. 
Ads exceeding the maximum word count will cost $1.50 for each additional word (not including phone number and address).

October/November 2011

GEARSGEARS
This could 

be 
your ad!

call 
(805) 604-2000 
and find out how!

FOR THE TRANSmISSION REbuILDINg INDuSTRy

Remanufactured 
Valve Bodies 

from Valve Body Pro
We are now capable of testing and 
re-calibrating ALL Aisin 5 & 6 
Speed Transmission Valve Bodies.
  Each Valve Body is tested and 
re-calibrated on our New State-
of-the-Art Test Machine to verify 
proper operation of the pressures 
and control circuits.
  Most Valve Bodies now include 
NEW or SolPro Remanufactured 
Solenoids.
•Pro-Proven Best in the Industry
•Pro-Proven Best Warranty
•Pro-Proven Best Product Support 

bob@valvebodypros.com
www.valvebodypros.com
408-287-4500

to retire. Contact (209) 602-7250. 
ATRA Mbr 

HELP WANTED: Manager/Partner 
for Established Transmission Shop 
- Excellent opportunity for qualified 
individual. Technical experienced 
preferred but not required, nine 
bays, fully equipped. Coleman-
Taylor Transmission Company, Inc. 
Visit colemantaylor.com. Call (901) 
525- 6819 Ext. 15. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Texas – Experi-
ence Rebuilders, R&R, Diagnostic 
Technicians and Service Writers. 
Shop located in middle of Dallas 
Fort Worth Metroplex with great 
reputation and team atmosphere.  
Monday through Friday work week, 
paid vacations and holidays off. 
Please provide work history, refer-
ences and any certifications. Either 
fax or email resumes to begin in-
terview process: (817) 277-0049 or 
richard@nttrans.com. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: North Carolina – 
Auto Transmission Rebuilder and/
or Installers! Great opportunity to 
live and work in the magnificent 
Smokey Mountains of Western, 
North Carolina! Fishing, hunting 
recreation capital of the south-

“New Kit Release”
AISIN 6 Speed  09M

6 Speeds with only 5 shifting elements Customer Value Proposition

Components

Rebuild Kits

VW
Passat, Passat Wagon   06-08   3.6L
Tiguan 08-09  2.0L

This kit is separate from our 09G and 
09K repair kits.

Seal Aftermarket Products now 
has the complete overhaul kit 
for this transmission series with 
year coverage 2006 – Up.

T265002C  OHK AWTF60SN 09M 06-Up
T265004C   Master L/Steels AWTF60SN 09M
T265006C   Master W/Steels AWTF60SN 09M

70474            M/C Seal Axle shaft, bell hsg. Side
34196247      Pan Gasket Molded Rubber

Seal Aftermarket Products LLC
2315 S.W. 32 Ave., Pembroke Park, FL 33023 

www.sealaftermarketproducts.com
Phone  954-364-2400  •  Toll Free 800-582-2760  •  Fax   954-364-2401

AISIN 6 Speed  Stepped Automatic Transmission 09M

Bosch Pushbelts 
CVT belts & Luk CVT chains 
 
 
 
Contact:  

info@pushbelt.com 
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east!. Five day work week, compet-
itive salary. Shop with long stand-
ing reputation and plenty of work. If 
you are a qualified individual want-
ing to leave the rat race, contact us 
immediately! We’ve got a spot for 
you! Call (800) 688-7902 “ASAP”!
 ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: R&R technician 
needed for busy transmission shop 
North of Chicago. Applicant must 
be very experienced in both import 
and domestic applications. Full 
time hours, benefits, paid days off. 
Only experienced, serious people 
need apply. Please email if inter-
ested: gatortrans@gmail.com , or 
call (847) 808-1010. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Seeking an ex-
perienced Sales Rep. for an estab-
lished, employee-owned, automat-
ic transmission parts distributor. 
Must have knowledge of transmis-
sion parts and the industry. Com-
mission plus benefits offered. No 
traveling or relocation required. 
Interested parties should send re-
sume to: tpsalesrep@aol.com for 
consideration. All replies are held 
in strict confidence. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Tech Support/
Sales Opening - Need full time 
person knowledgeable with trans-
missions at torque converter re-
manufacturing plant.  Will assist 
customers with technical aspects 
of torque converter applications, 
purchase cores, and possible sales 
duties.  Need to relocate to Iowa.  
Excellent benefits. Email resume 
to: susan1@gopnh.com  Precision 
of New Hampton, Inc.  ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Senior Prod-
uct Manager - Leading producer/
distributor of power transmission/
steering rebuild kits seeks highly 
qualified individual as Senior Prod-
uct Manager. Bachelor’s degree 
in Engineering & 10-years post-

graduate experience required, plus 
seasoned leadership and man-
agement of people and innovative 
processes. Powertrain remanufac-
turing experience a plus. Excel-
lent compensation/benefits. www.
TransTec.com/SPM for info and 
resume submission. EOE.
 ATRA Mbr 

HELP WANTED: Sales Opening 
- Sales/marketing of top quality 
torque converters.  Must have ex-
cellent communication skills, prod-
uct and industry knowledge.  Po-
sition does not require relocation. 
Excellent benefits. Email resume 
to: susan1@gopnh.comPrecision 
of New Hampton, Inc. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Nevada – Expe-
rienced transmission rebuilder for 
a growing family owned business 

in Las Vegas, Nevada. Please in-
clude references, work history and 
any certifications with resume. Five 
day work week. We offer good pay, 
medical and dental, paid vacations, 
holiday and 401K with matching. 
Please email resumes to:  Subject 
Line: BB# 1106, dbland@atra.com  
or fax to (805) 604-2006 Attention: 
Dbland BB# 1106. ATRA Mbr

Remanufactured Transmissions

BUILT FRESH
Fastest Build To Order  
Manufacturing System

1-877-866-8372
www.moveras.com

• Every unit Dyno tested
•  Cleanroom manufacturing environment
•  Industries quickest build to order  

manufacturing system
•  All popular units shipped same day/next day
•  Custom builds for special units 
•  On-line ordering 
•  Fully supported Warranty
•  Toll free technical support

This could be your ad!
call (805)604-2000 
and find out how!

GEARSGEARS
This could be your ad!

call (805)604-2000 
and find out how!

For transmission rebuilding industry
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ADVERTISERS
Name  Page Name Page 

A & Reds Transmission Parts...................................................................... 79
 www.areds.com
AA Midwest ............................................................................................ 36, 80
 www.aaeq.net
Aamco Transmissions - Moveras Remfg Transmissions .................... 81, 123
 www.moveras.com
Adapt A Case............................................................................................... 83
 www.adaptacase.com
ATI Performance Products .................................................................... 68, 69
 www.atiperformanceproducts.com
BAAN Powertrain Corp................................................................................ 84
 www.baanpowertrain.com
BorgWarner Automotive .................................................................... 5, 73, 85
 www.borgwarner.com
CARFAX, Inc. .............................................................................................. 65
 www.carfax.com/serviceLinkShops.cfx
Certified Transmission .............................................................................. 7,71
 www.certifiedtransmissions.com
Dacco Transmission Parts........................................................................... 87
 www.daccoinc.com
Eagle Precision Products ......................................................................... rider
 www.eagleprecisionproducts.com
ETE Reman ................................................................................................. 47
 www.enginetrans.com
EVT Parts .............................................................................................. 25, 88
 www.evtparts.com
Exedy Globalparts Corporation ................................................................... 41
 www.exedyusa.com
Ford Customer Service Division .................................................................... 9
 www.fordparts.com
G-Cor Automotive Corp ................................................................... 13, 57, 89
 www.g-corautomotive.com
G-TEC, Inc. ................................................................................................. 91
 www.g-tec.com
H G M Auto Electronics Inc. ........................................................................ 55
 www.compushift.com
International Core Exchange ....................................................................... 92
 www.ice4cores.com
Jasper Engines & Transmissions ........................................................ IBC, 93
 www.jasperengines.com
Life Automotive Products Inc. .................................................................11, 45
 www.smartblend.com
Lubegard® by International Lubricants, Inc. ............................Rider, OBC, 95
 www.lubegard.com
Management Feedback Systems, Inc. ........................................................ 37
 www.mfsfred.com

MoPar .......................................................................................................... 19
 www.moparrepairconnection.com
Mustang Advanced Engineering............................................................ 75, 96
 www.mustangae.com
NATPRO - National Transmission Products ................................................ 37
 www.natpronet.com
Precision European Inc ......................................................................... 49, 97
 www.PEIus.com
Precision International ........................................................................... 17, 99
 www.transmissionkits.com
Raybestos Powertrain ........................................................................... 3, 100
 www.raybestospowertrain.com
Seal Aftermarket Products..................................................................... 27, 53
 www.sealaftermarketproducts.com
Slauson Transmission Parts ........................................................................ 35
 www.slauson.com
Sonnax Industries .......................................................................................IFC
 www.sonnax.com
STK Transmission Parts Co, LTD ............................................................. 101
 www.stkat.com
SuperFlow Technologies Group .................................................................. 34
 www.superflow.com
Superior Transmission Parts ....................................................................... 39
 www.superior-transmission.com
TCI Automotive ............................................................................................ 36
 www.tciauto.com
Teckpak-Fitzall ............................................................................................. 29
 www.teckpak-fitzall.com
Transgo ....................................................................................................... 63
 www.transgo.com
Transmission Remanufacturing Company LLC ......................................... 103
 www.trctrans.com
Transmission Specialties ..................................................................... 33, 104
 www.transmission-specialties.com
Transtar Industries, Inc. ....................................................insert, 31,51,77,105
 www.transtar1.com
TransTec By CORTECO .............................................................................. 43
 www.transtec.com
TRNi Inc. ................................................................................................... 107
 www.trannybuilder.com
Valve Body Pro .......................................................................................... 108
 www.valvebodypro.com
VBX - ValveBody Xpress, Inc. ............................................................. 12, 109
 www.valvebodyxpress.com
Whatever It Takes Transmission Parts, Inc. ...................................15, 67, 111
 www.wittrans.com
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ATRA Supplier Members
Reserve your free table top display for the 
ATRA 2011 technical seminar series today! 
Call (805) 604-2018
See ATRA Seminar Schedule at:
http://members.atra.com/?page=Seminar_Locations
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